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ABSTRACT
The Lover Mississippi River delta is an area of active sedimei*- 
tatlon receiving an estimated two million tons of material daily via the 
Mississippi Elver* This sediment is being deposited In bodies of water 
which differ in each physical properties as salinity, temperature, and 
depth* Variations in these environmental factors influence or possibly 
control the distribution of life which in turn determine the nature of 
the organic remains incorporated with the sediment deposited*
This study of the Recent foraminiferal faurmles from the environ­
ments of the Lover delta stemmed from an investigation of the mudlumps 
at the mouths of the passes of the Mississippi River conducted for the 
Sew Orleans District, Corps of Engineers, TJ* S. Army* Following the 
discovery of an unique and prolific foraminiferal assemblage in the 
sediments of mudlump SF-J? off South Fass, an extensive investigation of 
the foraminiferal genera and species of the present environments in the 
Lover Mississippi River delta was initiated* The foraminiferal faumule 
in the clay of mudUsap SP-5 was an index to the environment Inhabited 
by the foraminifera when they were living and thus was a clue to the 
magnitude of vertical displacement of the clay since the time it was 
originally deposited as mud in the Gulf of Mexico.
Published reports on two previous investigations of the foramini- 
feral populations In the Lower delta did not satisfy the momenclatural 
need in conjunction with the study of SP-5. One report restricted to a 
study of beach material from the Rio Grande to the Mississippi River 
described eighteen species and varieties of foraminifera. The other 
report presented the distribution of the foraminifera in Recent
viii
sedlatent* as determined from a traverse across the continental shelf 
with the results of the investigation being presented at the generis 
level* He species were described*
The major contribution of this study is the taxonomic analysis Of 
foraminifera from the mudlumps and environments in the lower Mississippi 
River delta* A total of 258 species and varieties distributed among 
10U genera are described and figured of which five genera, thirty-eight 
species, and eleven varieties are reported as new. This detailed 
analysis has enabled the writer to establish the foraminiferal species 
indices of the different environments which had not been done by 
previous investigations and on the basis of these data to establish 
the original environment of deposition of the mudlump clay*
On the basis of material recovered from environments sampled in the 
vicinity of Southwest, South and Southeast passes, the littoral environ** 
meats contributed only negative Information in the mudlump study. The 
species of the near-shore brackish-watsr assemblages, so distinctively 
exhibited in the tidal channels and streams and in the Inland bays are 
not represented in the mudlump assemblages. The beaches and distribu­
taries reflect the foraminiferal faunules of the adjacent environments, 
normally the environment abutting the beach and into which the distribu­
tary discharges*
The environment of the living correlative of some mudlump faunules 
appears to be the neritic zone. The foraminiferal fauaule of SP-5, 
however, which constitutes over eighty-eight percent of the total number 
of species described in this report is characterised by an assemblage 
of foraminiferal genera and species not present in any of the neritic 
samples taken by the writer. Environmental conditions similar to those
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occupied by the SP-5 fannul©, when living, probably lie# beyond the area 
of active delta growth in deeper water than was sampled. Credence to 
this assumption can be found in a series of samples taken off the coast 
of Texas and Florida by other investigators which the writer has examined* 
On the basis of these samples it is concluded that the probable original 
area of deposition of the mud now constituting the clay of SP-5 was in 
water deeper than 1*50 feet, and that the probable magnitude of vertical 
displacement of the clay in SP-5 Is in excess of 1*00 feet*
3OTODOCTIQN
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Objeetives* this dissertation on Recent foraminiferal faunules 
trm the Louisiana Gulf Coast has two objectives? 1) to present the 
foraminiferal faunules recovered from sediment collected In the lower 
Mississippi River delta} and 2) to present a taxonomic study of the 
foraminiferal genera and species represented*
Area investigated. The sediment analysed during the course of the 
study 'was collected In the vicinity of Southwest Pass, South Pass, and 
Southeast Pass, three of the major distributaries of the Mississippi 
River, (See fig, 1,} Representative samples from all the distinct 
environments in this portion of the lower delta were obtained, including 
samples of the "clay islandscommonly referred to as "mudlumps,w which 
have formed at the mouths of all the major passes of the Mississippi 
River,
History of investigation^ This study of the foraminifera of the 
Louisiana Gulf Coast stemmed from an Investigation of the xmidlumps of 
the Lower Mississippi River delta conducted for the Hew Orleans 
District, Corps of Engineers, U# S. Army, under the authority granted 
by the Chief of Engineers, Washington, D# C,, dated 28 January I9J4.8*
The bulk of the field work was completed during the summers of 191*8 and
^Glaessner (191*9/ after Fenton (1928), An assemblage of fossils 
preserved in a single stratum of limited vertical and horizontal extent,
^Co-worker in the investigation was Mr# James P# Morgan of the 
Louisiana State University Geology Department staff, who is preparing a 
companion dissertation on the distribution, structure, and origin of 
mudlumps*
a191*9, the equipment used In collecting the samples being furnished by 
the Burrwood Substation of the New Orleans District* The laboratory 
work was pursued, as time peraitted, over a period of three year# 
(191*8-1950), utilising space and equipment made available In the Geology 
department, Louisiana State University*
As the laboratory work progressed, it became evident that the 
taxonomic study of the foraminifera could not be brought to a satisfac** 
toiy conclusion without examining the type specimens described by the 
late Dr* J. A* Cushman from the Atlantic Ocean*
In the later summer of 19l*9, the species which had been recovered 
from the mudlts&p and environment samples examined, ware compared with 
Cushman*s types deposited in the U* S* National Museum, Washington, D* 0*, 
and at the Cushman Laboratory of Foraminiferal Research, Sharon, 
Massachusetts* Most of the specific identifications in the taxonomic 
analysis of the foraminifera not described as new, are based upon com­
parison with types in the Cushman collection*
Previous investigations* the nomenclature! difficulties experienced 
by the writer In the preparation of this report were those which would be 
inherent to a pioneer study of an area, despite the fact that there have 
been two previous investigations of the foraminiferal population in the 
Lower Mississippi River delta*
Kornfeld (1931) presented a check list of 16 species (broadly 
referring to both species and varieties) of foraminifera recovered from 
27 samples of Recent beach material collected along the coast of the 
Gulf of Mexico from the Rio Grande to the Mississippi River*
(See fig* 1*) 0n3y 12 of these 16 species were described and 7 of the 
18 were figured*
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Figure 1# Area covered by present and previous investigations 
of the Lower Mississippi River delta*
kLowman (19L9) presented the distribution of the foraainifs?* 1» 
Recent sediments of the Gulf of Mexico as determined from traverses 
across the continental shelf and slop® in three different areast Corpus 
Ghrlsti, Mississippi delta, and Pensacola* Of these three areas tra­
versed by Lcma&n, the investigation in the Mississippi delta was by far 
the most complete and the most important to the present study* A series 
of samples was collected from the fresh-water cypress swamps near Lake 
Boeuf, east of Thibodaux, Louisiana, through Lac dee Allemandc, Lake 
Salvador, Baarataria B^, and thence into the Gulf of Mexico to a point 
beyond the continental slope, 8,000 feet below sea level* (See fig* 1*) 
The object of the investigation, as stated by bowman (p. 1951), "was to 
improve our knowledge of the significance of foraminiferal faunas la 
terse of environment,® But the manner in which this was accomplished, 
precludes the use of his report in asy taxonomic analysis, even when 
the foraminifera are recovered from the m m  general area in which the 
traverse was made* this relationship of the foraminifera to the envi- 
reanent or the environmental control on the distribution of foraminifera 
(both situations being presented) is evaluated at the generic level, 
these generalised faunule data can best be used in the environmental 
analysis of fossil assemblages in which Recent genera, but not Recent 
species, are represented.
Methods used in sampling environments, two samples were collected 
at nearly every station! l) a core or grab sample; and 2) a sample of 
the upper surface of the bottom sediment which was placed in either 
alcohol or formaldehyde to preserve the associated living organisms.
In the shallow water, the sample collected for a possible ecological 
study of tbs environaent was obtained by pumping water at a given station
5through a. 200-mesh screen. The residue on the screen was then trans­
ferred to a small bottle to which was added a sufficient quantity of 
alcohol to preserve any living forms* Cores were obtained by forcing a 
1-1/2—inch copper cylinder into the bottom sediment, the sample recovered 
being preserved in a glass jar*
In, the traverse off South Pass, and at isolated stations in the 
deeper water off Southwest Pass, th© sampling device consisted of a lead 
weight and fusiform-shaped screen tied together with a short length of 
airplane cable. (So® fig. 2.) This unit was dragged on the Gulf bottom, 
the weight agitating the bottom sediment, the screen trailing behind to 
collect some of the material stirrad-up by the lead weight. The material 
from the screen was preserved in fomaldehyde to be used in an ecological 
study. Grab samples of the bottom sediment, collected in a piece of 
Steel pipe attached to the lead weight, were preserved in glass jar®*
The sampling device used in collecting material for an ecological 
study of the deeper environments was not entirely satisfactory* In 
several samples, there was evidence that the screen had dug into and 
become filled with bottom sediment* In future work of a similar 
nature, certain modifications would have to be mad© in the sampler 
employed by the writer in order to assure completely satisfactory re­
sults for the effort and time expended. The present ©ampler might prov® 
satisfactory if three runners were added around the perimeter of the 
screen to prevent it from touching botton. new unit constructed
might be Improved by using sane metal in the framework lighter than 
copper but of equal strength and resistance to salt water.
Localities collected* An arbitrary location number has been given 
the environment and mudlump stations sampled. The numbers designated
Figure 2» Sampling device used in collecting sediment 
from the Continental Shelf*
7(See Appendix I) correspond with the numbers in the location maps, 
figures 3 and h9 and the numbers in the check list of foraminiferal 
genera and species, Table I.
For greater detail of the environmental localities collected, the 
reader is referred to the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Air Photo 
Compilation sheets T-SU03, and T-5U0?> from which the latitude
and longitude of the stations sampled have been computed*
6DESCRIPTION OF ENVIEOMENTS SAMPIED
The environments sampled for a study of their contained foranini- 
feral remains are those most in evidence in the lower Mississippi River 
delta* They are described briefly, principally to review th© condition® 
under which the majority of the foraminiferal genera and species lived 
and died*
Tidal channels* The tidal channels and streams which occur in the 
marshlands adjacent to the passes represent, at least in part, distribu­
taries that have been abandoned* The movement of water through their 
sinuous courses is in accord with the tides* little if any fresh water 
is added by the parent stream, at least not enough to flush the channel 
car decrease the salinity which approaches that of th© adjacent marine 
water*
The bottoms of these channels contain a mass of organic muck of an 
undetermined thickness* Carbonized plant debris constitutes the major 
material in the muck, although the remains of animal® which lived in th® 
mud and in the water above are well represented in aiy sample collected* 
In the recovery of foraminiferal remains, bottom material from th® 
tidal channels produces the largest quantity and greatest number of 
species per unit volume of any of the brackish-water ©nviroraent® 
examined* A similar observation was recorded by Brady Robertson 
(1870, p. 3)»
"The situation which seems to b© th© most favourable 
to the growth and multiplication of these animals 
(ostracoda and foraminifera) are quite sheltered pools 
which are never left entirely dry by the tide, are unswept 
by strong currents, and thus able to retain permanently a 
bed of soft mud* Many species there are, of course, which 
prefer different conditions! but it is in such localities 
that we find our gatherings richest, both as to number of 
Individuals and in variety of species•"
9Beaches. Students of coastal terminology differ widely in the 
definition of "beach*” Some regard the beach as an area$ others consider 
the beach a material* Normally the two are coexistent* but in th® delta 
it is possible to find beach material without a true beach area.
Beaches are present only in a few places in the vicinity of th© 
passes* Sand beach (material and area) occurs to the east of Southwest 
Bass (collection locality ii) and on the west side of South Pass* She 11- 
beach material occurs on top the marsh along the western edge of Stake 
Island, with a small she 11-beach area located on the north side of 
Mud Bay (collection locality 3). Samples taken of the South Pass beach 
were found to be so badly contaminated with foraminiferal remains from 
the adjacent mudlumps that they were not included in the present study.
the lateral extension of beach material seaward to and including 
the off-shore bars is known to extend several hundred yards beyond the 
mouth of South Pass. Samples from this area are not included in the 
present analysis since the sand was also obviously contaminated with 
foraminiferal remains derived from the mudlump clay.
Distributaries. The major distributaries of the Mississippi River 
in the lower delta are called "Passes.” Minor distributaries diverging 
from these passes are usually referred to as "bayous.1* although there is 
no absolute consistency in local usage of the terms.
This is the environment in which extreme and rapid changes In the 
saline content of the water occur. During high-water stage, the water 
may be fresh enough to drink at the point of discharge into the Gulf of 
Mexico. During low-water stage in extreme cases, the water in the 
Mississippi River may have such a high saline content that it is not 
potable south of New Orleans, Louisiana, a distance of approximately
10
120 miles from the mouth of Southwest Pass.
Bays. The bays sampled are those which occupy the areas between the 
finger-like extensions of the passes of the Mississippi River* Those 
bays, for the most part, are triangular-shaped extensions of the Gulf of 
Mexico bounded by the levees and land areas adjacent to the passes.
The magnitude of the waterway connection between the bays and the 
Gulf is so great that the physical property of the water in the bay, 
especially at the off-shore margin, is essentially the same as that of 
the open Gulf. At the inner margin, where most of the samples of this 
environment were obtained (collection localities 21, 23 and 2i*), the 
marine water of the Gulf is somewhat diluted by the fresh water being 
discharged from the adjacent distributaries.
Redfish Bay (collection locality 22) has a slightly different 
physical setting than the other three bay localities studied. The water­
way between Redfish Bay and the Gulf is somewhat restricted by a group 
of mudlumps and sandbars extending to the west of Southeast Pass. The 
discharge of fresh water into the bay i® negligible. In many respects 
'Use environmental condition in Redfish Bay is much more closely related 
to the tidal channels (collection localities 1-3) than to collection 
localities 21, 23 and 2li in East Bay and Garden Island Bay.
Keritie zona. The bottoms of the oceans and sea® are divided into 
physiographic relief provinces in much the same manner as the exposed 
portion of the continents. The basis of subdivision in both is differ­
ence in elevation of the land surface, the ocean relief being measured in 
the number of feet below mean sea level*
That portion of the continent on which the oceans overlap is called 
the Continental Shelfj the steepened slope of the ocean bottom beyond
IX
th© Continental Shelf is referred to as the Continental Slope* The 
standard depth below sea level assigned to the boundary between the 
Continental Shelf and Continental Slope is 600 feet* According to 
Lcwaan (191*9, p* 1953), this boundary in the Mississippi delta travel's© 
n take a place at a narrow depth range at about 300 feet.51
The terms Continental Shelf and Continental Slope, aensu strieto, 
refer to the physiographic divisions of the ocean bottom, and, therefor©, 
in a technical sens© can not be used when discussing the life on these 
respective divisions and in the water above* The corresponding "life 
zones11 commonly used are neritic (continental shelf) and b&thy&l 
(continental slope)•
The Continental Shelf was sampled at 3 widely separated stations off 
the mouth of Southwest Pass (collection localities 2$ - 27), and along a 
traverse extending from th© mouth of South Pass gulfward to a depth of 
380 feet (collection localities 28 - 3U), The "striking” fauna! change 
at 300 feet observed by bowman in the Mississippi delta traverse, which 
according to him marks the boundary between the neritic and bathyal 
zones, is not in evidence in the South Pass traverse.
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Figure 3* Environmental localities sampled.
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ANALYSIS OF ENVIROmi*AL FORAMINIFERAL FAITNULBS
The extent to which any one of th© environments in the lower delta 
could be sampled, for a study of their contained foraminiferal remains 
was largely determined by the sise of the boat used in the field work 
and to a limited extent by the weather* The inland enviroments, readily 
accessible and not subject to stems severe enough to make navigation 
hasardous, are well represented in the present study. The neritic 
environments, entirely inaccessible with th© normal equipment assigned 
to th© investigators, are represented by a limited number of stations 
with as few as on© sample for some depths of water. The number of 
Samples from each environment used in this report 1st
Tidal channels •*•♦♦# 3 samples
Beaches  .....   2 ”
Distributaries *.......  IS *
Bays ,.............,*•* k H
Neritic son©  ....   10 9
In fulfilling the needs of the present study, no statistical analy­
sis of the foraminiferal content of a sample has been undertaken. The 
check list prepared, Table X, shows the genera and species present, 
which satisfies one of the objectives of this report, but leaves the 
reader with a distorted picture of the true environmental fauna that 
would be reflected by the relative proportions of the genera and species 
in a sample. Th© forms which are indigenous to the environment (th© 
fauna) should exceed in number of specimens that portion of the faunule 
which is intrusive. It is impossible to work with a group of faunules 
recovered from the same type of environment without becoming conscious
ik
of the predominance of certain species, which even in a detailed sta­
tistical analysis would be considered indices of the environment*
The analysis of the environments is presented in a number of con­
clusions, based on: 1) laboratory observations mad© in the course of 
the investigations and 2) a review of the forandniferal genera and 
species listed in Table I,
Conclusions# 1) The envirorsaental samples collected have provided 
a list of the basic foraminiferal genera and species being incorporated 
with the sediments of the Lower Mississippi River delta* Notable 
contributions are three new genera? Arenoparrella and Bisaccturn described 
from the brackish water assemblage, and Aamobulimina, from the neritic 
zones*
2) The number of samples fro® each environment collected does not 
afford a finished environaantal analysis of the foraminiferal f&unules 
recovered* On the basis of the information at hand, which can best b© 
appraised by the individual reader, the following conclusions are 
presented regarding the distribution of foraminiferal genera and species 
in the sediments in the vicinity of South and Southwest Passes:
Inland Brackish Environment (tidal streams and restricted bays) 
Aaaaoastuta salsa 
Arenoparrella mexlcana n* gen*
Bisaccium itnbricatum n* gen*
Slphidiim gunteri galvestonensia 
Haplophragnoides balizensls n. sp.
Haplophragnoides manllensls n* sp*
Konion crawfordi n* sp*
Nonion faringai n* sp*
Retails beccarii parkinsonians 
Trochammina inflata 
Trocfaamaina cf • rotaliformie 
Inner fieri tie (based on abundance of forma listed)
Aaiaobaculites burrwoodensls n* sp#
Ammobaculites diversus 
Bulimina exilis dlmlnuta n* var#
Nonionella of. auris 
Pseudoparre 11a howei n. sp.
Rotalia beccarii tepida 
Textularia burrwoodensis n* sp*
Outer Keritic (edge of continental shelf)
Aanaobulimlna mexicana n. gen*
Bolivina acerosa southpassensia n* var.
Bolivina subaenariensia mexicana 
Buliaina marglnata 
Bulimina pyrula 
NonioneXla basiloba 
Bobulus calcar
Uvigerina cf* hispido coatata 
Vlrgulina achreiberaiana 
3) The beach material reflects principally the foraminiferal 
faunul© of the environment which supplied the sediment. This normally 
is the environment abutting the beach*
li) The fluctuation in the saline content of the water in the dis­
tributaries lends itself to a mixing of fresh- and brackish^water forms, 
manifested in the ostracoda assemblage but not in the foraminifera*
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The latter more nearly resembles the brackish-water faunules of the 
adjacent bays.
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ANALYSIS OF THE MUDIMP FGRAMIKXFFBAL FAUMJLES
The standard foraminiferal faunulee used m  a basic for comparing 
the foraminiferal remains from widely separated audlump groups in the 
Lower Mississippi River delta* were established in a study of samples 
taken from 11 mudluaps located on the west side of South Pass* In this 
group of samples* two basic faunule patterns were recognizeds l) a sparse 
faunule characterized by distinctive species of four foraminiferal genera 
(Bnlimlna* Pseudoparrella* fordone 11a and Rotalia)| and 2) a prolific 
faunule (containing representatives of most of the invertebrate phyla) 
characterized by an apparently endless number of foraminiferal genera* 
of which the most diagnostic appear to be I&ebusella* Textulariella* 
and Vagp rmiinopals* The intermediate assemblages at South Pass could be 
satisfactorily assigned to either of the two groups above*
The three samples used in the present study (collection localities 
3S - 37) depict the representative foraminiferal faunulee of the two 
basic patterns recognized at South Pass* Nothing would be gained by 
introducing more samples collected from mudlump areas at the other passes* 
Since they conform within reasonable limits to the sparse South Pass 
pattern*
Mudlump SP-I* SP-l is the largest island in the South Pass mudlump 
group# It is an irregular mass of bluish-black clay of about two acres 
in extent* which stands* at its higliest point* about 11 feet above mean 
tide* It is devoid of vegetation but usually abounds in sea gulls 
the residue therefrom*
SP-1 is one of the two well-sampled mudlumps at South Pass* In 
X9U8 a hand-drilling crew forced two holes into 3P-1* one to a depth of
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100 feet, the other to a depth of hO feet. Samples were collected at 
5-foot Intervals with a cup-type sampler attached to the end of the pips 
which was forced into the clay. In SP-1 was again sampled at
depth, this time with a Jeep-mounted rotary drilling rig.
The object of this subsurface sampling was two-folds 1) to ascertain 
the structure; and 2) to determine the thickness of the clay mass. The 
results of this subsurface sampling briefly summarised ares 1) the clay 
is not homogeneous through the entire mass; 2) the 5-foot and 100-foot 
samples are homogeneous, in that ?£ percent of the material in each are 
particles the consistency of cla$ (grain-sia© of 0.005 mm. or less); and
3) the total depth of the clay mass had not been penetrated.
A surface sample, collected on the eastern edge of SP-1 (See fig. li), 
was used in this study. The foraminiferal remains recovered from this 
sample (See Table I) and other samples from SP-1 not included in this 
report, exemplify the sparse faunule characterised by four genera and 
species s Bulimina exills diminuta, Nonionella cf• auris, Pseudoparrella 
howei. and Rotalia beccarii tepida.
Mudlump SP-3. SP-3 is a small, lenticular-shaped island which lies 
at the northwestern margin of the South Pass mudlump group. It is 
composed of bluish-black clay, which in contrast to SP-1 is stratified, 
the apparent dip being northwest 5 to 10 degrees.
SP-3 was included in the subsurface operations of 19U8 and 19k9*
The hand-drilling crew forced a hole into the clay to a depth of 60 feet; 
the rotary-drilling rig successfully completing a test to a depth of
117.5 feet from the surface of the mudlump. In neither case was the 
thickness of the clay mass determined.
The foraminifera recovered from a surface sample taken at the
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western margin of SP-3 (collection locality 36) reflects the faunule 
pattern of SP-1. (See Table I.)
Mudlump SP-£* Located in the central southern portion of the South 
Pass mudlump group, SP-5 consists at mean sea level of a few pinnacles 
of mud scattered over an elliptical area roughly 25 feet across and 7$ 
feet in length, composed of clay of three different colors* At extremely 
lew tide it can be seen that the center of the mudlump is of light-gray 
clay and the sides of irregular bands of greyish-red and bluish-black 
clay. Some contacts between the different colors are abrupt and well 
defined*
The change in the character of the clay at SP-5, as compared with 
SP-1 and SP-3, is also accompanied by a change in the nature and quantity 
of organic remains present* All three materials are extremely foscili- 
fereus, the light-gray clay being more aptly described as prolific. The 
quantity of fossiliferous material present in the latter suggests that 
it is at least in part a concentrate of the organic remains removed by 
wave action from the adjacent grayish-red and bluish-black clay masses* 
The light color could be due to the increased number of white organic 
particles per unit volume of material*
A surface sample of the light-gray clay in the center of mudlump 
SP-5 (collection locality 37) produced the foraminiferal faunule pre­
sented herein as being representative of the "prolific11 pattern* It is 
unique to South Pass, and in the associated mudlump group is repeated 
either wholly or In part at only SP-h, SP-6, and SP—9* (See fig* it*)
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Figure 1*. Collection localities in mudlump group off South Pass.
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Contributions to the mudlump problem. The foraminiferal faunule 
of SP-5 is a major contribution to the mudlump investigation of the 
Lower Mississippi River delta, not only from the standpoint of increas­
ing knowledge of the foraminiferal population of the northern portion 
of the Gulf of Mexico, but in answering one and suggesting an answer to 
a second mudlump problem left unsolved by previous investigators, i.e.,1 
1} the original area of deposition! and 2) the amount of vertical 
displacement of the mudlump clay.
The area of original deposition of the clay is evidential In the 
SP-5 faunal assemblage consisting of e chi noderm carapace and spine 
fragments, molluscs (pelecypods and gastropods), bryosoa, coral, 
ostracoda, and foraminifera. This group of animals could only live or 
be gathered together in a marine environment,
A clue as to the magnitude of the vertical displacement of the 
mudlump clay, not determined by mechanical means at SP-1 and SP-3, 
lay in a comparison of the mudlump faunule with collections from the 
Gulf of Mexico, An inference drawn, despite its many inherent in­
accuracies, is that the present position of the mudlump faunule, minus 
the depth below sea level of the same assemblage in the sediments of 
the Gulf of Mexico, would approximate the amount of vertical movement 
of the mudlump clay. Assuming that the identical assemblage could be 
found In the sediments presently being deposited, the major inaccuracy 
in the above postulate lies in the fact that the time of deposition of 
the mudlump clay is unknown, and thus the amount of subsidence in the 
area since deposition of the mudlump clay can not be computed.
The samples collected by the writer from the neritle son© in the 
vicinity of South and Southwest passes, have only a negative value in
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locating the present environmental equivalent of the SP-5 faunule* The 
closest affinity can be found in the 380-foot sample (collection locality 
3li)» but the large arenaceous foraminiferal genera of the SP-5 assemblage 
are missing* This could Indicate that* l) the environmental conditions 
similar to those occupied by the SP-5 faunule can be found only beyond 
the area of active delta growth* or 2) that the SP-5 faunule can be found 
only in a deeper environment than the one sampled* There is even a 
greater possibility that both factors enter into the picture.
Admittedly based upon the thinnest possible line of evidence* the
only solution to the enigma of the environmental status of the SP-5
foraminiferal faunule appears to be in an evaluation of three genera
present In the assemblages Liebusella* Textulariellaj and Vaglnulinopsis*
3
According to Or* S. W. Lowraan * Vaglnulinopsis may occur in seme abun­
dance in sediment deposited beneath UOO to U56 feet of water* and the 
hjebusella-TextularieHa association with Vaginulinopsia may occur as 
shallow as U00 to 1*50 feet*
Conclusions, l) Mudlump SP-5 has made the largest single contribu­
tion of foraminiferal genera and species recorded from any sediment in 
the Lower Mississippi River delta. A total of 9h genera, 201 species, 
and 28 varieties were recognized of which two genera (Aaptostoma and 
Prondiculonodosaria), 27 species, and 10 varieties are described as new*
2) The species of the genus Robulus can best be identified on the 
basis of their apertural pattern*
3) The geological age of the foraminiferal remains from the mudlumps 
In Recent, since all species recovered have either been observed in
3
Personal communication, 191*8.
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sediment collected from the Gulf of Mexico or reported from Recent 
sediments in other parts of the world*
U) The fauna! assemblage recovered from SP-5 is conclusive evidence 
that the original environment of deposition of the mudlump ci^y was 
marine#
5) The foraminiferal species which characterise the SP-1 and SP-3 
faunule# Bnliwrfna exilis dimigata# Nonionella cf * nuris# Pgeudoparrella 
howeij and Rotalia beccarii tepida* can be found in abundance in the 
inner neritic to mid-aeritic sones*
6) The clay in mudlumpe SP-1 and SP-3 was originally deposited in 
a shallower marine environment than the clay in SP-5*
7) The magnitude of the vertical displacement of the clay in SP—5 
is probably in e&cess of 1*00 feet*
Figure 5* An aerial view of four mudlumps off South Pass# 
SP-1*, the small islands in right foreground; 
SP-1* large island in center of photo; SP-2, 
circular island near SP-1; and SP-3, lenticular 
island in upper left corner of photograph#
Photo hy Corps of Engineers* tJ* S® Arny*
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ZAXOHCMr OF THE FORAffiDlIFERAL FAUNULE3
Phylum FHOTOZQA 
Order FORAMIUIFERA 
Family SACCASBSINIDMS 
Oenus S A C O m m  M. Sara, 1869 
SACCAMMXNA sp. »A»
Plate I, fig. 1
Test free, epherioalj wall of fine sand grains firmly cemented* 
aperture a single, circular opening. Maximum diameter of figured 
specimen (H. V. Hcnre Coll. No. 1*205) 0.12 am.
These specimens have the external appearance of S. aphaerica 0. 0,
Sara as figured hy Cushman (U. S. Bat. Mus., Bull. Id*, 1918, pi. 19, 
figs. 2-5), hut the else differentia is so great that the two can not he 
considered the same species. Cushman's specimens range from 1.0 to 3.5
V
as* in diameter* The specimens In this material are consistently less 
than 0*2 ma. in diameter*
Genus PROTEONIM Williamson, 1858 
FROTEGNINA DIKFLUGIFOiMIS (H. B. Brady)
Plate J, fig. 2
Reophax difflugif orals H. B. Brady, 18T9, Quart. Journ. Micro* Sci*, 
vol* 19, p. 51, pi. U, figs. 3a* b*
Typical of the unilocular, chitin-lined, agglutinated forms 
assigned to this species* It is abundant in the inner neritic sediments 
but not present in the mudlump clay.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. k%06) 0*33 nm*
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Family HEOPHACIQO;
Genus HEOPHAX Montfort, 1808 
KEOPHAX BENTALINIFORMIS H. B. Brady 
Flat© I, fig. 3
Beophax dentalirdformis H. B. Brady, 1881, Quart. Journ. Micro* Sci., 
vol. 21, p. U9.
A single specimen from an inner nerltic sample appears to satisfy 
the requirements of this species.
length of hypotype (H. V, Howe Coll. No. 120?) 0,6 mm.
Family LITUOLIME 
Genus AMMQASTUTA Cushman and Bronnimann, IpUB 
AMMOASTUTA SAISA Oushman and Brormimann 
Flat© I, fig. Ua, b 
Aasaoastuta salsa Oushman and Bronnimann, 1<&8, Contr. Oushman lab. Foram. 
Bee., vol. 2U, pt. 1, p. 17, pi. 3, figs. H*«-16.
Compared with holotype (Oushman Coll. Bo. 56638) from mangrove 
swamps of the Gulf of Faria, Trinidad. In the present material, this 
species occurs in the near shore and tidal stream deposits. Bone have 
been found in the mudlump clay,
Length of hypotype (fi. V. Howe Coll. Bo. 1*208) O.U mm.
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Genua nkfWfmkmQXmS Cushman, 1910 
H&PLOPHHACMOIDES BALX2ENSIS Andersen, n. sp.
Fists X, figs. 7a, b 
Test relatively small) wall extremely fragile, composed of finely 
arenaceous material with much cement, surface smooth) completely invo^ 
lute coiled) periphery broadly rounded) sutures slightly curved and only 
slightly depressed} 7 to 8 chambers In last formed coil. The aperture 
la a low arched opening at the base of the last chamber, typically with 
a slight lip. Early chambers with a thick chitin lining. Maximum 
diameter of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. 1*209) 0.5 mm.} thickness 
0.2? as.
fids speoies appears to be very similar to H. involvena Cushman and 
McCulloch described from Alaska, but lacks the sigmoid sutures and pro­
nounced overhanging lip. H. trullissata (H. B. Brady), reported from
the Pacific and Atlantic has a much more acute periphery. In external
appearance, 3. balizensis could easily be confused with Cyclammina 
bradyi Cushman except that an examination of the broken specimens will 
reveal that the former has no labyrinthic interior.
H. baXizensis n. sp* is abundant in the inner neritic sediment but
has not been found in any of the mudlump clay.
HAPhOPHRA(^OIDES MANX LENS IS Andersen, n. sp.
Plate X, figs. 6a, b 
Test evolute coiled, biumbilicate; exterior wall of fine grained, 
poorly cemented arenaceous material on a chitin base, surface relatively 
smooth but not glossy) 8 to 9 chambers in last formed whorl, inflated, 
increasing in size as added but not in regular sequence} periphery
broadly rounded and lobulatej sutures straight, greatly depressed, the 
aperture is an inconspicuous silt at the base of the final chamber* 
Maximum diameter of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll, No* 1*211) 0.7 mm*; 
thickness 0,33 mm.
this species has the same general appearance as H* aauricensis 
Howe and Ellis, hut has a much larger and broader final chamber* this 
characteristic alone is sufficient to differentiate between the two 
spesies*
H* manilensis occurs in sediments from the inner neritic zone*
H&FLOim&ffiOim ex. PUN1SS3MA Cushman 
Flat© I, fig* 5
Baplophrag&oides planlasima Cushman, 1927, Calif. Univ. Scrippa Inst* 
Oceanogr. Bull*, Tech* Ser*, vol. 1, p. 135, pi* 1, fig* 6*
The outstanding characteristics shared by H* plantsaima. Cushman 
and these specimens aret 1) a compressed test and 2) a wall composed 
of coarse, angular quartz grains and mica flakes very poorly cemented* 
They disagree in such features as size of test and amount of com­
pression; the holotype (0.S.N.M. Oat. No. 20209) being larger; the 
par&type (U.S.N.M. Oat. No* 1*031*9) being much more compressed than the 
specimens in the material examined*
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H* V* Heme Coll* No. 1*2X0) 
0*7 SHUf thickness 0*2$ mm*
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Genus AMM0BAGULITE5 Cushman, 1910 
AMMQBACULXTES cf. AGGbOTMhS (d*Grbigny)
Platte X, fig. 8
Spirolina agglatlnans d*Orbigny, 18]* 6, Foram. Foss* Tienne, p. 13?, 
pi* ?, figs* 10—12.
These specimens appear to be similar to the A. agglutinans 
(d1 Orbigny) of many authors but were found to be smaller, less coarsely 
arenaceous and more globose than a iopotype from the Miocene of Baden 
b. Wein, Austria (Oushman Coll. Bo* 1695U). Length of figured specimen 
(H. V. Hove Coll. Be. 1*212) 0.9 mm.) breadth of uniserial portion 0.30 m *  
This species is abundant in the inner neritic and Inland brackish 
environments • Xt has not been observed in the mudlisip clay.
AMMQBACULITES BGEMOOMSIS Andersen, n. sp.
Plate I, fig. H  
Test small, extremely compressed* early portion close coiled, 
uncoiled portion gradually decreasing in else with final chamber so 
constricted as to give the appearance of having a slight neck* about 
it chambers in colled portion, 3 in the uncoiled segment* sutures 
straight indistinct} test material extremely fragile, composed of clear 
angular sand grains firmly united with a very thin layer of cement} 
exterior quite rough. The aperture is an elliptical opening at the 
apex of the final chamber. Length of holotype (H* V* Howe Coll. Ho.
1*213) 0.55 ms.} breadth 0.21* mm.} thickness 0.15 mm.
This species is different from any reported from the Gulf of 
Mexico—Carribean area, particularly the Gulf of Faria, Trinidad, B* W»
X., in which there appears to be a somewhat similar fannul©. The most
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similar species described frc© that region is A, directus Cushman and 
Bronnlmann. The uncoiled portion of test in A. directus has nearly 
parallel sides whereas in A* burgwoodensls* n. sp. the chambers in the 
uncoiled segment decrease in Size as added*
This species is common in the inner neritic sediments hut has not 
been observed in the mudlump clay*
AMMQBACULITES DIVERSUS Cushman and Bronnimann 
Plate I, fig. 10
AaBobacalitee diversus Cushman and Bronnimann, 19L8, Contr. Cushman lab* 
Foram. Res., vol. 21*, P* 38, pi* 7, figs* 5-6*
The specimens so abundant in the inner neritic sediments examined 
are meow closely related to the paratypes of A. diversus than the holo­
type (Cushman Coll. Ho. 56760)* The differences are minor and not 
consistent, but the majority of the specimens in the writer's hypodigm 
are larger and have more diagonal sutures*
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*21i*) 0*6 mm*
AUMOBACULITES SQUTHPASSENSIS Andersen, n. sp*
Plate I, fig. 9
Teat small; early eoil slightly compressed, uncoiled portion round 
with parallel sides; aperture terminal with small, round opening; 
uncoiled portion with it to 5 chambers separated by Indistinct, straight 
sutures; test composed of clear sand and black particles (mica ?) 
loosely cemented; exterior rough* Length of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll. 
So. L216) 0*5 mm.; breadth of uniserial portion 0*15 mm*
This test has a "salt and pepper® appearance brought about by the
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occurrence of black particle* incorporated with the white quarts grain* 
Xi appear* to be very similar to A. directus Cushman and Bronnimann 
except for the lack of lateral compression of the test.
This species occurs in the inland brackish environments. It has 
not been observed in the mudlump clay*
Genus FUBELUMMINA Cushman, 1928 
FLABELLAMMIMA ADVEHA Andersen, n. Sp,
Plate X, figs* 12a, b 
fast small, greatly compressed* early portion evolute coiled, 
chambers indistinct* uncoiled portion with chambers increasing In width 
sad only slightly 1b height as added* about 5 to 6 chambers per whorl in 
coiled portion, 3 to I* in uncoiled segment* sutures of uncoiled portion 
indistinct, arched upward toward aperture, Test extremely fragile, 
arenaceous material firmly united with a very thin layer of cement, 
exterior rough* aperture a long slit at the apex of the test, length 
of holotype (H* V. Howe Coll, Ho, 1*215) 0,51 mm,$ width 0,50 mm*; 
thickness 0.15 mm.
There would be little doubt as to the generic identification of 
these specimens if they were found in Cretaceous sediments. The 
uniserial portion is extremely flat (not distorted) with acute angles 
and the sutures are strongly arched upward toward the apertural end. 
There appears to be nothing similar described from Recent sediments,
This species is rare and is found in the inner neritic sediment.
It has not been observed in the mudlump clay.
nFamily m f G U E X I i M  
Genua T a W I M M  Defranee, 1821* 
m m & R I A  BlMSWOQnSKSIS Andersen, n. ap,
Plate II, figs* 2a, b 
Teat small, elongate, about four times as long as wide} chambers 
increasing gradually in else as added} initial end pointed} maxim tan 
width of test at last chamber} 9 to 11 pairs of chambers in adult test, 
distinct, inflated, last two practically globular} periphery broadly 
rounded, lobulate; sutures distinct and greatly depressed} wall com­
posed of fine clear arenaceous material firmly united with thin cement, 
surface rough# The aperture is an arched opening at the base and inner 
margin of the last chamber* Length of holotype (H* V* Howe Coll* Bo* 
1*21?) 0*35 am.} breadth 0*10 urn.
This species Is very similar to T* parvula Cushman based on $ 
specimens taken from depths ranging from 22? to 821 fathoms,
&  burrwoodensis n* ap* occurs in the inner neritic sediment (17 to 
25 fathoms) and In seme samples it may constitute as much as 1/5 the 
total foraminiferal assemblage present* Morphologically, T. 
barrwoodensfs is smaller, has more inflated chambers and a much more 
fragile and chitinous wall than f * parvula,
TEITULARIA CANIEIAM d‘Orbigny 
Plate I, figs* 13a, b 
Tertularia candeiana d* Orbigny, 1839, in De la Sagra, Hist* Fis* Pol* 
fiat* Cuba, *?oraminifere8,n p* li*3, pi* 1, figs* 25*27, 
the very pronounced lip at the base and inner margin of the last 
formed chamber prevents these specimens from being absolutely typical
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of those described by d1 Orbigny from Cuba.
length of iqrpotype (H. V, Howe Coll. No. 1*218) 0.9 mm.$ breadth
9BQ*
m m A B I A  CLAVA Lalicker 
Plate X, figs. 3i*a, b 
Textularia clava Lalicker, 1935s Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 91, 
no. 22, p. 1, figs. la-c.
Final chamber on figured specimen is slightly more inflated than 
the average of the hypodigm.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No, 1*219) 0*90 m.| breadth 
0.70 m .
TEXTULARIA COMIGA d'Orbigny 
Plate I, figs. 18a, b 
Textularia conica d'Qrbigny, 1639, in Be la Sagra, Hist. Fie. Pol. Nat. 
Cuba, ,,Faraaiiniferes,f, p. Hi3, pi. 1, figs. 19, 20*
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*220) 0.72 mn.j breadth 
&.65 s b.
TEXTULARIA CGRRUGATA Heron-Alien and Earland 
Plate I, figs. 15a, b 
Textularia conica dfOrbigny, var. corrugata Heron-Alien and Earland, 1915, 
Trans. Zool. Soc., London, vol. 20, p. 629, pi. 1*7, figs. 2U-27*
This is the T. corrugata of Cushman (Cushman Coll. No. 35170).
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*221) 0.85 ram.j breadth 
0.60 Ban.
3k
TEXTOLARIA FOLIACEA QCCIIENTALIS Cushman 
Plate I, figs. 17a, b 
Textularia foliacea Heron-Alien var. occidentalls Cushman, 1922, U. S.
Hat. Mus., Bull. 101*, pt. 3, p. 16, pi. 2, fig. 13.
Topical specimens have a surface of finer agglutinated material 
than these. This hypodiga was compared with the holotype (U.S.N.M. Cat. 
No. 16091).
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*222) 1.00 ima.j breadth 
0.62 am.; thickness 0.30 mm.
TEXTULARIA MAYOR I Cushman 
Plate 1, figs. 20a, b 
Textularia mayor! Cushman, 1922, Carnegie Inst. Wash., vol. 1?, p. 23,
pl« 2, fig. 3.
The holotype was not available for study. The cotype examined 
proved conclusively that T. mayor! Cushman is compressed, medium size 
and spinose.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*223) 0.75 ibbu$ breadth 
(excluding spiny projections) 0.6 ran.
TEXTULARIA MAYOR I GIGAKTA Andersen, n. var.
Plate I, figs. 21a, b
Test large, broadly triangular chambers increasing rapidly in size 
as added, greatest width of test at the apertural end5 test rhomboid in 
cross section, thickness equal to approximately 3/h the breadth of test 
(exclusive of spines), outer margin of the latter chambers with tubular 
projection which vary in length and diameter j sutures distinct and
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•lightly depressed on outer margin, indistinct along median line where 
there is a slight coating of arenaceous material$ test finely arenaceous, 
surface fairly smooth. The aperture, a long narrow slit at the inner 
margin and base of last chamber, is located in a shallow emb&yment and 
has a very slight overhanging Up. Length of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll* 
No. 1*221*) 1*8 am.| breadth 1.3 ffim-f thickness 0.92 mra.
This variety is closely related to T* mayor! Cushman* If they 
represent megalospheric and microspheric forms of the same species then 
both should be present when either is reported. T. mayor! giganta is too 
distinct to be overlooked in a sample. Apparently it was not noted by 
Cushman in either the Torbugas collection or the Miocene of Florida. The 
relationship between T. mayori Cushman and T. mayor! giganta n. var. 
needs additional study.
mTULARIA MMIGANA Cushman 
Plate I, figs. 19a, b 
Textularia aexicana Cushman, 1922, 0. S. Nat. Mus., Bull. 101*, pt. 3, 
p. 1?, pi. 2, fig. 9*
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No* 1*225) 1.00 mm.f breadth 
0.6 os.| thickness 0.55 mm#
TEXTULARIA SICA iallcker and Benaude®
Plate 1, figs. 16a, b 
Textularia slca Lalicker and Bermudez, 19l*l, Torreia, no* 8, p. 16, pi. 1*, 
figs* 5, 6,
Identification based on comparison with paratype, Cushman Coll. No.
35157#
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Length of hypotype (H, V. Hove Coll* No* 1*226) 1,0 mm. j breadth 
0.U5 bul«
TEXTULARIA sp* »A»
Plate II, figs* la, b 
this is a spineless ¥* mayor! Cushman* the rare occurrence of 
this form does not warrant an intensive study at this time*
Length of figured specimen (H* V* Howe Coll* No. 1*227) 0*8 uuuj 
breadth 0*$ laa*
Genus SlrHOtEXfULAR IA Finlay, 1939 
SIPHOTBXfULARU AFFINXS (Fornasini)
Plate II, figs. 3a, b 
Sagrina af finis Fornasini, 1883, Boll* Soc* Geol* Xtat*, vol. II, 
p* 189, tav* II, figs. 6*12*
Fornasini illustrates the divergent but transitional forus which 
he has included in 8* af finis* At one extreme in the hypodi^a is the 
elongate, slightly compressed form with uniformly-sized chambers| the 
other extreme is a form in which the final chambers become greatly- 
inflated. Both forms are present in the material examined, the latter 
in greater abundance*
Many specimens of authors described as Textularia catenate Cushman 
belong here.
Length of hypotype (H* V* Howe Coll* No* 1*228) 0*60 ran*; breadth 
0*1*0 mm*
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SmWXTOLARIA GOBCAVA (Karrer)
Plate XX, fig®. Ua, b 
Plecanium concava Karrer, 1868, Sits, k. Ak. Wiss. Wien., vol. 38, 
Abth. 1, p. 129, pl* 1, fig. 3.
These specimens are currently being identified as S. concava 
although they are not absolutely typical of Karrer*s type.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Bo. 1*229) 0.53 b m.J breadth 
0.35 an.
SIPHOTEXTOLARIA MKXICAM Andersen, n. sp.
Plate II, figs. 5a, b 
Test of medium sise about twice as long as wide, compressed and 
twisted, the initial end and adult chamber lying in planes which 
approach but do not exceed 90° to each others adult test with 8 to 10 
pairs of chambers which increase in sise gradually as added, the last 
pair of chambers making up about 1/3 of the total length of the test 
and the maximum breadth; periphery subacute; sutures distinct, 
slightly depressed and at a wr y  acute angle to the median line; test 
of fine grained arenaceous material held together with large quantities 
of cement, surface maooth. The aperture is sub terminal, rounded with 
a slight neck and lip. Length of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. 1*230) 
0.9 ms.; breadth 0.50 mm.
'Rie distinguishing features of this species are its subacute 
periphery, twisted test and broad final chamber®. Some Gulf of 
Mexico-Carribean specimens of authors identified as Textularia 
subplana Cushman belong here.
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Genus B E M U t l M  d* Orbigny, 1826 
BIGENERXNA NO DOS ARIA tEXTULAROim (G6©»)
Plate IX, figs. 8, 9a, b 
Textularia saglttula Defrance, 1882, forma Bigenerina Gbes, Kongl.
Svensk. Vet. Akad. Handl., vol. 19, pt* h, p. 78, pi. 5, 
figs. 159, 168.
Clavulina tertularioldea Goes, 189b, Kongl. Svensk. Vet. Akad. Handl., 
vol. 2$, p. b2, pi. 8, figs. 387, 399) 1896, Bull. Mus. Ccmp.
Zoolt, vol. 29, p» 37, pi. b, figs. 26, 38.
Judging from the figured specimens In the original description of 
£• ftodosaria tcxtularoidea (0&es), it would be very difficult to 
establish a rigid description for this variety. Any assignment to or 
exclusion from this group is arbitrary.
The writer has selected as the variety of B. nodoaaria 
textularoidea those elongate forms with a relatively Small biserial 
stage) a long uniserial stage in which the chambers are distinct and 
increase gradually in else as added) an apertural end which is slightly 
constricted but not with a distinct neck) and an aperture which may be 
simple or multiple (cribrate ?). He consideration ie given the relative 
coarseness or fineness of the material used in the construction cf the 
test. All forms which do not conf©m to these requirements are de­
scribed as new varieties or species. Length of hypotype (H. V. Hows Cell. 
Ho. 1)232) 3.0 mm.| maximum diameter 0.65 «wu| length of hypotype 
(H. V. Howe Coll. No. U233) 2.5 mm.) maximum diameter 1.0 mu.
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BZOKHBIBUL NGDG3ARIA KXUBA Andersen, n* var.
Plate XI, figs. 10a, b 
Test large | biserial stage indistinct constituting less than 1/8 
the total length of testf unlserial segment with 6 to 8 chambers of 
nearly uniform diameter and only slightly inflated* test of coarse 
agglutinated material with much cement, surface rough; sutures India-* 
tinct* fhe aperture consists of a group of irregular slit-like 
openings arranged in a roughly circular pattern in the flattened area 
at the ape* of the test* length of holotype (H* V. Howe Coll* No*
1*231} 2*7 am* I maximum diameter 0*9 am*
this variety differs from B. nodosaria textularoidea in having 
larger, more uniform diameter chambers in the uniserial segment*
BIGEHERINA S0UTHPAS3ENSI3 Andersen, n. sp.
Plate If, fig* 6
Test of medium size; biserial portion, consisting of 3 to k pairs 
of chambers, is distinct and larger than the initial chambers of the 
uniserial section; uniserial segment in the microspheric form increase 
gradually in size as added; sutures distinct and depressed; wall of 
medium size agglutinated material (mainly sand particles) united with 
a clear cement, surface rough* The periphery of the unlserial portion 
is lobulate with the final chamber somewhat separated from rest of test* 
The aperture is a circular opening at the apex of a distinct neck* 
length of holotype (H* V* Howe Coll* No* i*23b) 1*20 mm*; maximum
diameter 0*30 ran*
This species can be distinguished frcm B* nodosaria textularoidea 
the more distinct biserial segment and the simple apertural opening
1*0
At the apex of the neek.
BIGENERINA SOITTHPASSEKSIS XENULA Andersen, n. var.
Plate II, fig. ?
Test of medium sis*} blserlal portion distinct, broadly triangular 
composed of k to $ paired chambers, and occupying about l/k the total 
length of the test$ unlserial segment with k to 5 loosely attached 
subglobese chambers of about the same dimensioni suture distinct 
depressed} nail of coarse agglutinated materials with much cement, 
surface rough} aperture tezminal, a circular opening at the apex of a 
distinct seek. Length of hypotype (H. V. Heme Coll. Ho. 1*235) 1*3 mm*} 
maximum diameter 0.3
This variety can be distinguished from B. southpassengis n. sp. 
by the larger biserial stage, the widely separated chambers and the 
e o m m  agglutinated material In the test. It can be distinguished 
from B. nodosaria taxtularoidea by its simple aperture at the apex 
of a distinct neck, and the uniformity of chambers.
Family VERI3EUILINIDAE 
Genus FSEUBOCLAVULINA Cushman, 1936 
PSEUDO CLAWLINA MEXICANA (Cushman)
Plate IX, fig. 11
Clavulina humilis H. B. Brady, var. mexlcana Cushman, 1922, U, S. Nat.
Hue., Bull, lob, pt. 3, p. S3, pi* 16, figs. 1-3.
The separation of the final chamber from the proceeding is a 
characteristic of the P. mexicana in this material not shared with the 
paratype (U.S.N.H. Cat. Ho. 20063) with which these specimens were
hi
compared*
length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. U236) 2.6 mm,| maximum 
diameter 0.$ ass*
Genus GAUOftYINA dfQrbigny, 1039 
GiUIRTIRA (QAUIRYINA) SOUTHPASSEHSIS Andersen, n. ap.
Plate II, figs. 12a, b 
Test small; finely arenaceous, cement very prominent, surface 
smooth} chambers increasing in size rapidly in the early stages of 
development, adult with sides nearly parallel; triserial portion 
inconspicuous, consisting of 6 to 9 chambers j biserial segment with 
6 to 8 pairs of chambers; sutures depressed at the margin of the test, 
limb&te and slightly elevated along the median line. The aperture is 
a low, arched opening at the base and inner margin of the last formed 
chamber with slight overhanging lip. Length of holotype (H, V. Howe 
Coll* No, 1*237) 0,5 an,; breadth 0,25 m*u
This is a very small species characterized by its smooth surface, 
diminutive triserial stage and large number of chambers for size of 
test* There appears to be nothing similar described from the Gulf of 
Mexico-Carribean region*
Family VALVULINIDAE 
Genus TEXTULARIELLA Cushman, 1927 
m m A H I E L L A  BAHRITTII (Jones and Parker)
Plat© II, figs, 16a, b 
Textularia barrettll Jones and Parker, 1863, Rep. British Association 
Newcastle Meeting, pp. 80-105*
Most of the specimens are typical of this species« Only & few are 
slightly compressed, bat not sufficiently so to be assigned to the 
genus Cuneolina.
Length of hypotype (H, ?, Hose Coll. No, U2l*l) 3,U mm.j maximum 
breadth 2,8 mm,
Gdnus KARRERIEL1A Cushman, 1933 
KARRERUCLM ERA DTI (Cushman)
Plate n ,  figs. 13a, b and 1U 
Gaudryiaa pupoides H. B. Brady (not d'Qrblgsy), l&9h. Rep, Voy, 
Challenger, Zool,, vol. 9, p. 378, pi, U6, figs, 1-lu 
These specimens have a slightly less inflated final chamber than
the holotype (U.S.N.M. Cat. No, 26307), bat appear to be similar to
subsequent plesiotypes designated by Cushman,
Length of hypotypea (H. V, Hose Coll, Nos, 1*238 and U239) 0,8 mm.3 
nanrlmtBL diameter 0,3lt sen.
Genus DGRQTHIA PluHfiner, 1931 
BGRQTHIA CARIBAEA Cushman 
Plate II, figs. 15a, b 
Dorothia caribaea Cushman, 1936, Contr. Cushman Lab, Foram. Res,, p. 31, 
pi# 5# fig# 3*
Specimens assigned to this species are slightly smaller than the 
holotype (Cushaan Coll. No, 20909)#
Length of hypotype (H, V. Howe Coll, No, 1*21*0) 1.5 mm,| maadLmum
diameter 0,6 nm.
1*3
Omnia tlEBUSELU Cunhnan, 1933
LIEHJSBLLA SOLDANII (Jones and Parker)
Plate II, fig. 1?
Htuoia soldanii Jones and Parker, i860, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., 
vol. 16, p. 30?, no. 18U.
Palmer (19U5) considers 1. soldanii Intermedia the microspheric 
fora of 1. soldanii.
length of hypotype (H. V. Hove Coll. No. I*2lt2) h.O mauj breadth
1.5 am.
Genus AJSMOBJLIMIM Andersen, n. gen.
Genotype Agmobulimina mexlcana Andersen, n. sp.
Test free, arenaceous; initial chambers multiserial, rapidly 
reducing to three chambers, and in some adult forme tending to become 
biserial} aperture a * canaa-ahaped” opening at the base and inner 
margin of the last chamber.
This genus lacks the distinct biserial stage and aperture of 
Dorothiai the completely triserial and triangular form of VemeuiHna} 
and the spiral chamber arrangement and broad rounded tooth of 
A renobuli*nina< It is best described as an arenaceous Bulimina which 
is more typical of its calcareous perforate counterpart than 
Arenobullmina.
hh
m m w m t m L  MEXICANA Andersen, n. sp.
Hate II, figs. 18a, b 
Test small) vail of medium sissed sand grains loosely cemented, 
surface rough) Initial multiocular stage very small, and rapidly 
reducing to a distinct triserial arrangement, with the last two 
chambers at approximately 180 degrees) chambers sub globular 5 sutures 
distinct, depressed) aperture simple, a loop-shaped opening at the 
base and inner margin of the last chamber, length of holotype 
(H. V. Hove Coll. No. 1*21*3) 0.50 set.) maximum breadth 0.30 mm«
This species occurs in the inner neritic none. It has not 
teen found in the smdlump clay*
Family MIUOUDAE 
Gems QUIRQGELOCULINA d’Orblgny 
QUIB3QUEL0CULINA cf. BICQSTATA d'Orbigny 
Plate XU, figs. 7a~c 
Qujnqueloculina bicostata d9Grbigny, 1839, In Be la Sagra, Hist. Fis. 
Pol. Nat. Cuba, "Foraminiferes*, p. 195# pi* 12, figs. 8-10.
These specimens appear to be the same as dfGrbigny described from
Cuba.
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Hove Coll. No. h2kh) 1.2 mm.| 
maximum breadth 0.9 mm.
IS
m m m m m u L M  m m w m m i ®  Andarsan, n* sp.
Flat© III, figs. 3a~© 
last ttft&Uf shout twice as long m  wide? basal sod round* outer 
portion of apertural sod slightly projected above the previous chamber 
and curved outward, inner portion terminates at the point of inter* 
section with the previous chaisber? chambers distinct, somewhat inflated? 
periphery round* wail semi~transpar€ai with high gloss, surface smoothj 
aperture a seaii-eircular opening at the and of last eaarabar with a long, 
narrow bifid tooth which extends across th# entire inner margin of the 
last chamber. Length of holotype (H. V, Howe Coll. Ho* l£h5) 0*6 rnuj 
maximum breadth 0.2$ ass.
This species is very similar to what is currently ref erred to as 
Q. seal rails (Idnne). Although there is little consistency in the 
characteristics of specimens assigned to Q* seaioul&, the species 
described herein as nee appears to be much smaller, has more parallel 
sides and a much larger tooth in the aperture than the Q. seaainula of 
isasy authors,
QUIIsQUELOCULIIIA CASEEim d'Orbtgqy 
Flat© m ,  figs. la~c 
Quinquelccullna caadelana d’Orbigay, 1539, in la Sagra, Hint* Fis. 
Pel. Sat* Cuba, nForaminiferesn, p. 199, pi. 12, figs. 214-26.
These specimens appear to be quite typical of the Cuban forms* 
Length of hypotype (H. V. Horn Coll * Ho* 1216) 0*32 urn.* maximum 
breadth O.iiO am.
i;6
QUIKQUBLOGULim of* GIAHIATA Cushman 
Fiat® III, figs. 2a~c 
Quinqueloculina glabrata Cushman, 1922, U. S. Geol. 8urv., Prof. Paper 
p# pi# 3b, fig* 0#
This is a Q« candeiana d*Orbigny In which the acute peripheral 
angles of the chambers are concealed* The net result of this slight 
change in the manner of adding chambers produces a test which is 
roughly triangular with flattened sides.
Length of figured specimen (H. F. Howe Coll* No* 1*23?) 0.70 aun.j 
breadth 0*35 am.
QUINQUELOCULINA cf. LAMABCKIANA d»0rbigny 
Plate III, figs* 5a-c and 6a-c 
Quinqueloculina lamerckiana d’Orbigny, 1639, in Be la Sagra, Hist* Fis* 
Pol* Nat* Cuba, "Foraminif©resH, p. 189, pi* 11, figs* lb, 15* 
Quinqueloculina auberlaaa d'Orbigny* 1839, in Be la Sagra, Hist* Fis. 
Pol* Nat* Cuba, "Foramlniferes*, p. 193, pi* 12, figs* 1, 3*
Three species of Quinqueloculina described from the West Indian 
region are very closely related* Cushman has placed two species,
Q. auberiana and Q. lamarckiana* in synonyn^ rf the third, §,* cuvieriana. 
was evidently considered to be different from the other two, and thus 
a valid species*
The writer has insufficient material from the West Indian region 
to evaluate previous work* However, the specimens present in the 
material examined from the coast of Louisiana indicate that either all 
three forms should be placed in synonymy or an attempt should be made 
to reinterpret d^rbigny^s descriptions*
wThe following litoral translations of d*Qrbigny*s comments 
regarding the relationship between these species will clarify the 
confused status of the writer's specimenst
Q. auberiana — * *tn 1825 we confused this species with 
Q. vulgaris of the Mediterranean, a species to which it Is 
very closely related in its external shape (undulations, 
etc*), but after a more careful study thereof we had to 
separate the two since Q. auberiana always has a simple 
tooth in the aperture instead of a bifid tooth* It 
(Q* auberiana) is also related to Q. lamarckiana but differs 
from it by the transverse undulations TBhichtj. auberiana 
always has*11 "*
Q. cuvleriana —  “This species is very similar to 
%• Is^rchiana far its stubby shape and it® sharp keel* it 
differs from Q* lamarckiana by its truncated chamber which 
does not go forward (t), by its sharper keel which is 
accomplished by longitudinal striae and by its more elongate 
aperture*9
Q. lamarckiana «— > ”By its wide and inflated shape, it 
is related both io 0. vulgaris of the Mediterranean and to 
Q, cuveriana from the Antilles. It differs from Q. vulgaris 
only’ by itslaore keeled chambers and by its aperture with a 
simple, Instead of a bifid tooth; it differs from Q, 
cuvleriana by the absence of striae near the keel, ey the 
anterior projection of the last chamber, and by it® less 
elongated aperture.*
The specimens herein referred to Q, lamarckian® combine some of the 
characteristics of all three species described above* Young specimens 
(figs* 5a~c) have longitudinal costae on the subacute periphery of 
each ehamberj the adult forms have smooth, sharply-keeled chambers •
This transition can be noted on the specimen In figure 6a-c.
Length of figured specimens (H* V. Howe Coll* Ho. I*2it8) 0.95 bkb.J 
breadth 0,70 mm*; (H* V, Howe Coll. Mo. h2h9) 1,00 mm.j breadth 0*90 am.
mQUINQUELOCULINA PORTEAIBENSIS Andersen, n. sp.
Flats 1X11 figs. La-e 
Test small; lass than twice as long as broad, basal end rounded 
projecting slightly beyond the previous chamber, aperture end continues 
into a short neck with a thickened, everted lipf chambers distinct, 
subQuadrate in cross section with a carinate ridge on each angle of the 
chamber at the aboral end which converge to fom a single carena in the 
center of the chamber at the oral end) sides of the chamber flat, sutures 
distinct; wall composed of a luster lees cement material which gives the 
wall a false appearance of being finely arenaceous, surface rough, 
irregularly pitted* The aperture, located at the apex of a short neck, 
has a broad bifid tooth at its inner margin which occupies about half 
the apertural opening* Length of holotype (H. ?. Howe Coll. Ho* 1$2$0) 
0.60 am.; maximum breadth 0.1*0 mm*
This is a very distinct species which appears to have been over** 
looked in previous Gulf of Mexico assemblages. Specimens from the 
Tortugas, Florida, in Cushman1 s collection have been referred to two 
species, g* polygons d'Orbigny and Q. bidentata dfGrbigny. Q. polygons 
is a more elongate form than Q. porfceadsensis n* sp.; Q. bidentata is 
arenaceous *
k9
QUIWELOCUkm 8ABULGSA Cushman 
Plate II, figs. 20a-e 
Quinqueloculina sabulosa Cushman, 19h71 Contr, Cushman lab. For am* Res., 
▼ol. 23, pt. hf p. 87* pi* 18, fig* 22*
Chambers of holotype (Cushman Coll* Ho* 1*9031*) are slightly more 
acute than the specimens In this collection*
length of hypotype (H. V. Hose Coll* Ho* 1*251) 0,55 msuj maximum 
breadth 0*38 w u
QBITOJEIDC0LXM sp. WA«
Plate II, figs. l?a~e 
Test small, less than twice as long as broad} basal end rounded, 
apertural end very slightly produced above proceeding chamber} chambers 
distinct, somewhat inflated, periphery round} sutures fairly distinct, 
slightly depressedj wall coarsely arenaceous, poorly cemented, surface 
rough} aperture, a circular opening at the apex of a very slight neck, 
is filled with porous cement material* length of figured specimen 
(H* V, Howe Coll* Ho* U252) G*& mm*} maximum breadth 0*21 mm*
The description of this species is based on 3 specimens from the 
Inland brackish sediments* A hypodiga this small will not insure a 
persistency in the characteristics Indicated, particularly such a dis­
tinctive feature as the apertural filling. In the material studied, 
this species can be distinguished from Q, aabuloaa by its smaller sice, 
more rounded chambers and cribrate (?) aperture*
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QUIWELOCULIM sp* ,,Btt 
Hate III, figs* 8a-c 
Test large, breadth nearly equal to the length! basal end rounded, 
the last chamber extending beyond the outline of the test} apertural 
end produced Into a short, distinct neckj chambers distinct, matte, 
periphery flattened and bearing three elevated ridges, sides of chambers 
excavated} sutures distinct* the aperture, located at the apex of the 
Short neck, bears a large bifid tooth at its inner margin* length of 
figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll* No* ii2£3) 1*9 mm.} maximum breadth 
1*5 mm*
Only the large adult specimens bear heavy ridges on the periphery* 
Young specimens have a truncated and smooth periphery or only faint 
indications of the tri-costate ornamentation so pronounced in latter 
stages of development*
This species is somewhat similar to Q* gigas Natland described 
from the California coast except that It does not carry fine costas on 
the heavy ribs* Q* pulchella d*0rblgny is more coarsely and Irregularly 
costate, particularly along the sides of the chambers*
Genus M m O L i m U  Wiesner, 1931 
MILIGLIHELU of* CALIFGEMICA Rhumbler 
Plate III, figs* lla-c 
Trlloculina circularis Cushman and Valentine (not Bornemann), 1930,
Oontrib* Dept. Geol. Stanford Univ., vol. 1, p* 15, t* 1*, figs, lta-e. 
HUiolineHa californlca Rhumbler* 1936, Foraminiferen der Kieler Bueht, 
gesamelt durch A. Remanej Tiel XI, Ammodisculinldae bis einscht. 
Textullnidae, Kiel. Meeresf, Kiel, Detuschland, Bd. 1 (1936-1937),
aHeft 1, p. 215*
It Is remotely possible that the Gulf of Mexieo-Carribean group 
of Miliolids herein referred to Mlliolinella californica Hhumfoler are 
slightly different than the Cushman and Valentine specimen used by 
Hhu&bler to establish this species* The test of the writer's specimens 
is much more oblong then M* calif ornica and the aperture in the adult 
form is a very thin slit-lifce opening between the outer margin of the 
last chamber and the flattened tooth which extends down farther on one 
Side of the test than on the other*
length of figured specimen (H* V. Howe Coll* Ho* U256) 0*30 mm.) 
maximum breadth 0*60 n&.
MILIOlimiA PORmiBEHSIS Andersen, n. sp*
Plate III, figs. lOa-e 
Test of medium sise, elongate, oval outline) trlloculine chamber 
arrangement) basal end of test broadly rounded, apertural chamber 
slightly truncated, and about the same length as the previous clumber) 
chambers rounded in arose section, distinct) wall smooth, polished and 
semi-translucent) the aperture is a orescent-shaped slit which lies 
between the outer margin of the final chamber and a large, excavated 
tooth* Length of holotype (H. V* Howe Coll* No* 1*255) Q*7k mm.) 
maximum breadth 0*30 mm*
This species is easy to recognise by its smooth oval outline and 
the large tooth which has a deeply excavated center* Although the 
illustrations are not too clear, this may be the same species described 
by Flint, 1897, (pi* U3, fig* 3) as Mlliollna oblonga (Montagu).
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Genus MASSILXNA Schlumberger, 1893 
MASSXXiim S0TJTHFASS5fi!$SIS Andersen, n. sp.
Hate III, figs, 9a~c 
feat large# elongate, adult specimens with sides flattened, 3 
chambers visible cm each side of the testj basal end of last chamber 
projected slightly beyond the outline of the test, apertural end extended 
into a distinct elongate neckj sutures distinct $ wall dull, surface with 
numerous fine linear depressions! chambers of young specimens broad and 
flat, acute at the periphery, and coiled in a quinqueloculine manner j 
chambers of the adult specimens have a truncated to depressed periphery 
and flat parallel sides, the aperture, located at the apex of a slight 
neck, is an elongate, triangular-shaped opening with a bifid tooth which 
connects with one side of the test wall at the inner margin. Length of 
holotype (H, V. Howe Coll, No. h2%h) 1,35 »®u| maximum breadth 0,90 mm,j 
thickness 0,2£ am*
The characteristic feature of this species, which has been used to 
identify the young forms so dissimilar to the adults, is the unusual 
arrangement of the tooth in the aperture. There is always a gap at the 
inner margin of the test between one wall of the chamber and the tooth. 
The opposite wall appears to make an acute 180 degree turn into the 
apertural opening at its inner margin to fora the long bifid tooth*
In external appearance, this specimen is similar to M, inaequalis 
Cushman from the north coast of Jamaica* The unique tooth of H* 
aouthpassengis n« sp* described above is sufficient to distinguish 
between the two species*
S3
Genus SPIROLOCULINA d«Orbigny, 1826 
SPIROUDCULBIA cf . AHTOIARIUM d*Orbigay 
Plate I?, figs, 3a, b 
Spiroloeullna antillariaa d’Grbigny, 1839# in Be la Sagra, Hist, Fis,
Pel, Hat, Cuba, “Foraminif eres", p. 137, pi, 12, fig, 7*
Plesiotypes from the fortugas, Florida, area in Cushman’s collection, 
considered to be typical of dfOrbigny,s species described from Cuba, do 
sot have the loose manner of coiling which Is characteristic of the 
specimens from the mudlump clay. Since the species is considered to be 
inconsistent in the asaount and intensity of the costate ornamentation, 
it probably follows that there is also an inconsistency in the manner 
of eoiling, length of figured specimen (H, V. Howe Coll, Ho, 1*257)
0,80 b b,| maximum breadth 0.1*0 mm,; thickness 0,15 mm,
SPIROLOCULIM SGUTHPASSEN5IS Andersen, n. sp.
Plate I?, figs, la, b 
test slightly longer than broad, periphery truncate to concave 
with carinate margins; 10 to 11* chambers in the test increasing in size 
as added; sides moderately convex in microspheric forms, deeply de­
pressed in megalospheric ferns; sutures slightly depressed, margins of 
test flush with the surface; basal end rounded and projecting beyond 
the outline of the test; apertural end recurved, inner margin flush 
with previous coil; wall opaque, surface with fine, irregular linear 
depressions; aperture at open end of last chamber, nearly quadrate,
(inner margin slightly narrower than outer) with long, simple tooth.
Length of holotype (H. 7, Howe Coll, Ho. 1*258) ©,9 mm,; breadth 0.8 mm,; 
thickness 0.3 mm.
This can be distinguished from. §* atlantica Cushman and S* norveglea 
Cushman and Todd by the flattened to concave periphery and from S. toddae 
Bermude* by its quadrate aperture* The only distinction between this 
species and S* soldanii Fornaaini appears to be the raised ridges of the 
early chambers present in the latter but not conspicuous in this mm 
species* S, aoutfapaasenais*
spiaoioGULim sp* «a»
Plate IV, figs, 2a, b 
A single large, compressed specimen with a circular outline could 
be a mutation of 8* southpassensis n. sp*
length of figured specimen (H. V, Howe Go11. Mo, \&$9) 1*0 rn.j 
maximum breadth 0*9 mm*; thickness 0.18 mm*
Genus SICMOILJHA Schlmberger, 168?
SICM0I1IM cf * FLISTII Cushman
Plate IV, figs, da, b 
Spiroloculina arenaria Flint (not H« B* Bracer), 1897 (1899), Aim* Rep,
0, 3, Bat, Mus., pt# 1, p* 297, pl* fis* 1*
Siaaollina flintli Cushman, 1916, Contr, Cushman lab* For am* Ees,, vol* 
22, pt, 2, p, H ,  pl* 6, figs, 3S-39*
The specimens in this assemblage are larger, have a slightly longer 
neck, and a larger area surrounding the neck whore the calcareous imper­
forate base is exposed than the holotype (Cushman Coll* Bo* 16239}*
The aperture bears a small bifid tooth which was not mentioned by 
Cushman but is reported by Flint,
Length of figured specimen (H* V. Howe Coll. No* 1260) 1,5 mm,;
maximum breadth 1*10 ram.} thickness 0.50 mm.
SIGMOIUNA S C H M m M t l  A. Silveatrl 
Plat© IT, figs. ?a, b 
SlgmoiliBa gehlumbergeri A. Silveetri, 190b, Mam. Pont. Accad. Nuovl• 
Lincel., vol. 22, p. 267.
This group of specimens with a fine arenaceous coating and In­
distinct chamber arrangement appear to satisfy the requirements of 
S. schluabergerl.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. b2&0 1.0 mm.| maximum 
breadth 0.7 mm.
SI3I0ILINA TENUIS (eajssek)
Plate IT, figs. ba, b and $ '
Quinqueloculina tenuis Catjaek, 18b?, Haidinger’s Hat. Abhandl., vol. 2, 
p, Xb9, pi* 13, figs. 31*3b*
Figure % is representative of a rare group of specimens in the 
material examined which are similar to tepotype* of S. tenuis (Czjaek) 
from Baden, Vienna Basin, Austria (Cushman Coll. No. 10620). The 
majority of the specimens are like fig. 6, a form which is somewhat 
smaller and with a very pronounced lateral wasp to the chambers in 
the central portion of the test.
Length of hypetypes (H . V. How© Coll. No. b262) 0.32 ram.j maximum 
breadth 0.18 zmi.j (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. b263) 0,b0 van.f breadth 0.20 mm.
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Genus ABTICULINA d<Grb±gry, 1826 
ARTICULIM MAYOR I Cushman 
Plate IV, figs. 9, 10 
Articulina mayor! Cushman, 1922, Publ. No. 311, Garnegi© Inst., p* 71#
pi. 13, Pig* 5.
In both the megalospherie and miorospheric Perms, the costae are 
confined to the outer portion of the chamber near the everted Up, and 
are less distinct than the holotype (Guelman Coll. No. 1*372) •
Length of megalospheric form (H. V. Howe Coll. No. ^26^) 0.9 mm. 
Length of aicroapherie fern (H* V. Hose Coll. No* li26$) 0.8 mm.
ARTICULINA of. MUCSOMTA (d'Orbigny)
Plate IV, figs. 8a, b 
Vfertebralina mucronata dt0rbigny^ 1839, in Ee la Sagra, Hist* Fis. Pol* 
Hat. Cuba, "Foraminif©res**, p. 52, pl. 7, figs. 16*19.
This is a very questionable assignment. There is no unlserial 
stage in any of the specimens in the assemblage and the periphery of 
each chamber is more acute than any A. mucronata examined*
This may be the same as A. oib&epensls BermudesB described from 
the Loser Miocene of the Dominican Republic.
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. It266) 0.3$ iam*j 
maasSmm breadth 0.20 nm.
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Gemis tK L O O J L m  d'Orbigny, 1826 
miLOOJLim IMSI0HI8 (H. B, Brady)
Plate IV, figs. 13 and Xha-e 
Hlliolina ingignis H. B. Brady, 1861*, w Challenger”, Zool., vol. 9$
p. 165, pl* U, figs* 8, 10*
These specimens appear to be typical of the T. insignia described 
by B. B* Brady, the greatest dissimilarity noted being the rare occur­
rence of a large, centrally perforated apertural tooth like the one
shown in fig, 13,
Length of hypotypes (H. V, Howe Cell* Me, 1*26?) 1,10 mm*) msadLmum 
breadth 1,05 ®a*j (H. V. Howe Coll* Me* 1*268) 1,1*0 mm.) maximum 
breadth 1.35 am.
TRILOCULIKA of. s m m x m i m w i A  Barker and Jones 
Plate IV, figs. lla-e 
(Miliola) (Triloculina) gtriato-trlgomila Parker and Jones, 186$, Phil* 
Trans. Bey* See*, vol. 155# P* b38 (nomen nudum),
Miliola insignis H, E* Eradfcr, -H. B, Brady, 186fc (part), Kept* Vegr* 
Challenger, Zocl., vol. 9 $ pl* U, fig* 10 (non fig. 8). 
Triloculina striatotrigonula, Parr, Mining and Qeol* Journ.,
vol. 2, no. 5, p* 305.
A single specimen in this collection is tentatively referred to 
f, striatotrigonula, It. has the same chamber arrangement as Brady*® 
species from the shallow water of the south coast of Australia, but 
lacks the thin bifid tooth*
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll* Mo* U2?l) Q.UO mm.) 
maximum breadth 0*32 m *
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TRILOCULINA TRICARINATA d'Grbigny 
Flat® 17, figs. 12a-c 
Triloculina tricarinata d^rbigny. 1826, Ann* Sci. Nat., vol. 7, 
p. 299, no* 7| Modeloa, 1826, so* 9k*
Typical of the specimens currently being assigned to T* trioarinata 
d*Orbigny.
Length of hypotype (H* V* Hove Coll* Bo. 1*269) 0.80 mm.j maximum 
breadth 0,70 mm*
TRILOCULINA TRIGOMJU (Lamarck)
Plate 17, figs* 15a~c 
Miliola trigonala Lamarck. 1801*, Ann* Mue*, vol. 5, p* 351, mo* 3$ 
vol. 9, 1807, pl. 17, fig* Is*
These are slightly more inflated than the Eocene specimens from 
Kauteville, France, but are typical of the West Indian region specimens 
Identified as T • trigonula.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll* No. 1*270) 0.81 m.j maximum 
breadth 0.78 mm.
Genus FYRGO Defranee, 182]*
TOGO cf. CARINATA (d*0rbigny)
Plate V, figs. 2a~c 
Biloeullna carlnata d'Qrblgny, 1839, in Be la Sagra, Hist. Fis. Pol.
Nat. Cuba, "Foraminif©res#, p. 161*, vol. 8, pl. 8, fig. 21*$ pl. 9, 
figs. 1, 2*
The name most commonly used by Cushman in Identifying this species 
is P. denticulate H. B. Brady, which was reported from Honolulu, Friendly
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Islands and Admiralty Islands* la order to use Brady's species# it was 
necessary to assume that many forms do not have the denticulate margin 
at the aberal end of the test* For those Gulf of -Mexieo~C«rr±bean 
specimens reported in U. S. Hat. Mus.# Bull. IQl*, it would have been 
more tenable to use P . oar inata (d'Grbigrgr) described from Cuba and 
St, Thomas by simply postulating that d f6rbigx$rfs species at times might 
have a slight denticulate margin at the base of the test.
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*272) 1,00 mm.) 
maximum breadth 0.80 mm.
m O O  cf. ELONGATA (df0rbigty)
Plate V, figs. la**c 
Biloculina elongate d'Qrbtgigr. 1826, Ann. Sei. Nat*# vol. 7# p* 296# 
no. it*
These specimens are tentatively referred to F* elongata (d*0rbigi^ r) 
on the basis of current use*
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*276) 0.90 mm.? 
maximum breadth 0.70 am.
moo nmms Cushman
Flate IV# figs* l?a-e 
forgo nasatus Cushman# 1935# Smithsonian Inst. vise. Coll.# vol. 91# 
no. 21# p. 7# pl* 3# figs. 1*4*
Compared with holotype (Cushman Coll. No. 26200).
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*273 ) 0.60 mm.j maximum 
breadth 0.50 mm.
dO
moo NASUTUS BAUZEN5IS, Andersen, **. var.
Plate IV, figs. 19a**e 
This variety differs from the typical form in its rounded, smooth 
outline, and extreme and nearly equal convexity of the two chambers.
It differs frcm J* naautus aouthpaesensis in its greater thickness and 
laek of a neck which protrudes above the outline of the test, length 
of holotype (B. V. Hows Coll. No. It27U ) Q.65 inm.| breadth 0*62 mm,
m 0 0  NASUTUS 8GBTHPASSENSIS Andersen, n. var.
Plats IV, figs. l@a~e 
Variety differing from the typleal form in having a greater thick­
ness and a smooth periphery. Length of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll.
No, 1*275) 0.75 &m.i mi&snaa breadth 0.70 mm.
PIBOO 3UB3PH&I3RICA BSBEWQOBENSIS Andersen, n. var.
Plate V, figs. 3*-e 
This differs from the typical P. subaphaerfpa (d’Orbigny) in 
having faint, broad longitudinal costae.
This variety is much smaller, has less deeply incised costas, and 
a much smaller tooth than P. ccmata H. B. Brady.
Length of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*277) 0.60 mm.} maximum 
breadth 0.59 am.
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FYRQQ VESPffiTILIO (Sohlamberger)
Plate V, figs. ba, b 
B ilo eu lln a  rlngens Lsmarck, —Bradjr (part), 188U, Chall, Sept,, p. 1U2, 
p l«  2 , f ig . 8«
length of f^pot>yp6 {H« Vi How© Coll. Ho * 1.60 mni.j
breadth 1.9 an#
FTRGO sp. “A#
Plate IV, figs♦ I6a-e 
A few mall specimens ornamented with 3 to 10 large costae 
apparently represent a new species but are too rare in the present 
naterlal to be described*
length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll, No. 1*279) 0.50 nuj 
aeatimi breadth 0*1*3 mm*
Genus FYRGOEkLA Cushman and White, 1936 
mGOELIA S PHAM A (d'Grbigry)
Plate V, figs. 5a, b 
Biloculina sphaera d’Grbigny, 1839, Voyage dans PAmeriqu© Meridional©! 
Foraminif eres, tome 5, pt. 5, p. 66, pl. 8, figs. 13*16.
Maxims* diameter of hypotype (3* V. Howe Coll. No. 1*230) 0.96 mm.
6a
Genus BILOCULII'ffiLLA Wiesner, 1931 
BIlOCUUN&UA 7 Sp. «A«
Plate V, fig, 6
this small specimen has been described by Cushman as Biloculina 
Irregularis (N.S.N.M, Cat. Ho. 1577QA). This assignment is questionable 
since many develop a T-shaped aperture similar to Fyrgoeila,
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H, V, Howe Coll. No. 1*281) 
0.35 am*
BILOCULXNELIA LABIATA (Schlumberger)
Plate V, figs. 7a~©
Biloculina labiata Sehluaberger, 1891, Soc. Zool. tome k» P* 556, 
pl. 9, figs. 60-62.
A single specimen in the collection appears to belong to this 
species.
length of l^ ypotype (h . V, Howe Coll. No. 1*262) 0.38 mm.j maximum 
breadth 0.3 an.
BILQCULINELLA TOBDAE Andersen, n. name 
Plate V, figs. 8a, b 
Biloculinella ^lobula Cushman and Valentine (not Bornemann), Foraminif era 
their classification and economic use, bth ed. 19l*8, key pl, 15, 
fig. 11.
Test of medium size, rotund, chambers Inflated! length slightly 
greater than the width; suture indistinct! final chamber greatly 
embrosing the previous chamber! surface of test smooth, glossy; aperture 
a circular opening covered by a broad, flat tooth. length of holotype
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(H. 7. Howe Coll. Ho. 1*263) 0*62 mug breadth 0.52 mm,
BQrnemann1® specimen has an excavated spot in the flat triangular 
shaped tooth which is not present in the Bllocaline 11a globula of 
Cushman and Valentine*
Shis species is named in honor of Miss Ruth Todd who brought this 
msnenelatural descrepancy to the writer1® attention*
Family QPTHJUMIDXI&E 
Genus CORNUSPIRA Schults, 185b 
CCENOSPUIA PIANGRBIS Schulta 
Plate V, fig. 10
fQpercuIina incerta df0rbigny, 1839. Foraminifera de l'ile d© Cuba.
p. 2*9, tab. VI, figs. 16, 17.
Cornuspira planorbis Schulte, 1852*, Bnglemann, p. 2*0, pl, 2, fig. 21.
This small, transparent fern is currently being assigned to 
C. planorbia Schultz.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V* Howe Coll. No. 2*265) 0.26 mm.
Genus CGRMJSPIRQIISE5 Cushman, 1928 
CORNUSPIROIIES FOLIAtM (Philippi)
Plate V, fig. 11
Orbis foliaceua Philippi, 182*1*, Enrn. Moll. SieiXiae, vol. 2, p. 11*7, 
pl. 22*, fig. 26,
Cornosplroldes foliaceua* (Philippi). -Bermudez, 192*9, Cushman Lab. 
Foraa. Res., Spec. Publ. 25, p. 113, pl. 6, figs. 2*2, 1*9.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*286) 3.8 mm.; maximum 
breadth 2.5 urn.
6b
Genus SPmOPHTHAIMIDIUM Cushman, 1?27 
SPISQPHTHAIMIDm sp. "A»
Plat® V, fig. 9
A single specimen can be referred to this genus, It is probably 
fig* 15 of the group of dissimilar specimens identified by Brady as 
Spiroloculina acutimargo (Challenger Kept.j vol. 9, 188b, pi* 1°, 
figs. 12-45)* figure 13 was selected by Cushman as the genotype for 
the genus Splrophthalaidi urn* Figure 15 with loosely coiled chambers 
and a long neck which this specimen resembles probably could be described 
as new*
Length of figured specimen (H, V,. Howe Coll. No. b28b) 0.35 ekb,j 
maximum breadth Q.12 ass*
Genus NOLOMCULARIFLU Cushman and Hanzawa,, 1937 
HOLOBAC0IAEIEUA ATLA.HTICA Cushman and H&nzawa 
Plate V, fig, 12
Vertebralina insignia Brady. Flint, 1897 (1899), Aim. Kept. U. 3. Nat*
Kus«, p. 302, pi. 1*7, fig. it.
The specimens figured by Flint from the Gulf of Mexico are more 
typical of those in this assemblage than Cushman's holotype from the 
northern Atlantic,
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V, Howe Coll. No. b28?) 1.50 mm,j 
minimum diameter 1.3& ma*
mN0IX3BACULARIELLA sp* «A«
Plate ?, figs. 13a, b 
This species has the same general appearance as N# convexiuacaula 
(H* B* Bracer) but differs In being less costate and hairing a less ele­
vated and thickened Up* It probably should be tentatively referred to 
Brady1s species#
Length of figured specimen (H* V* Hove Coll* No* 2*288) 0*70 bbuj 
aastmua breadth 0,1 am*
Family TftOCHAMM INIB&E 
Genus TRGCHAMMINA Parker and Jones, 1859 
TROCHAMMINA XNFLATA (Montagu)
Plate 7, figs* I5a~c 
Nautilus inflatus Montagu, 1808, Test* Brit*, Suppl*, p. 81, pi, 18, 
fig# 3#
This is a common species in the inner neritic zones*
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V* Howe Coll* No* 1289) 0,53 hkb*J 
thickness 0*30 mm#
TROCHAMMINA ef. ROTALIFOMIS J. Wright 
Plate 7, figs* 16a-c 
Troehammina inflate (Montagu) wet* Blackwell and Wright, Trans* Roy#
Irish Acad,, vol. 28, (Science) 1885, p* 331, pi* 31, figs* 11, 12# 
Troehammlna rotaliformis J* Wright, 1911, in Heron-Alien and Ear land, 
Joum, Roy* Micr* Soc,, p* 309#
A few specimens frem the inner neritic and tidal stream sediments 
are tentatively identified as T* rotaliformis *
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Maximum dimeter of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. No* 1*290) 
0*60 aa.j thickness 0*20 am*
Genus ARENOPABRELU Andersen, n. gen.
Genotype TrochaBaaina inf lata (Montagu) var* mexlcana Kornfeld
feat free, trochoid, umbilical area dosed and depressed, dorsal
)
aide convex* wall finely arenaceous; aperture a slit-like opening with 
long axis oriented approximately parallel to the plane of coiling, 
either open at the base or separated from the proceeding volution by a 
thin everted lip*
The major difference between this genus and the closely related 
Trocbaamtna lies in the shape and position of the aperture* Trochammina 
encompasses those trochiform test in which the aperture is a slit or 
arched opening at the ventral inner margin of the last formed chamber; 
Arenoparrella these trochiform tests in which the aperture is an 
elongate slit roughly parallel to the peripheiy,
ARENOPARRELLA MEXICAN! (Kornfeld)
Plate V, figs* li*a-e 
Trochaggsina inf lata (Montagu) var* mesicana Kornfeld, 1931, Oontr* 
Stanford Geol* Dept., vol. 1, p. 86, pi* 13, figs* 5a-c*
Test trochoid, dorsal side moderately convex, ventral side with a 
depressed, closed umbilicus* periphery bluntly acute, lobulate in adult 
specimens* Chambers typically five to each whorl, slightly inflated on 
dorsal side, ventral side with pronounced inflation of chambers near the 
umbilicus) sutures distinct, slightly curved on dorsal side, radial and 
straight on ventral side* The aperture is a curved, almost angular slit
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in the apertural face of the last chamber, the inner portion of the curve 
extending from the periphery ventrally at an angle of 30 to i*0 degrees 
with the plane of coilingf the outer portion of the curve oriented 
almost parallel to the plane of coiling* The aperture is surrounded by 
a thin, delicate everted lip which in some specimens continues across 
the base of the aperture thus separating the aperture from the proceed­
ing volution, A chi tin proloculum is visible at the apex of the dorsal 
spiral the adult portion of the test is composed of approximately equal 
amounts of yellowish-brown cement and fine grained arenaceous material* 
Maximum diameter of hypetype (H* V* Howe Coll* No* 1*200) 0*1*6 mm« j 
aarlflftaa thickness 0*18 as*.
Family UGINID&S 
Genus ROBULUS Montfort, 1808 
Genotype Hobulus cultratus Montfort 
The genus Robulus as delineated herein, includes those planispir- 
ally celled, bilaterally symmetrical Lagenids with a triangular or 
elongate slit-like apertural opening in the central, outer margin of 
the final chamber* This is a feature often referred to as the ^median 
slit" or "robuline aperture** * No attempt has been made to eliminate 
from this group those forms with a eemi-eribrate apertural filling 
which could be assigned to the genus CribrorobuHna erected by Selli*
4 The validity of the genus Robulus is in question* Cushman has 
intimated that it might be desirable to substitute Lenticulina for 
Robulus since it is difficult to separate the two* Marie (191*1) has 
unequivocally placed Robulus in the synonymy of Lenticullna* It would 
be desirable to follow Marie in assigning the- name Lenticullna to the
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planispirally coiled forms, bat this simple solution can be affected 
only after additional information has boon obtained regarding Marie's 
work with the Befrance Collection*
The writer has not been too concerned about this generic contro­
versy since the use of either Robulus or Lenticulina, or for that 
matter both names would be of no assistance In solving the mystery of 
the robuline species* Apparently some authors have solved this enigma, 
but the writer found himself at a complete loss in assigning specific 
names to many species In the large assemblage present in the material 
being studied. Xdttle difficulty was experienced with the distinctively 
ornamented Robulus* The big problem lay in the unornamented specimens 
where the only means of identification in current literature is based 
on number of chambers, limbosity and curvature of sutures, presence or 
absence of keel, umbilical plug, etc. These characters are not value­
less, but they are not always persistent throughout all stages of 
development of the individual*
The method used by the writer to classify the nondescript species 
of Robulus was inspired by Wedekind's division of the "Rodosarieidae* 
on the basis of the aperture* Trial separations based on the apertural 
pattern (with only minor consideration being given to the other morpho­
logic features of the test) resulted in such a homogeneous grouping of 
the assemblage that this technique was persued to the end* The proof of 
the writer's thesis, that the architecture of the Robulus aperture is a 
very important factor in identifying the different species, lies in the 
study of robuline assemblages from widely separated areas* This, by 
necessity, must be postponed until seme later date*
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ROBUJUS BALXZEN8IS Andersen, n. sp.
Plate VI, figs* la, b
Test small* biconvex j typically with 6 chambers in the last formed, 
whorl, occassionally Tl periphery acute with narrow keel} very small 
clear spot in the umbilicus} sutures curved and limbate but not raised 
above the surface of the test} apertural face small, depressed, and 
flat.
The aperture, elongate with plane of coiling, consists of two 
non-radi&te, plate-like processes which project above the periphery of 
the test. The keel passes between the plates in the posterior portion 
of the aperture, and becomes united with both plates near the center of 
the aperture at the outer margin of the median slit. These plates 
continue forward into the apertural face where they form fin-like 
projections which flank the median slit* Each plate usually has two 
small, vertical slit-like openings at the apex of the aperture.
Holotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No* li29l) 1.0 in maximum diameter} 0.U5 mm. 
in thickness.
There is nothing really distinctive about this species except the 
nature of the aperture which remains rather consistent in the character­
istics described.
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ROBULUS w m m m m i s  (Cuahsuut)
Plate VI, figs. 10a, b 
Cristellaria bowdenensis Cushman, 1919, Carnegie Inst. Wash., no. 291,
p. 37, pl. &, fig* 2.
Cristellaria antillea Cushman. 1923, U. S. Nat. Mus., Bull. 10^, pt. U, 
p. 116, pi. 31# fig* 1| pl* 32, fig. If pi. 33, fig* lj pi* 3&* 
fig* 1*
Test may attain large sise at which time it is compressed j 5 to 9 
chambers in last formed whorl; close involute coiling In early stages 
becoming evolute coiled in the larger specimens where the last 3 or h 
chambers cease uialting in the umbilicus ; periphery acute, keeled, early 
stages with flat, triangular-shaped acicular spines spaced at irregular 
intervals along the keel, later stages with the keel uninterrupted; 
sides of the keel may be beaded; sutures curved, limbats, raised and 
beaded in the early stages, often depressed and unornamented in the 
adult; sides of the chambers with a variable quantity of beading on the 
surface between the sutures. The tendency of this species is toward an 
overall redaction in the amount of surface ornamentation in the later 
stages of development.
The aperture is roughly circular in outline, projects slightly 
above the outline of the periphery, and is filled with a spongy material 
in which there are numerous Irregularly shaped cribrate openings. There 
is no median slit in the apertural face.
Range up to 5*0 nm.J hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 5292) 3*4 am. 
maximum diameter, 1 .0  mm. thickness.
Less than 15 percent of the specimens in the collection were well 
enough preserved to exhibit the true characteristics of the aperture.
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The aperture on the majority of the specimens consisted of an apertural 
opening surrounded by a serrated ring of shell material* This would 
suggest, and has been so designated in the original description of 
wOristellaria* antillea that the aperture was completely radiate* 
Evidently the spongy material which spans this irregularly radiate base 
is so fragile that it is rarely preserved, and probably less often 
preserved in materials older than Recent.
ROBUKJS BURRWOOIENSIS Andersen, n. »p,
Plate VXI, figs. la, b 
Test of medium size} broadly biconvex} 6 to 7 chambers In the last 
formed whorl; keel thin and narrow, entire} periphery slightly lobulate} 
sutures carved, limbate, depressed near the periphery, raised in the 
umbilical region} some specimens have an irregular knob of shell 
material in the center of the test where the sutures converge; apertural 
face broad, slightly concave*
The surface of the test on either or both sides may be ornamented 
with a few (3 or U) incipient costae which are oriented roughly parallel 
to the periphery and which may be confined to one or two chambers* The 
shell material of which the test is composed is very thick, has a milky 
appearance, and the surface is very rough and porous*
The aperture is round, greatly produced above the periphery in the 
apical angle of the test; and is filled with a spongy material in which 
there are numerous irregularly shaped cribrate openings* An elongate 
slit in the median lire of the aperture and confined to the aperture 
constitutes the median slit* Maximum diameter of holotype (H* V* Howe 
Coll* Ho* 1&93) 1*10 ran.} thickness 0.50 mm.
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The aperture on all the large (adult?) specimens consisted of an 
apertural opening surrounded by a serrated ring of shell material. The 
description above is based upon immature specimens which seem to be 
better preserved*
ftOBtmTS CALCAR (Linns)
Plate VI, figs. 5a, b 
"Nautilus minimus non embllicatus1*, Qualtieri, 17l*2, Index, Test,
Conch,, pi. Ip, fig, c,
Bautilus calcar Linnaeus, 1767, Syet, Nat,, ed. 12, p. 1162, no. 272.
Test small to medium sis©* biconvex* k to 6 chambers in the last 
formed whorl, typically with 6j keel with a spine projecting outward 
fTcm each chamber except the last formed chamber* spines on early 
chambers are removed by resort!on as the spines near the aperture* clear 
spot in the umbilicus* sutures limbate, very slightly curved, radiating 
tram the umbilicus tangental to the central clear spot* apertural face 
depressed, flat.
Aperture small, rounded, slightly produced above the periphery, 
radiations distinct and converging at center of opening. The median 
slit is concealed by two inward curved plates of shell material which 
enlarge at their inner margins to form art elliptical shaped opening 
directed downward, The inner margins of these plates which cover the 
median slit bear numerous Irregular spiny projections. Hypotype 
(H, V, How© Coll. Mo* k29k) 1*0 in maximum diameter, 0,55 mm. in 
thickness.
This is the species which is currently being regarded as R, calcar 
in the Calf of Mexlco-Carribean region*
nROBULUS CALCAR SOUTHPASSENS13 Andersen, n. var.
Plate VI, figs* 6a, b 
Test small to medium size; biconvex; typically with 7 chambers in 
the last formed whorl; periphery acute, carlnate, and faintly lobulate; 
clear spot in the umbilicus; sutures limbate, very slightly curved, 
radiating from the umbilicus tangental to the central clear spot; 
apertural face depressed, flat.
Aperture small, rounded, slightly produced above the periphery; 
radiations distinct and converging in the center of the aperture. The 
median slit is roughly triangular-shaped and is practically concealed 
by outward projecting plates of shell material which expand at the inner 
margin to form an elliptical opening directed downward. The inner 
margins of these plates, and occas sionally the anterior margins bear 
numerous irregular spiny projections.
Maximum diameter of holotype (K, V. Howe Coll, No, h29$) 1,0 bsu; 
thickness 0,6 am.
This is the same species figured by Brady as "Cristellaria1* 
articulate Reuss (Challenger Rept,, pi, 1, p, 69, figs, 10-12), which 
has been placed in synonymy with "Crlatellaria* lucida Cushman 
(U« S, Nat, Mus,, Bull, 10U, pt* U, p. 111), If Cushman's figure Is 
representative of the species he established, it is very doubtful that 
the two are the same, nCriatellarla" lucida as figured, has a very 
wide keel and an aperture with a simple, elongate median slit. All 
of the specimens examined by the writer were Identical to those figured 
by Brady which have an acute, carlnate periphery, and an aperture as 
described above.
This is a spineless R. calcar, but it does not appear to be the
Ik
same as R. calcar var* aspinosa (Cusfoaan) described from the Bowden 
marl* which has from 10 to 12 chambers as nearly as can be determined 
from a very inadequate description and figure* The maximum number of 
chambers found on any specimen of R. calcar southpassensis n* var. is 7#
ROBDUJS cf. CLERICII (Fornasini)
Plate VI, figs* 2a, b 
CristeHaria clericii Fornasini * "Cristellaria clericii, n. ep,n, 1895#
Bologna, tex.
Test small} biconvex} 5 chambers in the last formed whorl} peri** 
phery acute with thin, narrow keel} clear spot in the umbilicusj sutures 
strongly curved, only slightly limbate, not elevated above the surface 
of the test} apertural face typically depressed, occassionally convex, 
and almost completely occupied by the colled portion of previous 
chambers *
Aperture elongate with plane of coiling, only slightly produced 
above the peripheral margin} radiations distinct, confined to the sides 
of the test* Median slit narrow, flanked on each side by a thin blade 
of shell material which terminates at the point where the keel inter* 
sects the apertural face* Maximum diameter of figured specimen 
(H* V* Howe Coll* No* U296) 0*70 mm*} thickness 0*30 mm*
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m m m s  of. C U L m m  Montfort 
Plate VI, figs. ba, b 
Robulus cultratus Montfort* 1808, "Conebuyllologie syetematique et
classification methodique des coquilles", Paris, France, F. Schoell, 
tome 1, p. 215, fig* 21b,
Test large, bieonvex, many specimens blumbilicate; prominent keel 
entire | 8 to 11 chambers in the last formed whorl; clear spot in the 
umbilicus nearly circular in outline; sutures curved, limbate and not 
pereeptably raised $ apertural face depressed, flat.
Aperture elongate with plane of coiling, only slightly produced 
above the outline of the periphery; radiations distinct, confined to 
the sides of the test as the apical angle; peripheral keel extends to 
the outer margin of the median slit* Median slit relatively large, 
triangular, the apex of the triangle at the apical angle. The thin 
plates of shell material flanking the sides of the median slit curve 
isxard partially concealing the outer portion of the median slit, and 
unite at the inner margin of the median slit to form a broad platform 
which projects forward from the apertural face*
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H, V* Howe Coll, No* b29?) 
1*50 on*; thickness 0,72 mm,
A characteristic feature shared by these specimens and R* cultratus 
Is the very prominent triangular-shaped median slit.
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ROBULUS of. FALCIFSR (Stache)
Plate 71* figs* 9a* b 
Cristellaria falcifer Stache* 186b* Novara Exped., Geol. Theil*, 
vol» 1* pt* Sy p« 2l|Oy pi* 23* fig* 19*
Test large* biconvex; 8 to 10 chambers in the last formed whorl; 
keel thick and of aedim  width* entire; sutures strongly curved* 
radiating frost a confused mass of suture remnants in the umbilical 
areaf young specimens with broadly limbate and elevated sutures* adult 
chambers on larger specimens with sutures only slightly limbate and 
flush with the surface of the teat j apertural face depressed* flat* 
Aperture elongate with plane of colling; radiations distinct* 
confined to the sides of the test with the radiations on each side 
firmly united at the outer margin but separated from the opposing 
radiations by a slight depression* Median slit triangular-shaped, 
partly covered by two inward curved plates of shell material approxi­
mately the same length as the median slit* Maximum diameter of figured 
specimen (R. V* Howe Coll* No* 1*298) 2*2 ran*; thickness 0*9 mm*
There is a close relationship between this species and
i
&  porteadsengla* Separation of the young can only be accomplished by 
examining the architecture of the aperture*
ROBULUS IOTUS (Cushman)
Plate VI, figs. 7a* b 
Crlstellarla lota Cushman, 1923* U* S, Nat* Mus«, Bull* IOI4, pt* 1}* 
p* 111, pi* 29* fig* 2; (not pi* 30, fig* 1}*
Test large, thin, umbonate; young specimens moderately biconvex; 
large specimens with flattened sides; 11 to 13 chambers In the last
11
formed whorl} distinct ©volute coiling j sutures curved, limbate, 
slightly depressed in large specimens I narrow depressed apertural face*
Aperture roughly circular in outline and projecting above the 
periphery at the apical angle of the test} radiations distinct, joining 
in the center of the aperture} approximately 9 openings formed between 
the radiations, It on each side of the test and the median slit in the 
apertural face} keel extends to outer margin of median slit* Median 
slit short and narrow , flanked on each side by a thin blade of shell 
material which projects forward perpendicular to the apertural face 
and terminates near the inner margin of the apertural slit* Maximum 
diameter of hypotype (H* V* Howe Coll* Mo* 1*299) 2*10 mm*} thickness 
0*1*0 gnu
In this study, where the position and nature of the aperture is 
given more consideration than the features nomally used in establishing 
the different species of Robulus, it is most unfortunate that the 
aperture of the kolotype1 for "Cristellaria1 lota Guahaan is missing. 
Since the species was described from the northern part of the Gulf of 
Mexico, the specimens in the writer's collection can be considered 
topotypes and the description herein a just evaluation of R* lotus.
%*S.R*M* Cat* Mo* 1891*0 is labled holotype, Cristellaria iota Cushman, 
not U.S.MJ4* Cat. No. 18939 *» stated in U, S. ftai. 'ftusV,"Sull, 101*, 
pt* I*, p. Ill,
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ROBULUS TOTUS BLOWMSI Andersen, n, var,
Plate VII, figs. 3a, b 
Test of medium size, biconvex j 10 to 12 chambers in the last 
formed whorl3 keel thick, relatively narrow, entire3 slightly evolute, 
previous coils visible in the clear spot in the umbilicus3 sutures 
slightly curved, limbate, greatly elevated above the surface of the 
test in the beginning coils, less prominent in the adult coils, apertural 
face depressed, flat.
Aperture roughly circular in outline and projecting above the 
periphery at the apical angle j radiations distinct joining in the 
center of the aperture) approximately 8 openings between the radiations 
2 of which are in the plane of the periphery, the anterior one of these 
2 forming the median slit. Median slit short, flanked on each side by 
a thin blade of shell material which projects forward perpendicular to 
the apertural face and terminates near the base of opening* Range in 
diameter up to 1*3 muj diameter of holotype (H, V* Howe Coll. No. 1*300) 
1,15 ms, j thickness 0,60 mm,
R. lotus blcwerel n. var. differs from R. lotus (Cusliman) in being 
much more broadly biconvex, having a narrower keel, and possessing a 
single posterior opening in the aperture which lies in the plane of the 
periphery,
ROBULUS P0RTEAISENS1S Andersen, n. sp.
Plate VI, figs. 8a, b 
Test of medium size, broadly biconvex) 6 to 10 chambers In the 
last formed whorl, normal occurrence 8 chambers per whorl) keel thick 
but not broad, entire) clear spot in the umbilicus) sutures raised,
19
curved end limbate, each individual suture more lisibat© in the central 
portion of the test where it merges into the clear shell material! 
sutures radiate from the center nearly tangental to the transparent 
central area*
Aperture elongate with plane of coiling! radiations distinct, 
confined to the sides of the test with the radiations on each side of 
the chamber firmly united at the outer margin but with the two sides 
canmonly separated by an open slit in the plane of the periphery. This 
open slit, when present, connects with the median slit. Median slit 
narrow and elongate, flanked on each side by a thin blade of shell 
material which projects forward perpendicular to the apertural face* 
These fins decrease in height gradually, finally be cosing merely 
parallel ridges traversing the apertural face to the point where the 
keel intersects the apertural face* liaadmaa diameter of holotype 
(H* V* Howe Coll* No. 2*302) 1.80 m.f thickness 0.90 mm.
The diagnostic features of this species are the limbate and 
elevated sutures which dominate the central portion of the test, and 
the elongate extensions to the fins which flank the median slit* 
"Bobalina” coatata d^bi&ny (species name preoccupied), though not 
too well Illustrated or described, has the same general suture pattern 
as is present on this species. The similarity or lack of similarity 
between the apertures can not be determined from d'Orblgny's illustra­
tions*
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ROBUHJS cf. SERPENS (Sequenza)
KUte n, figs. 3a, b 
Robulina serpens Sequenga. 1880, Mem. R. Accad, Line©!• , ser. 3, vol. 6, 
p. llt3, pi. 12# fig. 125.
Test small, biconvex, slightly biumbilieatef 5 to 6 chambers in 
the lust fcreed whorl} periphery acute and often carlnate} sutures 
limbate, curved, radiating from a large, circular umbilical knob} 
typically with a small, slightly convex apertural face.
Aperture small, rounded and directed slightly downward. The base 
of the aperture is roughly radiate (except for that portion which Ides 
in the apertural face) and the apex typically covered with a spongy 
mass of shell material in which there are numerous irregular openings.
In a few specimens a rather indefinite and indistinct radiate pattern is 
maintained from the base of the aperture to the apex. The median slit 
is small, confined almost entirely to the anterior portion of the 
aperture, and covered by two inward projecting plates which terminate 
near the inner margin of the opening. A thick, elliptical-shaped 
platform is developed at the base of the median slit. Maximum diameter 
of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. 1*303) 1.30 mm.j thickness 
0.51 m .
R. serpens (Sequensa) is the genotype for Cribrorobulina erected 
by Selli. The forms pictured by him have more pronounced and rounded 
eribrations than the specimens in the writer's material. This form 
needs additional study.
mwws sp, »A»
Plate VII, figs. U ,  b 
Test small to medium size, biconvex, completely involute with 
sutures radiating from a common center| periphery acute with a thin 
narrow keel; 6 chambers in last formed whorl) sutures arched, very 
slightly depressed, not limbate) apertural face convex, lobulate.
Aperture elongate with plane of coiling, slightly produced above 
the peripheral margin) radiations distinct and confined to the sides 
of the test) peripheral keel continues through tho aperture to the 
outer margin of the median slit. Median slit narrow, elongate, flanked 
eh each side by a thin blade of shell material which projects forward 
perpendicular to the apertural face. These fins decrease gradually in 
height and disappear beyond the inner margin of the median slit.
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. No. !*3QU) 1,3 mm,) 
thickness 0,6 am.
The architecture of the aperture alone will not distinguish this 
species from Robulus sp, "B", The characteristic features of Robulus 
sp. MAn not shared by Robulus sp, f,Btt area 1) the convex apertural 
face) 2) the non-limbate and depressed sutures; and 3) the completely 
involute manner of coiling.
This may be the Robulus oblongus of Coryell and Rivero,
ROBULDS sp. nB«
Plate VII, figs. 5a, b 
Test small to medium size, biconvex) 6 to 7 chambers in last 
farmed whorl) peripheral angle acute) keel entire) clear spot in ths 
umbilicus; sutures curved, limbate in the central portion of the test;
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apartoral face small and flat, almost completely occupied toy the pro­
ceeding volutions.
Aperture elongate with plane of coiling# radiations numerous9 
distinct and deeply incised, confined to the aides of the test3 peri­
pheral keel continues through the aperture to the outer margin of the 
median slit* Median slit narrow, elongate, flanked on each side by a 
thin blade of shell material which projects forward perpendicular to 
the apertural face* These fins decrease gradually in height until they 
became little more than parallel ridges at the inner margin of the 
median slit* Directly above the point where the keel Intersects the 
apertural face these ridges curve outward and roughly parallel the keel 
for a short distance before they disappear* Maximum diameter of 
figured specimen (H* V* Howe Coll* No* U303>) 1*3 saa*| thickness 0*6 mm# 
The relationship between this species and its nearest counter­
part in the material examined is discussed under Robulus sp* nAw.
ROBULUS sp. *»C»
Plate VII, figs. 2a, b 
Test of medium slsc, biconvex, biuaibilicate* 6 to ? chambers in 
the last formed whorl j wide, thin keel, entire) clear spot in the 
umbilicus) sutures limbate and acutely curved where they emerge frcsn 
the umbilicus, completing approximately a half turn between the umbilicus 
and the periphery) aperture small and depressed*
Aperture elongate with plane of coiling, slightly produced above 
the periphery) radiations few and distinct, confined to the sides of 
the test) peripheral keel continues through the aperture to the outer 
margin of the median slit # Median slit large, triangular-shaped and
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completely surrounded by shell material which on the sides of the 
opening are fin-like projections, and at the base form a small plat­
form-like prominence*
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H. V, Howe Coll* Ho* 1*301) 
0*90 m.f thickness 0.1*5 am*
This appears to be the H. orbicularis of H* B* Brady (Challenger 
Rept., pi* 69, fig* 17) which, along with numerous other species, has 
been placed in synonymy with R* vortex (Fiehtel and Moll) by Cushman 
and Todd (Spec* Publ* 15, p* 15)* The writer feels that the wholesale 
assignment of all forms with concentric sutures to R* vortex is not 
Justified but is unable, at present, to select the species to which this 
fora should be referred*
Qenus LEHTICULIM Lamarck, 180U 
LENTICULIM cf. CONUERQIHS (Bornemann)
Plate TO, fig. 6
Cristellaria convergias Bornemann, 1855, Deutach* Geol* Ges., vol. 7, 
pt# 2, p. 327, pi* 13, figs* 16-17•
This appears to be one of the numerous forms currently being 
assigned to L. convergina*
LENTICULINA PEREGRINA (Sehwager)
Plate VII, figs* 7a, b 
Cristellaria peregrine Sehwager, 1866, Homra Exped,, Geol* Theil*, 
vol. 2, p. 2k5, pi. 7, fig* 399 
Cristellaria varjabills H* B* Bracer (not Reuse), 188k, Hep, Voy# 
Challenger, Zool., vol. 9, P* 5kl, pi* 66, figs* 11-16*
8b
Very typical of the form assigned to this species•
Length of hypotype (H* V* Howe Coll* Ho* b307) Q*5& breadth 
0.32 aa*| thickness 0*20 mm*
Genus BENTALINA d»0rbigny, 1826 
DENTALINA ATLAUTICA (Cushman)
Plate VII, fig. 9
Hodosaria atlantica Cushman, 1923# C# S. Hat* Mus*, Smithsonian Inst*, 
Bun, 10b, pt* b, P* 68, pi* 12, figs* 11, 12*
The specimen figured is the mlcrospherio form of B. atlantica* 
Hegalospheric forms in the assemblage (not figured) are typical of 
paratype C*S*W*fit* Gat* HO* 18778*
Length of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll* Ho* b308) 1*21 xmu| maximum 
breadth 0*26 am,
DENTALINA of* GAMMGRPHA (Reuse)
Plate VII, fig* 8
Hodosaria (Hodosaria) calomerpha Reuse* 1865, Denkschr. Akad* Wiss* Wien* 
sol* 25, p* 129, pl« 1, figs* 15-19*
It is very doubtful that this is the specimen described by Reuse, 
but it is similar to specimens frcsa the Pacific which have been re­
ferred to D. calomorpha (Reuse) by Cushman and McCuLloch*
Length of figured specimen (H* V* Howe Coll* Ho* b309) 0*bG mm*
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DENTALINA cf. COSTAI (Sehwager)
Plate VIZ, fig. 13 
Hotoiaria costal Sehwager* Wovmra-Exped,, Geol* Theil, vol. 2, 1866, 
p* pCL* 6| fig* 62*
Similar forms have been placed indiscriminately in either 
2> fUlfwnie (d’Orbigngr) or D. postal (Sehwager)*
B. flliforals is described as having elliptical chambers} B* costal 
as having chambers which are more than twice as long as broad* The 
latter is more explicit in the relative dimensions of the chambers and 
is thus a sere apt description of the specimens in the material*
Length of figured specimen (H* V. Howe Coll* No* b310) 2*6 mm*} 
average length approximately 2*00 am*
BENTALINA HARDINGI Andersen, new name*
Plate me, fig* lb 
Hodosaria consobrina var* emaciata Renas, -H. B* Brady, 188b, Hep* Very* 
Challenger, Zool*, vol. 9, p* 502, pi* 62, figs* 25-26} -Flint,
1897 (1899), Hep. TJ. S. Nat. Mus., p. 310, pi. 55, fig. 1|
-Cushman, 1923, 0* S. Nat* Hus*, Bull* 10b, pt. b, p. 76, pi. 13, 
figs. 3-5*
Test elongate, slightly curved, initial end broadly rounded} 
periphery smooth with last 2 or 3 chambers lobulatej chambers distinct, 
round in cross section, increasing very slightly in diameter and height 
as added} height of chambers about the same as the width throughout 
major portion of test} sutures distinct and limbate, the first 2 or 3 
slightly diagonal, the remaining nearly horizontal} wall smooth} 
aperture typically centrally located, radiate* Length of holotype
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(R« V. Hove Coll* No* it311) 3*20 ram*j maximum breadth 0*30
The only reference to Hodosaria consobrina (d^rbigny) var* 
emaciata (Reuse) the writer could find was in the Challenger Report* 
Brady states therein* that the 186$ version of the "emaciate*1 variety 
(of R* consobrina) is longer* has a larger number of segments with a 
shorter contour than the type* In the synonymy of Hodosaria consobrina 
var* eaaei&ta Reuse* H* B* Brady, listst Dsntalina emaciata Reuse* 18£L| 
Dentalina praelonga (Costa)* 1856j and Hodosaria (Dentalina) consobrina 
var* emaciata Reusa* 186$*
If Reuse intended to Introduce a new variety of D* consobrina in 
186$, the variety needs a new name since X)* emaciata is preoccupied 
(B* emaciata Reuss* 18$!)* If Reuse did not intend to describe a new 
variety in 186$* then Hodosaria (Dentalina) consobrina var* emaciata 
Reuse equals Dentalina emaciata Reuss which do not equal the specimens 
in this collection or the specimens figured by Brady* Flint and Cushman* 
Cushman apparently realised this when he prepared the Atlantic report 
bat did nothing about the situation at that time*
DENTALINA MUCRONATA Neugeboren 
Flats VII, figs* 10a* b 
Orthocress intortum nSoldaniH, Testaceographia* vol. 1* pt* 2, p* 98* 
pi* 105, fig* V*
Dentalina mucromta Heugeboren* 1856* Denkachr* Akad. Wise. Wien** 
vol* 12, p. 83, pi* 3, figs. 8-11*
The specimen figured appears to be representative of the current 
group being identified as D* arocronata Neugeboren*
Length of hypotype (H* V* Howe Coll* No* U312) 0*6 nnuf maximum
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diameter 0*2 mm,
W A U i  VKRTEERALI5 AIBATROSSI (Cushman)
Plate VII, fig* 12 
Nodoaaria vertebralis var* albatross! (Cushman), 1923# G* S. Nat* Ins., 
Smithsonian Inst*, Bull, 10h, pt* U> p* 67, pi* 15# fig* 1* 
Typical of this Gulf of Mexico species.
Length of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll. No* L313) 5*80 mm.j maximum 
breadth 0,1*0 mm,
XENTALINA sp* ♦•A**
Plate VII, fig. 11 
This costate specimen with a large proloculum and uniform sized 
chambers appears to be related to D. vertebraljg albatross! Cushman#
It is left unidentified for the present.
Length of figured specimen (H. V* Hovro Coll* No* 1*3 ll*) 2.65 ®sa#j 
maximum diameter 0.1*0 am*
Genus ENANTIOBEHT ALINA Marie, 191*1 
Genotype Hodosaria (Dentalina) communis d'Qrbigngr 
**Te8t elongate, subcylindrical, straight or slightly arcuate, 
chambers alternating in the early portion, a single series in the adult 
and less embracing, sutures very oblique9 aperture terminal, radiate, 
slightly projecting,”
Cushman's generic description above leaves everything to the 
imagination of the individual worker sine© the manner of ’’alternation” 
of chambers in the early portion of this dentaline form could be
8a
accomplished In several ways* The manner chosen by the writer is that 
the early chambers on the curved side of the test are arranged in a 
quasi«*bi#erial manner, after which they continue in the normal dentalina 
arrangement*
It is very difficult to evaluate this group of specimens* They 
appear in large numbers and except for the strange chamber arrangement 
in the initial stage of development, are identical to an equally large 
number of normal Dentalinas* In the development of the test the chambers 
have altematingly slipped from one side of the test to the other Instead 
of being added in a true linear series*
The writer is willing to accept the genus as a means of identifying 
this biserial initial stage in the Dentalina group hut does not feel 
that there is adequate justification for placing the genus in the family 
Bnantiomorphinidae as proposed by Marie (191*1) or the family 
Folymorhinidae as specified by Cushman*
ENim’IODENTALIKA COIMONIS (d'Qrbigny)
Plate VII, figs* 15a, b and 16a, b 
Nodosaria (Dentalina) communis d'Qrbigny, 1826, Ann* Sci* Rat*, vol. ?, 
p* 25U, no* 25«
Enantiodentalina communis (d'Qrbigny) Marie, 19l*l, Mem. Mus* Nat* Hist* 
Nat*, n* ser* vol* 12, p* 160*
This is that portion of a dentaline group currently being identified 
as D* communis (d'Orbigay), which has an irregular arrangement of initial 
chambers* Two variations are present in the assemlaLage, a large variety 
(fig* 15) with about 3 to h chambers in the uniserial portion, and a 
slender variety (fig* 16) with about 6 chambers in the uniserial segment*
8 9
These may represent microspheric and megalospheric forma,
length of hypotype (H. V. Hone Coll. No. 1*315) 0*55 wsu| breadth 
0.22 msuj length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll, Ho* &316) 1*10 am.} 
breadth 0.18nn*
Genus XAGENONODOSARIA Silvestri, 1500 
Genotype Nodosaria sealarl3 var. separans Brady- 
Test free, uniaerial arrangement of chambers in a rectlinear series 
or slightly curbed, rounded In cress section} chambers wholly or in part 
separated by a long neck-like extension} aperture at the end of a long 
neck, simple with or without phiallne U p  and radiations.
The micr©spheric form of some species in this genus have a dis­
tinct dentallne arrangement of chambers which merge inpreceptably or 
abruptly into the nodosaria-like adult. This type specimen could only 
be classified in a genus where characteristics other than the chamber 
arrangement are given major consideration. In this case the long 
lagena-like neck usually bearing a phialine lip is the important basis 
of classification#
UGEH0N0DQ5ARIA SM I H B P I M  Andersen, n. sp.
Flats VH, figs. 21 and 22 
Test of medium siae. Megalospheric form (fig. 21) typically with 
5 chambers in a rectaHnear series, the first U subglobular, closely 
appressed, increasing very slightly in size as added, the final chamber 
elliptical, and separated from the proceeding chambers by a short neck} 
the Initial 3 or 1* chambers ornamented with 25 to 30 rows of coarse 
spines, the final chambers and neck hispid} sutures distinct, depressed}
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Aperture a email circular opening at the end of a long neck* with 
phiallne lip and rudimentary radiations* Microspheric form (fig* 22) 
with initial dentaline segaent consisting of 6 to ? chambers followed 
by 3 ©r U subglobular chambers arranged in the same manner as the 
aegalospherlc form| dentaline segment umrnamented except for the last 
1 or possibly 2 chambers which have several rows of coarse spines, the 
final chambers follow the ornamentation pattern of the meg&Xospheric 
form; sutures distinct* diagonal to long axis of test* length of 
aegalospherlc form, holotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. 1319) 1.3k mm*j 
breadth 0.23 am*
Shis can be distinguished from Hodosarla intercellularis H. B. 
Brady by the hispid ornamentation of the last chambers* and from 
Nodosaria hispida d'Orbigcy by the longitudinal rows of spines on the 
initial chambers* It appears to be quite similar to Nodosaria 
aubstriatula Cushman described from the Philippines fTcm which it can 
be distinguished by the greater number of chambers and the more eo&* 
sistent and uniformly developed initial chambers*
LAQENQNODQSARIA SEMIINTMCE1LUUHIS Andersen, n* sp*
Plate VII, figs. 19 and 20 
test of medium size. Megalospheric form (fig. 19) typically with 
$ chambers in a rectilinear series, the first 3 or k subglobular, 
elosely appressed, increasing very slightly in size as added, the final 
chamber or chambers elliptical and separated Tr<m the proceeding by a 
short neck; surface ornamented by numerous longitudinal costae which 
breakup into spines at the base of each chamber near the suture llne| 
sutures depressed, limbate and void or ornamentationj aperture a small
ncircular opening at the end of a long neck with phi&line lipi £ ridges 
at the apex of the phialine lip are Interpreted as being rudimentary 
radiations | aperture ornamented with numerous, irregularly spaced 
transverse rings of shell materialj initial chamber mucron&te. Micro- 
pheric fom (fig. 20) with a dentaline segment of 8 to 10 chambers 
followed by a single globular chamber about the else of the initial 
chamber in the aegalospherlc forms latter chambers ornamented with 
faint longitudinal costae or rows of spines j sutures of the dentaline 
segment distinct, diagonal to the long axis of the test, length of 
aegalospherlc form, holotype (H. V, Howe Coll. No. 1*321) 0.7 mm.| 
diameter 0.19 nun.
This species can be distinguished from Nodosaria intercellularis 
H. B. Brady, by the lack of closely set perforations in the later 
chambers, and from L. acgnihisplda by the longitudinal costae present 
on all the chambers in the test. It can be distinguished from 
Nodosaria apinicosta d'Orbigny by the more finely costate surface.
UGEKONODOSARIA TOULA (d'Orbiguy)
Plate HI, fig. 18 
Orthoceras Monile "Soldani11, 1798, Testaeeographia, vol. 2, p. 35, 
pi. 10, figs. b, c.
Nodosaria pyrula d'Qrbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., vol. 7, p. 253, 
no. 13#
Length of figured fragment (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*318) 2.50 ms.
nGenu8 PSIUDOaUMZULIHA Cushman, 1929 
PSEUDOGIANEUUM CCMATUU (Cushman)
Flat® VII, fig. 23 
Nodosaria ccmatula Cushman. 1923, U, S. Hat* Mas., Bull. 1GU, pt. k»
p. 33, pl. lb, fig. 5.
According to Cushman* s description of the genus Peeudoglandulina 
the chambers mast be embracing with the last chamber making up a large 
portion of the test* The final chamber in this species rarely occupies 
apy more of the test than a o f  the preceding chambers and therefore 
should be classified as Nodosaria.
Length of bypotype (8. V* Bos® Coll* No. 1323) 0,90 mm.} maximum 
breadth 0.U0 mm.
NODOSARIA FU8TA Cushman and Todd 
Plate VII, fig. 17 
Nodosaria fusta, Cushman and Todd, 19b$, Cushman Lab. For am. Res., Spec*
Fubl., No. 13, p. 28, pl. 1, figs * 20-22.
Compared s ith holotype (Cushman Coll. No. 14*352).
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*31?) 3.5 mm.f diameter 
0.55 am*
Genus FR0NDICTJL0N0D0SARIA Andersen, n. genus 
Genotype Frondiculonodoaarla nuda Andersen, n. ap.
Test free, multllocular, chambers arranged in a uniserial, rec­
tilinear series, initial stages and microspheric form compressed with 
chevron-shaped chambers and suturesj adult chambers inflated, rounded 
with sutures at right angles to the long axis of the test} aperture
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terminal, centrally located, radiate*
This genus combines the characteristics of the megalospheric form 
of Frondicularia and Nodosaria*
^HOhJDICUlONODQSARIA NUXA, Andersen, a* sp.
Plate HI, figs* 2ba, b and 2$ 
lest small, slender and translucent) chambers in a rectilinear 
series) surface unornamented) sutures depressed, distinct) aperture 
terminal, radiate* Microspheric fora (fig* 25) with sides flattened 
and slightly concave along the median Hue) chambers and sutures 
chevron-shaped with the angle of the sutures becoming more obtuse 
toward the apertur&X end of test) periphery lobulate. Megalospheric 
form (fig* 2b) with 3 to 6 chevron-shaped chambers followed by a series 
of subglobose chambers, rounded in cross section and separated by 
straight, depressed sutures, periphery lobulate* Length of holotype 
(K* ?. Howe Coll* Ho. b32b) 0*60 nrc.) breadth 0*13 m* Length of 
paratype (H. ¥. Howe Coll. Ho. b325) 0.51 am.) breadth 0.1b mm.) 
thickness 0.10 am*
It is possible that the microspheric form of this species has been 
described as a Frondicalaria, although there is no evidence of such an 
assignment in the literature at hand*
9k
Genus MAEGINULINA d'Grbigny# 1826 
m & Q t m U M  m m m  Cushman and Todd 
Plate VIII, figs. la# b 
Marginulina augena Cushman and Todd# l?lt5# Cushman Lab. Foram* Rea.#
Spec. Fubl. 15# p. 19, pl* 3# fig. k*
The specimens in the material examined were found to be identical 
with M. augens Cushman and Todd described from the Bluff Bay of 
Jamaica. Contrary to the original description of this species# the 
surface of the test is not smooth# but has a very distinct corrugated 
exterior which varies in intensity from specimen to specimen. In 
extreme cases the surface has the appearance of the skin on a dehy­
drated apple.
The external appearance of the test in this species is extremely 
Important In shewing the relationship betweenH* augens and M • striatula 
Cushman. M. striatula was not mentioned in the discussion of M. augeng, 
but a study of the holotypes of both species rewealed that the two are 
very closely related and in all probability represent microspheric and 
megalospheric forms of the same species in the present material.
Length of hypetype (K. V* Howe Coll, Ho. L326) 0.70 mm.} maximum 
breadth 0,33 mm.
HARGINULTNA cf. GLABRA dfGrblgny 
Plate VIIX# figs. 3a# b 
Marginolina glabra d’Orbigny# 1826# Ann. Sci. Nat.# vol. 7# p. 259#
no. 6} Mode lea no. 55.
*
Similar specimens have been referred to this species# but the 
generic assignment is questionable since seme of the specimens appear
9$
to have an insipient median slit.
Length of figured specimen (H. V* Howe Coll* Ho, 1*327) 0,53 mai.j 
maximum breadth 0,22 sta.
n m G i m i i m of* GLABRA GBESA Cushman 
Plate VIIX, figs. 6a~c and ?
Marginulina glabra d* Orb i gray var. obesa Cusbaan, 1923, U. 5* Hat. Mus., 
Bull. 10k, pt. hg p. 128, pl* 37, fig* 1.
These specimens are smaller but with the same relative inflation 
of chamber for else of test. The laegalospherie for® (fig* ?) follows 
the general pattern of those described but not figured by Cushman.
Length of microopherie fora (H. V* Howe Coll* Ho* i$28) 0.80 mm.j 
breadth 0*50 am. Length of megalospheric form (H* ?* Howe Coll. Ho. 
k32p) 1.30 mm*| breadth 0.35 mm*
HAEGIHHLIHA MAEGIMLIHOim (Goes)
Plate m i ,  figs* 8a, b 
Criatellaria aculeate d^rbigny var. marginulinoides Goes. 1896, 
Harvard College Bull* Mus* Comp. Zool., vol. 29, p. 56, pl* 5, 
figs. 15-16.
It is difficult to determine exactly what characteristics dis­
tinguish M . marginulinoidea (Goes), The original figured specimen 
shows greatly developed spines along the periphery of the coiled 
portion, but the description implies that the carinate and spiny 
periphery is an occassional occurrence, not the rule*
The specimens in this material are typically carinate, but without 
Spir^ y projections along the carina.
Length of hypotype (H* V* Howe Coll* No, 1*330) 1*5 saa#j maximum 
breadth 0.65 bb»*| thickness 0.32 m .
MARGINULINA STRIATHLA Cushman 
Flats VIII, figs* 2a, b 
Marglnulina striatula Cushman, 1913, Bull* 7, H* S. Nat, Mas., pt. 3, 
p* 79, pl* 23, fig* U*
The larger forms in this material are identical with piesiotype 
U.S.N.M. Cat* No* 17509 figured in the U. S. Nat, Mus*, Bull, IGl** 
Additional comment on this species can be found In the discussion of 
M, angens Cuehaan and Todd*
length of hypotype (H. V, Howe Coll* No* 1(331) 0*70 mm.f maximum 
breadth 0*30 sm,
MARGINULINA SUBACULEATA GLAHtATA (Cushman)
Plate TOT, figs. 9a, b 
Cristellarla subaculeata Cushman var* glabrata Cushman, 1923, U.S. 
Nat. Mus,, Bull. 101*, pt. 1*, p. 32, fig, 1*} pl* 33, figs* 2, 3| 
pl. 3k, fig* 3*
The development of the spines on the periphery of these specimens 
is not as great as the paratypec of the species.
Length of hypotype (H. V* Howe Coll. No. 1*332) 1*30 mm.j maximum 
breadth 0.60 mm.} thickness 0.1*0 mm.
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W & Q T m U M  m u  Cuebaan 
Plat® T O ,  fig®, fca, b and 5a, b 
Marginullna villa Cushaan^ 19li7, Contr, Cushman Lab, Foram, Res,,
T®1, 21, p, 09, pl, 3^| fig* 7**8»
The microspheric fom is as described by Cushman,
Megalospheric form with test small, broadly roundedjj early portion 
dose coiled, later portion with a maximum of 2 chamber® In the uniserial 
segment| chambers Inflated, rounded in cross section; sutures distinct 
slightly depressed, and oblicjue in the uncoiled portion; surface month, 
wall translucent; aperture multiple and radiate at the end of a distinct 
neck which is expanded and lobulate at the outer end* This aperture, 
when viewed from above has a clover leaf design, the leaf-like exten­
sions from 3 to 5 in number and with central perforations which are the 
aperture openings. The central area where these rings of shell material 
meet may be open or filled.
Length of megalospheric form (H. V. Howe Coll, Ho, h33h) 0,50 mn.j 
breadth 0,29 nra,j thickness 0,21 sm* Length of microspheric form 
(H, V. Hove Coll, Mo. L333) 0,70 urn*; breadth 0,21 mm.j thickness 0*1$ 
am*
The microspheric and megalospheric forms of this species are very- 
dissimilar, The former described by- Cushman as M. villa has 3 to 5 
chambers in the uniserial portion, is strongly compressed and has a 
wry coarse hispid area surrounding the aperture. The megalospheric 
farm Is typically with less than 2 chambers in the uniserial segment, 
has greatly inflated chambers and has no hispid ornamentation. The 
only feature shared by both forms is the unusual aperture described 
above*
sp. *a*
Plat© VUX, figs. 10a, b 
A single specimen ornamented with numerous fine, longitudinal 
costae, most ofwhieh continue across the suture lines, is recorded 
here for future reference.
Length of figured specimen (K* V, Hows CoH. Ho. 2*335) 0.65 mm*5 
maximum breadth G.22 sm.
HAHamim sp. "b"
Plate VIII, fig®. Ha, b 
This &argimlina can not be satisfactorily placed in any described 
species. It has a dentaline shape with a very small but distinct 
initial coil. It is very abundant in the material examined.
Length of figured specimen (H. V* Howe Coll. No. 1*336) 1.50 mm.j 
maximum breadth 0.25 mm.
yjmimum sp. nc«
Plate VIII, fig. 12 
This group differs from ?largiauliaa sp. nB(1 in the position of the 
coil portion relative to side of the test oa which the adult aperture 
is located. In this species the coil is located on the same side of 
the test as the aperture, an abnonaal arrangement for fomss which 
have a spiral to uncoiling chamber arrangement.
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Hows Coll* No. 2*337) 0*92 mm, j 
aartam breadth Q.20 as*
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Genus VAQIKUUNOPSIS Silvestri, W U
Genotype Vhgiaulina solute Silvestri. var. carinata Sllvestri
This genus covers those Vhgimilina-like forme In which the early* 
chambers are colled and the sides of the test are flattened. Galloway 
placed this genus in aynoiguy with Hemicristellaria the genotype of 
which, according to Glessener (191*8) is a Marglnulina.
WOimLIWmiS Of* CIBAOEHSXS (Bermudez )
Plate Yin, figs. 15a, b 
Lentieulina cibaoensis Bermudez. 19k9$ Cushman lab* Foram. Res., Spec.
Publ. as, p. 133, pl. 8, figs* 33, 3U.
The description of V. cibaoensis (Bermudez) from the Gurabo forma­
tion of the Dominion Republic so aptly applies to this group of specimens 
that it is inadvisable to establish a new species until the two assem- 
blages are compared.
Length of figured specimen (H* V. Howe Coll. Ho* 1+338) 2.75 mm.j 
maximum breadth 1.00 mm.| thickness 0.50 mm.
YAGIMJLIH0F8IS of* SUPERB! (Cushman and Eenz)
Plate VIII, figs. 13a, b and U* 
jjargjgalina superba Cushman and Bens, 19i*l, Contr* Cusbaan Lab. Foram. 
Ko#*| vol. 17, p* 111, pl* 2, figs. Ip—20.
This species appears to be similar to M# superba described from 
the Upper Ague Salada formation of Venezuela.
Length of microspheric form (H. V. Howe Coll* Ho. i*3UQ) 0.65 mm.| 
breadth 0.1*0 mm*| thickness 0.15 sm. Length of megalospheric form 
(H. V. Howe CoU* Mo* 1*339) 0.90 mni.j breadth 0.1*3 mm.j thickness 0.20 nm.
XO0
Genua SARACENARIA Def ranee, 182b 
3ABACENARIA cf. MCOATA (d»Qrbighy)
Plate VIII, figs. l?a, b 
Cristellaria arcuate d*OrbigEBr, 18b 6, Foram* Foss. Base* Tert* Vienne, 
p. 87, pl* 3, figs. 3^36,
Ehie specieswas described by H* B. Brady in the Challenger Report 
(pl* lib, fig. 17) as * Cr is teller ia* aeutauricnlarle Fichte 1 and Moll. 
According to Cushaas (Spec* Publ* No* 17, p. 11), the type figure of 
Fichtel and Moll is not very distinctive and that he (Cushman) has not 
found any specimens that seem entirely like it* Apparently after this 
study, the &&&e S* acutauricularie was dropped and d*Orbignyfs species 
S. arcuata was introduced.
B*Orbigngr*s specimens from the Vienne Basin have a slightly more 
flattened aperture! face than the specimens in this collection.
Length of figured specimen (H* V. Hose Coll* Ho* b3bl) 0*85 nm* j 
maadmsm breadth 0.33 hbq.
SARACENARIA of* ITALICA Brfraaee 
Plate VIII, figs. 16a, b 
Saracenaria italica Def raneea 182b, Diet* Sci* Hat*, vol* 32, p* 177*
So many different forms have been referred to |* italica Defrance 
that it is difficult to ascertain the true identity of this species.
Length of figured specimen (H* V* Howe Poll* Ho* b3b2) l»b m&.l 
maximum breadth 1*00 mm*
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SARACENARIA UTXFORMIS JA&AIGENSI3 Guelman and Todd 
Plate VIII, figs* 18&-C 
Saracenaria latiformls (H* B. Brady) var. jsunaicensia Cushman and Todd, 
19U5, Cushman Lab# For am. Res*, Publ# I£, p.32, pl. 5, fig* 7* 
the specimens assigned to this variety are extremely variable in 
the arrangement of the initial chambers and are typically with a much 
greater length than the holotype (Cushman Coll. No* U*373).
length of hypotype (H. ?. Howe Coll. No* 1*31*3) 0.9 mm.} maximum 
breadth 0*50 am*
SARACENARIA SOUTHPASSENSIS Andersen, n. name 
Plate DC, figs. la-c 
test elongate, roughly triangular in cross section, sides straight 
forming an acute angle at the periphery, apertural face slightly convex* 
early chambers without a definite coiled stage, the first 6 or 7 con­
verging at the Initial end of test, the remaining chambers in a uniserial 
series} sutures distinct, slightly depressed, sigaotd-shaped on the sides 
of the test, straight or with a slight curve on the apertural face. The 
aperture, situated at the apex of the final chamber, is radiate, slightly 
protruding, and with a well developed median slit* Final chambers in 
the apertural face are slightly overhanging* Length of holotype 
(H. V. Howe Coll. No* 1*3 W*) 1*23 mm*} breadth 0*1*0 m .
$ . southpaesengiB is the 9. erepldula Fichtel and Moll of many 
authors• In 191*1 when Cushman discussed the species described by 
Fichtel and Moll (Contr • Cushman For am. Lab. Res., Spec* Publ. No* 17}, 
"Nautulug* crepltula was reclassified as Planulina erepldula (Fichtel 
and Moll). It is apparent from this generic assignment that 9. crepid^Iv
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is ecmpreaaed and that would not apply to these specimens from the 
material studied*
SARACENARIA TRIPARTITA Andersen, ». sp.
Plate H ,  figs. 2a~c 
Test elongate, roughly triangular in cross section, posterior 
angle acute, anterior comers rounded with apertural face somewhat 
convex) early chambers with a very small, close coil in microspherie 
form, megalospheric fora without a definite coiled stage| sutures 
distinct, very slightly depressed) surface of test unornamented.
Aperture radiate and only slightly protruding, situated on the apex of 
the final chamber. The apertural face is ornamented with two carinate 
ridges which originate at each inner angle of the last chamber, tra­
verse the apertural face in a diagonal manner and converge at the 
aperture. These ridges thicken gradually toward the outer portion of 
the test, and as they near the aperture, develop a shelf-like projection 
of shell material which, in maty specimens, practically conceals the 
median slit. The area in the median portion of the apertural face 
between the earinae is somewhat depressed (excavated), length of holo­
type (H. V, Howe Coll. No. U3k$) l*b mm.) breadth 0.60 m .
The three-fold partitioning of the apertural face by two conver­
ging earinae is the distinctive feature of this species which appears 
to have no described counterpart.
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M u  momimmtlk Jtefranee, lBfk 
m o n m m i ^ a u  gcmpeessa c©sta 
Plata IX, flga. 3, U 
Froadlcttlarla compress# 0©#taf 1355 (1857), Mem. Accad. Sci, Napoli, 
wol* t, p* 372, pl. 3, fig* 2*
This i# the F* compress# described fey Cushaan and Todd from the 
Boden Marl. Both the microspheric and megalospheric form# are repreaen- 
ted In the writer*# material.
length of megaloepheric fo m  (H. P. Howe Coll. Ho. i*3k6) 1.70 raiuf 
breadth 0.80 mm. Length of alcroapherie form (H. V. How© Coll. No. i*3k7) 
@•90 mm.} breadth 0.30 nn.
FRONDICULARIA SAGITTULA. Vanden Broeck 
Plate IX, figs. 5-8 
Frondleularia alat# d*0rbigHy war. sagittal# linden Broeck, 1676,
Ann. Soc, Beige Micr., vol. 2, p. 113, pl* 2# fig#* 12, Ik. 
Proponents of trimorphiaa in foraminiferal species should find 
F, saglttula a group worth of detailed study. The writer*9 hypodigm 
contains two very dissimilar megalospheric formsi one, represented by 
fig. 5# with narrow chambers $ the second, represented by fig. 8, with 
very broad chambers. The latter appears to be the discordant group 
in the hypodl&i since the microspheric forms (figs. 6 and 7) have 
small chambers similar to fig. 5*
Length of figs. $ and 6 (H. V. Howe Coll. Nos. k3U8 and i*3U9)
1.90 atm.; breadth 0.55 am* Length of fig. 7 (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho, 1*350)
3.10 mm.j breadth 1.80 mm. Length of fig. 8 (II. V, Howe Coll. Ho. 1*351)
3*30 am.} breadth 2.00 mm*
Gems M O E M  Walker and Jacob, 1798 
u m m  m i m m i s  Andersen, n* sp.
Plat® XI, fig. Ip 
Test elliptical in outline, circular in cross section, with base 
slightly truncated and mucronaWj surface ornamented with 16 to 18 
broad, longitudinal ribs which extend from the neck to the base of the 
test, bat are separated from the basal spine by m  unornamented, cir­
cular depression* These riba which ornament the sides of the test are 
formed by a pair of costae which sore bridged across the top by a thin 
layer of shell material* The aperture is a small circular opening at 
the apex of a short, ornamented neck. The ornamentation on the neck 
consists of 2 small flanges of shell material, one at the apex of the 
neck, the other, a larger acutely angled flange which lies between the 
body of the test and the flange at the apex of the neck* Length of 
holotype (H* V* Howe Coll. No* U352) 0*38 mm,% breadth 0*22 mm*
This species can be distinguished from L. sulcata (Walker and Jacob) 
by the ornamentation on the neck*
LAGENA of, DISTGMA Parker and Jones 
Plate IX, fig. 9
Lagena laevls (Montagu) var. striata Parker and Jozies (not L. striata) 
(Walker and Boys), 1857, inn. Mag* Nat. Hist*, ser* 2, vol. 19, 
p. 278, pl* 11, fig* 2t.
A single specimen with 5 thin and broad longitudinal costae is 
assigned to L. distcma with the full knowledge that it is not typical 
of the Parker and Jones* forms* L. dlstoma is described as having 
delicate longitudinal "lines* which, according to Cushman, may range
io5
frca 6 to 12 in umber* Length of figured specimen (H* ?• Howe Coll*
Ho* U35U) 1*9 sa&*| breadth 0,20 ram*
LAQENA ORAOXLLIMA MOLLIS Cushman 
Flat© H ,  fig* 10
Lageoa ffracilllma (Sequenza) var • mollis Cushman, l9Uh , Contr. Cushman 
Lab* Foram* les., Spec* Publ* Ho* 12, p. 21, pl* 3, fig* 3*
Compared with holotype (Cushman Coll* Ho* 1*0838) described from 
the Hew England Coast*
Length of hypotype (H* 7* Howe Coll. Ho* 1*355) 0*80 mm*$ maximum 
breadth 0*10 am*
LAGENA HXSPIDCLA. Cushman 
Plate H, fig. 12 
Lagena hispidula Cushman, 1913, 0* S* Nat* Mus** Bull* ?1, pt* 3, 
pl* lh, figs* 2, 3*
These specimens do not completely satisfy the Bflaflk-shapedtt test 
requirement of L* hispidula as stipulated in the original description, 
but are Identical with the subglobular forms described by Cushman and 
McCulloeh (1950) from the Pacific*
Length of hypotype (H* 7* Howe Coll* No* 1*356) 0.50 mm* j maximum 
breadth 0*22 m *
LAGENA IAEVXS NEBULOSA Cushman 
Plate H ,  fig* 16 
Lagena laevia (Montagu.) var. nebulosa Cushman, 1923, U* S« Nat* Mus*,
Boll* 10fc, pt. h$ p. 29, pl* 5, figs. U-5.
Topical of the fonus described from the Carribean.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. k3$7) 0*30 aua.| maxlmm 
breadth 0.11 mm.
IAGENA PEELdCim (Montagu)
Plate U, fig. 18
WggBieulua periucidim Montagu, 1903, Test. Brit., p. £25, pl. 15, fig. 3.
This is the form currently being assigned to L. perlucida (Montagu) 
Williamson. There is same question as to the validity of the name.
Length of hypotype (H« V. Howe Coll* No. k35&) 0.1*3 mm.j maadijnsa 
breadth 0.18 ma.
LAGENA PQRTEAIEENSIS Andersen, a. sp.
Plate IX, fig. 15 
Test circular in cross section, elongate, tapering from the 
greatest width near the base to the apex of a thin, elongate neck, base 
slightly truncate, mucronatej surface ornamented with 8 thin and high 
longitudinal costae which traverse the entire body and neck of the test 
and form slight projections at the base. The aperture is a small circular 
opening at the apex of the neck.
This species resembles L. lisbonensis Cushman and Todd from which 
it can be distinguished by the greater number of costae, the presence 
of a basal spine, and the lack of a lip at the aperture. It is wry
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stellar in fora to L. striato^punctata Parker and Jones but lacks the 
perforations on the costae*
Length of holotype (H, V. How© Coll. No* U359) 0.25 m.j maximum 
breadth 0*69 an*
LAGJS&A FXKAMA Andersen, n. sp*
Plate 11, fig. 20 
feat small, globular, and muGronatej nail ornamented with thin and 
high, longitudinal costae in which every other costa extend from the 
basal spine to the base of the neck, the remaining costae extending 
from a point somewhat removed frai the spin© to the apex of the neck*
The aperture is a small circular opening at the apex of a tubular neck 
which is about the same length as the chamber of the test* This neck 
te concealed by and ornamented with a triangular-shaped mass of shell 
material which has either a pentagonal or hexagonal cross section* The 
corners are formed by the costae which continue to the apex of the neck 
and the sides are formed by regularly spaced transverse layers of shell 
material* Length of holotype (ii* V. Hove Soil* No, 1*360) 0*20 mm*j 
breadth 0*10 m *
This species is characterized by the massive, lattice-like orna­
mentation which surrounds the neck. A somewhat similar type of ornamen­
tation can be found on L. squamosa sulcata Heron-Alien and Ear land 
except that it is not as distinctly separated from the body of the test 
as in this species.
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LAGENA cf. STRIATA (d*Grbigny)
Plate IX, figs. 13, 14 
Qolina striata da0rbijanr* 1839# foram* Auser* Eerid*, p. 21, pl* 5#
£ig« 12•
It appears that any globular to subglobular Lagern with numerous 
fine longitudinal costae and a long nock has been referred to or 
identified as L* striata* In following the pattern established by 
previous authors, the writer has complete disregard for the fact that 
d’Orbtguy’s 1. striata has no ornamentation on the neck* Many new 
species have been established on differences much loss than can be 
found in this grotqp*
The specimens figured herein bear neck ornamentation of two 
distinctly different types* In fig* 14# the neck of the test is orna­
mented with closely spaced annular rings of shell material oriented 
transverse to the long axis of the test* In fig* 13, a few of the 
costae traverse the neck in a spiral manner*
length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll* Ho* 43&0 G.UG mm*s 
maximum breadth 0*26 mn. Length of hypotype (H. 7* Howe Coll* No* 4361} 
0*60 asa.j maximum breadth 0*39 mm*
LAGENA cf * SULCATA XJUBVXCOSTATA Cushman and Gray 
Plate H ,  fig. 11
Lagena salcata (Walker and Jacob) var* laevicostata Cushman and Gray, 
1946, Conir. Cushman Lab* Forara. Res*, vol. 22, p* 66, pl* 12, 
figs. 13, 14*
This is the L. vulgaris var. subetriata Williams of many authors*
It dees appear similar to Williams * 1856 version of the variety but not
10?
the specimen he figured In 181*8* It is this unquestionable statue of 
Williams* species which has forced the writer to tentatively refs# 
these specimens In 1* sulcata laevicostata.
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. 1*353) 0*51 fflsuj 
mayimuBi breadth 0.20 mm.
LAGENA SULCATA SPICATA Cushman and HcOullooh 
Plate Ut, fig. 17 
Lageaa sulcata, apiculate forms, K. 3. Brady, 1681*, Rep. Vqy.
Challenger Sept., 2ool., vol. 9* pl. 58, figs. 1*, 1? (?)•
Lagena sulcata (Walker and Jacob) war. aploulata Cushman (not iagena 
apiculata Reuse), 1913, Bull. 71, U. S. Hat. Mas., pt. 3, p. 23, 
pl. 9, figs. 3, 2*.
Coapare&wlth holotype of L. sulcata apiculata (U.S.N.M. Cat.
Ho. 8531).
Length of hypotype (H. V. Hose Coll. Ho. 1*363) 0*32 ma.f maximum 
breadth 0*20 am.
Family POmODPHIHIBAE 
Gems GUTTULIHA d’Grbigny, 1839 
OUTTO'LIKA PULCHELLA, d'Orbigny 
Plate IX, fig. 22 
Guttulina pulcheila dl0rbigcy, 1839, In Be la Sagra, Hist. Fie. Pol.
Hat. Cuba, “ForaainiferesM, p. 129, pl. 2, figs. J*-6,
Typical of the specimens reported from the Bry Tortugas, Florida, 
(Cushman Coll. Ho. 2222).
Length of hypotype (H. V. How© Coll. Ho. 1*365) 0.1*3 mm.}
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breadth 0*1? mm.
GUTTULIM SPICAEFOMIS (Roemer)
Plata IX, fig. 23
Pe3yB*orphina spicaeformis Roemer. 1838, Neuea <7ahrb. fur Min., p. 386, 
pl* 3, fig. 31.
Typical of the Dry Tortugas, Florida, specimens.
Length of hypotype (H. V* Howe Coll. Ho. 1*366) 0.51 sta.i maximum 
breadth 0.28 hsu.
Genus SICMCMOPHINA Cushman and Omul, 1^28 
SIOMCMGRFHINA sp. »AM 
Plate TLg fig. 21*
The single occurrence of a small, compressed Sl^cmorphina can not 
be properly identified. It is figured only to record the presence of 
the gems In the assemblage,
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Hose Coll, Ho, 1*3 67) 0.1*0 mm.j 
maximum breadth 0.16 mm*
Gems GUNI3EJLIM d'Orbigny, 1826 
0UNT?JLim IAEVIOATA (d’Orbigi#)
Plate IX, fig. 25 
Nodosaria (Glandullna) laevigata d*Orbigriy, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., 
vol. 7, p. 252, no. 1, pl. 10, figs. 1*3*
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*368) 0.70 rauf maximum 
breadth 0.60 mm.
Genus RAMULINA Rupert Jones , 187$
RAMULm GLOBULIFMA. H. B. Bra#
Plats IX, fig* 21 
Ramulina ^lobullfera H* B* Brady, 18??, Quart* Journ. Micr* Set*, 
vol. 19, p* 58, pl* 8, figs* 32-33*
Overall length of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll* Wo* 1*36Li) X.i*Q maw
Family NONIOKIME 
Genus NONIGN Montfort, 1808 
NORION BARIEKAm (Williamson)
Plate X, figs* la, b 
Nonionina barleeana Williamson, 1858, "Recent Foraminifera of Great 
Britain*, p* 32, pl* 3, figs* 68-69*
This appears to be the species described by Williamson from the 
coast of England* The distinguishing feature is the abrupt umbilical 
cavity which reveals a major portion of the proceeding volutions*
About 9 to 12 chambers are present in the final whorl* Maximum diameter 
of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll* Ho* 1*369) 0*50 mnwf thickness 0*21 mm*
H* bar lee ana is quite similar to K* affine {Reuse} described from 
the Middle Gligoeene of Hermstorf b. Berlin, Germany* The two species 
can be differentiated by the manner in which the chambers terminate at 
the open umbilicus} N* barleeana having a deep umbilical depression at 
which the chambers end abruptly and form a solid ring of clear material 
at the inner margin of the chambers} N* affine having a shallower 
depression, slightly more ©volute manner of coiling and chambers which 
often have small extensions of shall material at their inner margins 
projecting into the umbilicus *
m m m  m m m m  Andersen, n* sp,
Plate X, figs. 2a, b 
feat small, planispiral, somewhat evolute coiled| 10 to 12 
chambers in the last formed whorl, slightly inflated and increasing in 
sise only slightly as added; periphery broadly rounded, lobulate in the 
last three or four chambers; sutures distinct, limbats and flush with 
the surf ass of the test in the early colls, the sutures between the 
adult chambers slightly depressed at the outer margin and deeply In* 
deed at the inner margin; wall of the main body cf the chamber smooth 
and coarsely perforated, umbilical region with numerous raised bosses 
of shell material which are visible frcsa the peripheral view* The 
aperture consists of several round openings at the base of the apertural 
face. Maximum diameter of holotype (H. V. How# Coll, No, i*370) 0.1*0 ssu; 
thickness 0.18 amu
8. crawfordi n. sp. has every reason to be considered an Elphidium 
except that there is no evidence of retral processes extending across 
the suture Uses. It is closely related to fflphidium australe Cushman 
and Parker which Is described as having very short or inconspicuous 
process.
This species is named in honor of Major General E, W. Crawford, 
former President of the Mississippi Elver Commission*
NQNION of# mFBBSSBMf MATAGORBA.MM* Komfeld 
Plate X, figs* Sa, b 
Nonion depresaulup (Walker and Jacob) var. matagordanum Komfeld, 1931# 
Stanford Univ., Sept* Gael* Contr•, vol. 1, no* 3, p* 87# pl* 13# 
figs* 2a, b«
A single specimen from the Inner neritic Bones may belong here*
It lacks the pronounced stellar thickening in the umbilicus of Kornf eld's 
figured specimen# but otherwise follows his general description of the 
species*
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H* V* Howe Poll* 1*371) 0.23 
am*! thickness 0*11 saw
8DHI0N FMINGAI Andersen, n* sp.
Flats X# figs* 3a# b 
Test small, planispiral, completely ©volute colled) 6 to 7 chambers 
In the last formed whorl) periphery broadly rounded, lobulate) sutures 
distinct, depressed at outer margin, inner margin deeply incised, many 
specimens with a slight opening into the posterior portion of each in­
dividual chamber at this incision) wall coarsely perforate} aperture 
with a series of irregular erlbrate openings at the base and inner margin 
of the last formed chamber* Maximum diameter of holotype (H* V* Howe 
Coll* So* 1*372) 0.1*0 an*| thickness 0*18 am*
The aperture of B* ferlngal n* sp* is very similar to H* orawfordl 
». sp* in that it is more suggestive of an Elphidium than a Nonion* In 
neither species is there any indication of retral processes bridging 
the sutures*
H. ferlngal has the same general appearance as N, gemanioua
(Ehrenberg), the principal difference being in the nature of the 
aperture. Many specimens in the hypodigm do not have pronounced cri- 
brations on the final chambers* but broken specimens reveal that there 
are always eribrate openings between the chambers In the previous 
chambers*
This species is very common in the inland brackish environments.
It has never been observed in the mudluap clay.
W m m  GRATELGUPI {d’Qrbigry)
Flats 1 , figs. 2*a, b 
Nonioaiaa gratelpupi d^blgnr, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., vol. 7, p. 29l*, 
no. 19.
Typical of those forms described fresa the fry Tortugas, Florida. 
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ed. 1*373) 0.2*0 mm.| breadth 
0.22 nm.f thickness 0.12 am*
Genus NONI0NELIA Cushman, 1926 
m m o m U A  ATLANTIC! Cushman 
Plate X, figs. 6a~c and 7a~c 
Sonlonella atlantica Cushman, 191*7# Contr* Cushman Lab. Poram. Res., 
vol. 23, pt. 2*, p. 90# pi. 20# figs. U# 5*
, The specimens in the material examined are slightly more Inflated 
than the holotype {Cushman Coll. No. 1*9133} described from the coast of 
North Carolina.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 2*372*) 0.1*0 mra.f breadth 
0.33 am.| thickness 0.21 mm. Length of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll,
No. 1*373) 0.30 mm#} breadth 0.33 mm.} thickness 0.22 urn.
UONIOHELU cf, A08IS (d'Orbigny)
Fl&'tfi X| figs. lOa-c 
Tjlvulina aspif d'Orbigny, 1839 # Voyage dans I'Ameriqu© Meridionals, 
vol. 5# pt. 5| *,Foraainifer«»,,# p. 1*7, pi. 2, figs. 15-17. 
this Is a wry questionable assignment. The specimens from the 
material examined have a much smaller and more circular lobe on the 
ventral side than N. aurla of the Gulf Coast Miocene . How nearly 
these Miocene foams compare with d*Qrhignyfs specimens have not been 
determined by the writer.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. 1*376) 0.25 mm.f breadth 
0.20 am.} thickness 0.11 mm*
HQHOTELLA BA3IL0M Cushman and McColloeh 
Plate X, figs. 8a~e 
Honionella basiloba Cushman and McCulloeh, 19l*Q, Hancock Pac. Exp., 
vol. 6, no. 3, p. 162.
In length and general chamber arrangement, it was found that the 
specimens in this material compared quite favorably with paratypos 
of K. basiloba from the Pacific coast, the main difference being that 
the Gulf of Mexico forms are slightly more inflated.
Length of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll. No. 1*377 ) 0.30 mm.} breadth 
0.20 as.} thickness 0.16 mm.
m m o m U A  OTMl Cushman 
Plata X, figs, pa-c 
Nonionella opima Cushman, 19h7, Contr. Cushman Lab, For am, Res,, vol, 23* 
pt. k9 p# 90, pi, 20, figs. 1-3,
Compared with holotype (Cushman Coll, No. h9130) from the coast of 
North Carolina.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Hews Coll. No. 1378) 0.30 ran.} breadth 
0.23 am.; thickness 0.20 mm.
Genus FLPHIDIUM Montfort, 1808 
ELPHILIUM of. EXGAVATDM (ferquem)
Plate X, figs. 13a, b 
Polys tomella exoavata Terquem, 187$, Essai sur le classement des Animaux 
qul vivent stir la plage et dans les environs de Dunkerque, pt. 1, 
p. 2$, pi. 2, figs* 2a<-f.
Specimens from the samples studied have more shell material in the 
umbilicus than most of the pie®iotypes in the Cushman collection.
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H. 7. Howe CoH. No . h319)
0.33 ran.} thickness 0.1$ mm.
ELPHIDXIB of, FAX FAX Nicol 
Plate X, figs. 12a, b 
Elphidlua fax Nlcol subspecies fax Nicol, 19UL, Journ. Pal., vol. 13,
P« 177, pi. 29, figs. 3, 11*
These Gulf of Mexico forms are definitely related to the E. fax 
hypodigm of the Pacific coast but have a more acute periphery and 
fewer number of chambers per volution (1$ to 16) than the mean of any
X®
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1
Fig*
1* Saccaromina sp* MAW* X 60    *•••*•••*•*••••##• t$
2* Proteonina dlfflugiformls (H* B* Brady)* X 60* 2J
3. Reophax dentaliniformis H* B* Brady. X 60*  ......... 26
!*• Anasoastuta salsa Cushman and Bronnim&nn, X 1(0* a. peripheral
“ ® w F ^ T H 3 e  view* ..............................*.*,*.* 26
5. Haplophragmoideg jsf* planlaglma Cushman* X 1*0, a, side viewf
bj peripheral view.  ......   28
6, Haplophragmoi dee man! lens is n. sp. Andersen* X i*0, a* side
n' f viewy 2/" peripheral view* 27
7* Haplophragmoides balizensis Andersen* n* sp. X 1*0. side
viewybj peripheral view*  ................,«••••••*••• 27
8* Aggnobaculites of, agglutlnans (d^rbigny), X 1*0* ............. tf
9* Amsaobaculiteg southpassensis Andersen* n. sp* X i*0* 80
10* Anmobaculites dlversus Cushman and Bronnimann, X 1*0* ......... 30
11* Aimaobaculites burywoodensis Andersen* n* sp* X 2*0* Mf
12* Flabellagflttina ad vena Andersen, n* sp* X 2*0* a, side viewy
b* apertural view,  .....      31
13* Textularia candeiana d*Qrbigny, X 30* a, aide view) b, aper*
turalview, '•••• ...............    ........  32
lb* Textularia clava Lalicker* X 30* a, side viewy b. apertural
view*  ...........  .7..  ............ 33
15* Textularia corrugate Heronwlllen and Earland. X 30* a, side
viewjb, apertural view* ....... ..................... 33
16. Textularia oica Lalicker and Bermudez * X 30* a, side viewy
b* apertural view*  .................................... 38
17* Textularia foliacea occidentalis Cushman* X 30* a. side viewy
 E T ^ r t u r a l ' V T e i i T = 7 . ............ f..........  3k
18, Textularia conica d f0rbigny. X 30. a, side viewy b* apertural
view,'"".........        33
19* Textularia mexicana Cushman* X 30, a, side viewy b, apertural
view,   ...... .......... 7............*7.«•••**«**•• 3$
20# ^®^tularia mayor! Cushman, X 30* a, side viewy b, apertural
view.  ................... .7....*..... .7....   3b
21* Textularia mayor! giganta Andersen, n* var* X 30, a* Side   fmm i tmm+u Km lTi^ mmnimy W n/ Ak
viewy b, apertural view, ..,......... ................... . 3b
ELPHIDXUM f o m m m  (d<Orbigi$r)
Plate X, figs. H*a, b 
Polya tomella poeyana d’Orbigny, 1839, In He la Sagra, Hist# Pis# Pel# 
Hat# Cuba, nPora&iiniTeresn, p# 5£, pi# 6, figs# 25, 26# 
typical of the species as reported from Jamaica and the Dry 
Tortugas, Florida#
Length of hypotype (H. V# Howe Coll. No. 1*382) 0#$0 m#j thickness 
0.22 mm*
ELPHIDIUM cf. T U m w m B  Natland 
Plate X, figs. 16a, b 
Uphldium tranalucens Nat land, 1938, Scripps Inst. Oceanography Bull# 
tech# Ser., vol. h$ p. lU*, pi. 5, figs. 3» It#
These are tentatively referred to P. tranalucens until Natland,s 
species fro®, the Pacific can be studied*
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H# V. Howe Coll# Ho. 1*383)
0#7 ms#; thickness 0.3 mm#
Genus BISACC1UM Andersen, n# sp#
Genotype Bisacclum inbricatum Andersen, n# sp#
Test free, calcareous perforate, plan!spiral, bilaterally symmetric 
cal| chambers distinct consisting of a primary series of closely coiled 
chambers and a supplementary series in which each individual supplementa­
ry chamber covers the inner portion of the last formed chamber, a portion 
of each umbilicus and the last formed suture on both sides of the testj 
primary chambers inflated in the anterior portion, thinning posteriorly 
with sides becoming parallel at point of Juncture with previously formed
chamber} sutures in the primary chambers depressed*
All exposed apertures are openings left between the supplementary 
and primary chambers, the most apparent and important of which are two 
hip-pocket-like openings in the median, distal portion of the apertural 
fane* and the openings near the peripheral margin of each suture where 
the supplementary chamber suture-line extension terminates* The true 
aperture in the primary chamber, concealed by the supplementary chamber, 
lies at the base of the chamber in the median line*
The genus Bisaccium can not be placed satisfactorily in any 
family* It has been referred to the Nonionidse sine® the primary chambers, 
St least, conform with the basic pattern of the family* It might be 
desirable when additional species of this genus are reported to establish 
a new family to accomodate those planispiral forms with alternating pri­
mary and supplementary chambers. This new family could include the 
genus Bisaccium and possibly the genera Cushman© 11a and Astrononion*
Genus BISACCIUM IMHIICATUM Andersen, n* sp*
Plate Z, figs* l?a, h 
Test free, planispiral, bilaterally cynmetrlcal} periphery rounded 
with last 3 or U chambers asymmetrically lobuiatej chambers distinct 
Consisting of a primary series of 7 or 8 closely coiled chambers which 
increase gradually in size as added and a supplementary series In which 
each individual supplementary chamber covers the inner 1/3 to 1/2 of 
the last formed chamber, a portion of each umbilicus and the last formed 
suture on both sides of the test} primary chambers Inflated In the an­
terior portion, thinning posteriorly with sides becoming parallel at 
point of juncture with previously formed chamber} sutures in primary
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chambers depressed except over periphery, curved and forming a lobe on 
the periphery. The true aperture in the primary chamber, invisible 
except in broken specimens, lies at the base of th© chamber in the 
median line and is concealed by th© supplementary chamber.
The supplementary chambers have triangular-shaped projections 
which extend into the umbilical region, and are imbricate in that each 
successive projection overlaps the previous one. When the projection 
and amount of overlap is uniform, a stellate pattern is formed on the 
aids of the test#
The outer portion of the supplementary chamber is securely welded 
to the primary chamber except fori 1) two hlp~poeket-like openings in 
the median, distal portion of th© apertural face, 2) a variable number 
of small crib&ate openings typically along the posterior margin of the 
extension whicn covers the sutures, and 3) an opening near the peri­
pheral margin of each suture where the supplementary chamber suture- 
line extension terminates. All the above openings apparently served 
as apertures throughout the life of the individual. Even the pocket- 
like opening which is eventually concealed by subsequent supplementary 
chambers remains open in the depressed suture line. A small elliptical 
or circular opening (aperture 7) occurs within the supplementary chamber 
on both sides of the test.
Three specimens treated with dilute acid revealed a chltlnous 
lining in the umbilicus of the primary chambers# The insoluble chltl­
nous residue, consisting of a proloculum and 8 to 9 planispirally 
coiled chambers, ranged from 0.15 to 0,22 mm# in diameter. The supple­
mentary chambers were completely dissolved.
The test is calcareous, finely perforate. The wall of the test is
in
so thin and fragile that specimens are rarely found with the last 
supplementary chamber preserved*
Maximum diameter of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No* 1*201) is 
0*52 am*| thickness 0.20 mm*
Family PENEaOPLIBAE 
Qenus FENEROPLXS Monifort, 1808 
HINEROPLIS PROTEUS d*Qrb±gny 
Plat® XI, figs. la, b 
Psneroplis protea dt0rbigqyJ 1839* in De la Sagra, Hist, Fia. Pol. Nat* 
Cuba, "Foraminiferes®, p. 60, pi. 7, figs. 7-11.
Only the small (young 7) forms are present in the material examined. 
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V, Howe Coll. No. 1*385) 0.50 &m.$ 
thickness 0.10 mm.
Genus ARCHAIAS Montfort, 1808 
ARCHAIAS ANGUIATUS (Fichtel and Moll)
Plate XI, figs. 2a, b 
Sautilus angulatus Fichtel and Moll, 1803, Test. Micr., p. 112, pi. 21.
These are typical of the young forms in Cushman1s IStey Tortug&e, 
Florida material. The specimens in the writer*s collection all came 
from a sample of beach sand frcsa Southwest Pass at the mouth of the 
Mississippi River.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*386) 0.50 mm.| 
thickness 0.30 mm.
1M
Genus SORITES threrifoerg, 181*0 
SORITES MARGINALIS ( Lamer ck)
Plate XI, fig. 3
Orbulltes marginalia Lamarck, 1816, Syat. Asdm. sans Vert*, vol. 2, 
p. 196, no, 1.
Topical of the Iky Tortugas, Florida specimens*
Kaxinnaa diameter of hypotype (H* V* Heme Coll* No* 1*367) 0*85 mm*
Family BUL3MINIIAE 
Genus BULIMINELLA Cushman, 1911 
B U m i m J A  ELEmHTISSm (d»0rbigry)
Plate XI, fig. £
Bulfari.m elegantissima d'Orbi^ yoy, 1839, Voyage dans ^ameriqu© meridio- 
sale, vol. £, pt* £, "Foraminif©r©8M, p. £1, pi. 7, figs* 13, H*# 
Hare in the mudluup clay but abundant in the Pleistocene sands 
sear Maudeville, Louisiana*
Length of hypotype (H. V* How© Coll* No. 1*389) 0*30 mm*
Genua RQBERTIM d'Qrbigty 
ROEKRTINA cf. HIADTI Cushman and Parker 
Plate XI, figs. l*a, b 
Bobertlna bradyi Cushman and Parker, 1936, Cushman Lab* Foraaa. Re®*, 
vol. 12, p. 99, pi. 16, figs. 9a, b
Two specimens can be referred to this specie® although neither 
appear to be absolutely typical.
Length of figured specimen (H* V. Howe Coll. No. 1*388) 0.1*0 hkji*| 
breadth 0*21 mm*
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Rrof. Paper 210-D, p. 119).
BUL3MIM EXILIS 1MBIOTA Andersen, n. var.
Plate XX, figs. 6a, b
Test small, slender, length about 3 times the diameterj typically 
with 5 to 6 whorls of chambers, the first 2 rapidly increasing in size 
as chambers are added, the adult with sides nearly parallel3 chambers 
inflated elliptical with base and top truncated, typically arranged in 
three vertical rows roughly parallel to the long axis of the test} 
sutures depressed and distinct, spiral suture pronounced in some speci­
mens | wall smooth, polished, finely perforate. The aperture, located 
at the apex of the test, is a very small loop-shaped opening formed by 
the last chamber with the base resting on the next to the last chamber, 
and with a small tooth on one side, length of holotype (H. TT. Howe 
Coll. No. 1392) 0.32 ma.j maximum diameter 0.10 mm.
This variety differs from the typical form in being much shorter, 
having a much less acute initial end and a smaller aperture. Xt is 
present in greater quantities in the inner neritic zone and in moderate 
ms&bers in seme of the mudluaip clay.
BCLBIINA (BESIN0HJL2MINA) cf. ILLINGI Cushman and Stainforth
Plate XI, fig. 11
Bullmina (Desinobulimina) illingi Cushman and Stainforth, 191*6, Contr.
Cushman Lab. For am. Res., Spec. Pub. 11*, p. 1*1, pi. 6, figs. 7a, b.
These specimens are referred to B. illingi on the basis of its 
occurrence in the Bluff Bay of Jamaica.
Length of hypotype (H, V. Howe Coll. No. 1*393 ) 0.65 mm.j maximum
n$
diameter 0,35 xaa.
BUL3MINA MARGINATA d*0rbigny 
Plate XI, figs* 8-10 
Buliadna marginata d^rbigrqr, 1826, Ann. Sci. Hat*, vol. 7, p. 269, 
no. U, pi* 12, figs* 10-12*
The largest specimens from the material examined are about 3 A  
the normal sis© of the paratypes in the Cushman collection* v
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho* 1*395) O.hO msa.j breadth 
0*30 mm*; length of hypotypes (H. V, Howe Goll. Nos* l*39li and LM3)
0,b2 »•; breadth 0*20 mm*
BULBS IKA FYHUIA d*Grblgny 
Plate Xlj figs• 12a, b 
Bwliiaina pyrala dfQrbigny, 132*6, *Foraminiferes fossiles de baasin 
tertaire de Vienne”, p« 182*, pi* H, figs* 9, 10*
There is a tendancy for the final chambers in these forms to 
become involute, but not to the extent that any could be assigned to 
the genus GlobobuHmina,
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll* Ho* 1*396) 0*1*0 mm«; maximum, 
breadth 0*32 hie*
Genus VXEGULXHA df0rbigny, 1826*
VIR GULINA CCMPLANATA Egger 
Plate XI, fig. 16
Virgalina schreibersiana Czjzek var. complanata Egger, 1893, Abhandl* 
kon. bay. Akad. Wise*, Munchen, Cl. II, vol. 18, p. 292, pi. 8,
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figs* 91, 92*
This is the fom currently being assigned to V* ccmpianata Egger* 
Length of hypotype (H. V* Hem Coll* Mo* k39?) 0*5& m.$ maximum 
breadth 0.11* am*
TOGSJUHA FJHCTAT& d'QrhLgpgr 
Plate XX, fig* 15
fjrffitlina punctata d'Qrbigijy, 1839* Hamon de La Sagra, p. 139* (plates 
polished separately) ml* 8, pi. 1, figs* 35, 36*
Typical of the forms froa the Jjsry Tortugas , Florida assigned to 
this species*
Length of hypotype (H* V* Howe Coll* Mo. 1*398) 0*55 am*| maximra 
breadth 0*18 an*
m m u m  Bomimtsimk c%$zek 
Plate XI, fig* 13
yjrguijna schrelbersiana Csjsek, 1813, Haidinger** Mat* Abhandl*, vol. 2, 
p* 11, pi* 13, figs* 18-21*
Typical of the fom currently being assigned to this species*
Length of hypotype (fl* V* Hose Coll* Mo* 14399} 0*60 on*} 
breadth 0*18 am*
vmmum cf* TEMJIS Seqnenxa 
Plate XI, figs* llja-e 
Urgulina tenuis Sequenza, 1862, Atti* Acc&i* Gioenia Sci* Hat*, »®r. 2, 
ml* 18, pm 28, pi* 2, figs* 2, 2a*
Test short and hroadj chambers arranged in an unique biserial manner
12?
in that the ttsig—sag" suture line is only visible on on® side of th® 
test, the opposite side having two longitudinal rows of imbricate 
chambers separated by a deep suture line* This chamber arrangement 
could be accomplished by folding a normal biserial test along the 
central longitudinal axis* The aperture is loop-shaped and lies in th® 
plane of the periphery*
Length of figured specimen (H» V* How® Coll* No* 14*00) 0*55 mm* j 
breadth 0.20 mm*
This appears to be the same as V. tenuis Sequensa described from 
the Pleistocene of Cantania, Sicily*
Genus BOLIVINA d»0rbigny, 1839 
BOLIVIHA AGEROSA SONTHFASSENSIS Andersen, n. var*
Plate XI, fig. 19 
Variety differing fran the typical in the band of course perfora­
tions at the suture line and base of each chamber, th® clear area in 
the central portion of each chamber mid the faint longitudinal costae 
which may extend from the initial end to the base of the final chambers* 
Length of hole type (H* V* Howe Coll* No* 14*01) 0*1*5 mm*£ breadth 0*11 mm* 
This variety can be distinguished from B* aoerosa var* pacifica 
by its fin® costate surface and larger clear spot on each chamber* It 
lacks the strong spine at th® initial end and the Intense costate 
surface of B. striatula var* splnata Cushman*
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BOLIVINA AIATA (Sequensa)
Plat© XI, fig, 18
Valvulina alata Sequenza, 1862, AH, Accad. Gioenia Sc, Nat*, ser. 2, 
vol. 18, p. 115, pi* 2, figs. 5* 5&«
These forms currently being referred to B. alata are much broader
than the type from the Pleistocene of Cantania, Sicily* 3/fc Is doubtful
*
if Sequens&'s species has been properly Interpreted*
Length of hypotype (H* V* Howe Cell. No* 1*1*02) 0.63 e»U3 maximum, 
breadth 0.3f> nsn*
BOLIVINA ALBATROSSI Cushman 
Plate XI, fig. 1?
Bolivjna albatross! Cushman» 1922, C. S. Nat. Mus*, Bull* 101*, pt. 3, 
p* 31# pi* 6, fig* li«
A few small or young forms can be assigned to this species.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No* 1*1*03) 0*30 nm*| maximum 
breadth 0*18 hbq*
BOLIVXNk cf • ISIIXiOEKSIS Cushman and Rene 
Plate XI, fig* 20
BoHvina Isidroenels Cushman and Hens, 19bl, Contr. Cushman Lab. For am. 
Nee*, vol. 17# P# 17# pi# 3, fig# 8*
This is a difficult species to study* The* chamber arrangement is 
concealed by a granulated exterior in much the same manner as the 
specimens from the material examined.
Length of figured specimen (H. V. How© Coll. No. 1*1*01*) 0.1*1 mm.3 
breadth 0*13 ran*
mThe specimens referred to B* isldroeiisig occur only is the Inner 
neritlc sediments.
BQVXnm SUBAEIMIEB8IS BALI2EM8IS Andersen, xi. var.
Flats XX, fig. 22 
this variety differs from the typical in being much more elongate, 
having a greater number of chambers and numerous fine longitudinal 
eostae confined to the initial end of the test.
Length of teletype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. hhQ6) 0.60 jaa.j maximum 
breadth 0.18 mm.
BOLIVIM SUBABHARIINSIS ^EXICANA Cushman 
Flats II, fig. 21
Bolivina gnbaenariensls var. aea&eana CushaanB 1922, If. 8* Hat. Bus., 
Bull. XQlt, pt. 3# p* pi. 8, fig. 1.
Cospared with holetype (Cushman Coll. Ho. 17129).
Length of hypotype {H. ¥. Howe Coll. Ho. hhO$) 0.60 ®&.j max3m«© 
breadth 0.2$ n .
BOLT. VIKA SUIBPI^SCENS Cushman 
Plats XI, fig. 25
Bollvina subspineseens Cushman, 1922, H. S. Hat. Mus., Bull. XOij, pt. 3, 
p. 1*8, pi. 7, fig* 5*
These appear to be typical of the Culf of Mexico-Carribean forms. 
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 2*1*07) 0.30 am.; maximum 
breadth 0.09 wm9
13©
BOLIVINA ap. ttA*
Plate XI, fig. 23 
This strongly compressed form with delicate spiny projections at 
the periphery satisfies the basic requirements of at least three 
different speciesi B. beyrichi Reuss, B. alata (Sequensa) and to a 
lesser degree B. pisclformls Galloway and Morrey. Since it is abundant 
in both the mudlump clay and the inner neritie zones, its presence has 
to be recorded but specific identification will be contigent upon much 
additional research.
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. No. M*08) 0.55 mm*
BOLIVINA sp. WBW 
Plate XI, fig. 2k 
This is a very small form with a broadly rounded periphery and 
inflated chambers which is represented in both the inner neritie and 
mudlump clay. It is mentioned here as a matter of record but appears 
to be an undescribed species.
Length of figured specimen (H. V* Howe Coll. No. Ui09) 0.35 Bkn.j 
breadth 0.10 am.
Genus LOXOSTCMIM Ehrenberg, 1852*
LGXOSTOITM MEXICAMM Andersen, n. sp.
Plate XI, figs. 26a, b 
Test small, elongate, sides somewhat compressed, and for the most 
part parallel, periphery rounded) chambers distinct, much broader than 
high, increasing in size only gradually but uniformly as added, final 
3 or k chambers in a loose biserial arrangement tending to become
muniserial; 7 to 8 pairs of chambers in the adult test; sutures distinct 
and depressed* The initial 3 or k pair of chambers are ornamented with 
coarse spiny protuberances or short longitudinal ridges of shell 
material more or less concentrated in the central portion of the test*
The adult chambers are smooth and unornamented except for a band of 
coarse perforations at the base of each chamber* Aperture in the final 
chamber is a large, circular opening, tending to become terminal* 
length of holotype (H* V* Howe Coll. No. I&IO) 0*1*5 mm.; m&ximun breadth 
9*20 ski*j thickness 0*12 mm*
This species is very common in the mudlump clay where a large 
nsaber never attain Loxoetonium maturity* These young specimens in the 
Bolivian stage of development are similar to B* subspinesoens but can 
be recognised by the coarse, spiiy ornamentation in the central portion 
of the chamber*
Genus RECTO BOLIVINA Cushman, 1927 
RECTQBOLITOIA AD VENA (Cushman)
Plate XI, figs* 27a, b 
Siphogenerina ad vena Cushman, 1922, Carnegie Inst*, Washington, Pub* 311,
p* 35, pi* 5, fig* 2.
Compared with holotype (Cushman Coll. No. 21*52) from th® Tortugas, 
Florida*
Length of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll. No. 1*1*11) 0*55 maw; maximum 
breadth 0*12 mm*
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Genus REUSSELLA Galloway, 1933 
REUSSELLA cf. MIOCENICA Cushman 
Plate XI, fig* 30 
Reussella miocenica Cushman. 19h$t Contr. Cushman Lab« Foram. Res., 
vol. 21, pt. 2, p. 38, pi. 6, figs. 19* 20.
This appears to be similar to the large form described from the
Miocene of Florida*
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho* Uil3} 0*70 hbiui 
breadth 0,1*0 ran.
REUSSELLA ef. SPINULOSA ATLANTICA Cushman
*
Plate XI, fig* 29 
Reussella spinulosa (Reuse) var* atlantica Cushman, 191*7, Contr.
Cushman Lab. For am. Res., vol. 23, pt. It, p. 91, pi. 20, figs* 6, 7* 
The smaller forms from the material examined appear to belong here.
Length of figured specimen (H# V. Howe Coll. No. 0.1*3 mm.j
mazlmiM breadth 0.20 mm*
Genus PAVONIM d'Orbigny, 1826 
PATOINA sp. MA"
Plate XI, fig. 28 
The two specimens from the material examined neither satisfy th© 
requirements of P. atlantica Cushman or P. miocenica Cushman. A larger 
suite of specimens must be obtained before these specimens can be 
properly identified*
Length of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*1*12) 0.60 mm*) 
maximum breadth 0*60 mm*
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Genua FI3SURIM Reuse, 1850 
Genotype Fissurina laevigata Reuse 
Teat monothalamous, compressed, subglobular or oval In outline ) 
external aperture rounded, located in a fissure-like cavity or at 
the end of an extended neck* internal aperture at the end of an extended 
tubular process (entosolenian tube) in the body cavity, Entosolenian 
tube is typically centrally located but in some species may be directed 
toward one side of the test*
Since the author has found it desirable to use d^rbigny’s genus 
Polina, it is necessary to substitute Flssurlna for the genus 
Entosolenia. Galloway (1933) and Parr (192*5) have placed the genotype 
for Entosolenia (E. lineata Williamson) selected by Cushman, 1927, in 
synonymy with Polina d*Prbigcy, 1839,
FISSURINA BIPAKOm Andersen, n. sp,
Plate XXI, figs. la, b 
Test small, ovoid in front view, broadly lenticular in cross 
section) periphery carinate, developing into broad fin-lik® processes 
at the lateral uargins of the base, the inner portion of the base with 
2 to U spinose projections) apertural end with a small, cresent shaped 
supplementary chaaber which lies above the main chamber. The entoso- 
lenian tube is attached at the base of the supplementary chamber and 
extends only a short distance into the body chamber. The internal 
apertures are round openings at each end of the entosolenian tube) the 
external aperture is a small round opening at the apex of the test.
Wall on the sides of the test at margins and base with a horseshoe-shaped 
frosted surface, central portion clear and transparent, length of
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holotype (H* ?* Howe Coll* Ho* 2*1*15) 0*13 mm*; breadth 0,11 mm*; 
thickness 0*08 mm*
This appears to be the species reported from the Carribean by 
flint as Lagena staphylberia Schwager (Ann* Kept* U* 5* Hat* Mus.#
1899 (1897)# p# 307# pi* 3*# fig. 1)* Sehwager*s species has no pro­
nounced keel and the long spines at the base of the test appear to be 
in intergral part of the body chamber* In F* biparoda n. sp* the 
spines are developed on a rudimentary keel*
F3SSUEINA CENTRQ-LOCIDA Andersen* n* sp*
Plate XII# figs* 2a# b 
Test pyrifom in front view with base rounded and mucronate# 
elliptical in cross section; periphery with narrow carena; apical end 
extended into a very short neck* The entosolenian tube Is long 
centrally located and curved with the distal end nearly touching one 
side of the test* The Internal aperture is an elliptical opening at 
the flared distal end of the entosolenian tube; the exterior aperture 
is circular and is located at the apex of the short neck* Wall smooth 
with numerous coarse perforations except from a narrow# clear strip on 
either or both sides of the test* This translucent strip is usually 
clearly defined# and extends along the median line from the base of 
the neck to the center of the body chamber* Length of holotype 
(H* V. Howe Coll* No* 1*1*16) 0*21 ran*; breadth 0*11 mm*; thickness 0*10 am* 
This species has been identified as F. laevigata (Reus®) by seme 
authors frcu which it differs by being much less rotund* It can be 
distinguished from F* marglon-perforata (Sequenza) by its shorter neck 
and less pronounced keel*
FISSURIM sp* **A«
Plat© XII, figs* 3a, b 
Test elongate, sub-cylindrical} in sid© view the apertural end is 
broadly rounded, the aboral end is subacut© with two short, stout spines 
in the plane of the periphery} broadly elliptical in cross section, 
periphery unornamented* The aperture, a round circular opening, is 
located in a deep fissurine slit at the apex of a short, straight and 
centrally located entosolenian tube* The wall has a frosted appearance 
except for a narrow, well defined clear strip which marks the periphery 
on both sides of the test and surrounds the fissurine aperture* Length 
of figured specimen (H* V. How© Coll* Mo* hlil7) 0*30 am*} breadth 0*13 mm.} 
thickness 0*12 mm*
As a matter of record, this appears to be one of H* B. Brady’s 
Lagena truncates (Challenger Kept*, pi* $6, fig* 31 (not 32) ) which 
Brady described as having either a rounded aperture (and radiate 
according to fig* 32, ibid.) or a fissurine aperture (fig* 31)• It is 
the writer’s opinion that L* truncate as it now stands does not con­
stitute a very homogeneous species and that one of the two forms could 
be described as new* Which one of the two forms should be considered 
the valid L. truncate is a question that the writer can not answer 
with the material at hand*
Genus OOLIHA d'Orbigny, 1839 
Genotype Polina laevigata d’Orbigny 
Monothalanous, spherical or ovoid, round in cross section} aperture 
central, rounded or stellate, with entosolenian tub©*
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QOLXMA GATEMJIATA (Jeffreys)
Plate XII, fig, 6 
Lagennula catenulata Jeffreys Mas,
Entosolenia squamosa (Montagu) var, catenulata William son, 181*8, Ann, 
Hag, Nat, Hist,, aer* 2, vol. 1, p, 19, pi. 2, fig, 20,
This Is typical of the species in which the areolae are relatively 
small and aligned in vertical rows. The entosolenian tube is not 
visible fro® the exterior.
Length of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll, Ho. I1I4.I&) 0,1*0 smug maximum 
breadth 0.30 mm,
OOLINA CAUDIGERA (Wiesner)
Plate XK, fig. k 
Lagena (Entosolenia) globoea (Montagu) var. caudigera Wiesner, 1931, 
Deutsche Sudpolar Exped. Bd. 20 (Aoologie Bd« 12), p. 119, pl« 18, 
fig, 211*. j ( ? pi. 18, p. 215).
This is one of two varieties of Polina which Wiesner named 
0. caudigera in 1931| fig, 21b, ibid,, 0. globose caudigera and fig, 21d, 
ibid,, 0. ovata caudigera. The former, which th© writer considers valid 
and which has the same form as th© specimens in this collection, has no 
external extension of the entosolenian tube.
Length of hypotype (H* V, Howe Coll* Ho. bbl9) 0.30 mm.3 maximum 
breadth 0,22 mm.
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OOLXKA HEXAQOHA (Williamson)
Plate XII, fig. 5 
Entoaolenla sqnamosa (Montagu) tot. hexttgona Williamson. IBltB, Ann.
Hag. Nat. Hist., ser. 2, vol. 1, pi. 2, fig. 23.
The areolae on this species are arranged In an Irregular manner* 
The entosolenian tube is visible from the exterior on many specimens.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 14)20 ) 0.20 mm.) maximum 
breadth O.lli am*
Genus CHRYSALIDINELLA. Schubert, 190?
CHRYSALlDINhLLA M M  I CANA Andersen, n. sp*
Flat© XII, fig. 7
Test email, elongate, about h times as long as wide, triserial 
portion broadly triangular, uniserial sequent of 5 to 6 chambers with 
sides parallel) apertural end truncate, triangular in transverse 
section, slightly concave with sides earinatej sides of test slightly 
concave, edges acute and earinatej sutures distinct, Ibabate and 
raised) wall of test coarsely perforate. The aperture is composed of 
ntmerous, small openings in the depressed terminal face of each opening 
at the end of a short elevated tube (papilla). Length of holotype 
(H. 7. Howe Coll. No. 14)21) 0.51 mm.) maximum breadth 0.12 mm.
This species combines the characteristics of many forms. It can 
be distinguished from £• pulehella (Cushman) by its regular arrangement 
of chambers) from C, miocenica Cushman by Its parallel sides, greater 
number of chambers in the uniserial segment and greater length relative 
to width of test) and from C* dlmorpha Cushman by it® papillate 
apertural face and non-spinose angles.
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Genoa UVIOEBm d'Orblgny, 1826 
DVXGERIHA FLINTXI Cushman 
Plate in, fig, 8 
UvLgerlna flintll Cushman, 1923, U. 3. Hat. Mus„ Bull, 10U, pt, 3,
p, 1^1 pi• 1(2| fig, 13,* "
Compared with holotype (U.S.NJU Cat. Ho. 17639).
Length of hypotype (H. V. How© Coll* Ho. 1*1*22) 0.72 mm. j maadmum 
breadth 0.U0 mm*
JSnomiM cf. HISPIDO-CCSIATA Cushman and Todd 
flat© III, fig. 10 
P^igerina hispldo-costata Cushman and Todd, 19U5, Contr. Cushman Lab* 
For am. Res., Spec. Fab. 16, p. $1, pi. 7, figs. 27-31*
The specimens referred to this species are barely within the 
minimum size range and are not as coarsely hispid as the holotype 
(Cushman Coll. No. 21*108).
Length of figured specimen (H. ?. How© Coll. No. 14*23) 0.U0 sea.j 
breadth 0.20 ran.
UVIGERINA FRGBOSCXBM FADES CENS Cushman 
Plat© III, fig. 9
Urigerina proboscides Scfrwager rar. vadescens Cushman, 19h?, U. S. Nat* 
Mus., Bull. 161, pt. 3, p. SO, pi. Hi, fig. 5-9.
Compared with holotype (Cushman Coll. No. 17515).
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 14*21*) 0.50 nm.| breadth 
0.12 mm.
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Genus ANGCLOGERINA Cushman, 192?
ANGULOGERINA CRENULATA Andersen, n* sp*
Plate XIX, fig, 12 
test small, elongate} chambers in the initial triserial portion 
Indistinct, compactly appressed and ornamented with numerous short, 
•tout spines| the last 3 to U chambers separated, acutely angular in 
cross section and obtusely truncated at the basal edge of each chamber* 
The corners at the sides and base of test bear a sharp crenulate 
carena* Wall of test coarsely perforate; adult chamber unornamented* 
The aperture is located at the apex of a slight neck with everted Up* 
length of holotype (H. V. Howe Coll* No* 1*1*27) 0*1*0 mm*} maximum 
breadth 0.18 mm*
The species appears to be similar to A* porreeta frimbriata 
(Sidebottom) reported from the Miocene of Cuba from which it can be 
distinguished by the spiny ornamentation on the initial chambers and 
the wide crenulate carina© *
ANGUL0GER1NA OCCXBENTALXS (Cushman)
Plate XII, fig* U  
Uvigerina occidentalis Cushman, 1923, 0* S. Nat. Mus«, Bull* 102*, 
pt. U, p. 169, (op. cit. pi. 5, figs* 3-2*)*
Fairly typical of paratyp© Cushman Coll* No. 38753 described from 
the Dry Tortugas, Florida.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll* No* 2*2*25) 0*30 mm*; maximum 
breadth 0*12 mm*
1U0
ANOULOGERINA cf. SELSEXENSIS (Heron-Alien And Ear land)
Plata XXI, fig. 11 
Uvigerina selseyensis Heron-Alien and Ear land, 1909$ «?ourn. Roy. Micr*, 
Sd., pt. 3, p. 1*37* pi. 18, figs. 1-3.
A number of undecorated specimens appear to belong here, 
length of figured specimen (K. V. Howe Coll. No. 14*26) 0.1*0 mm.5 
breadth 0.19 mm.
Family EIXIPSOIDINID&E 
Genus PARAFISSURIM Parr, 19i*7 
PARAFISSURINA LATERALIS (Cushman)
Plate XII, fig. U*
Lagena lateralis Cushman. 1913, U. S. Nat. Hus., Bull. 71$ pt. 3, p. 9, 
pi. 1, fig. 1.
Compared with holotype (U.S.N.M. Cat. No. 8521*)*
Length of l^ rpotype (H. 7. Howe Coll. No. 14*28) 0.30 mm.j maximum 
breadth 0.12 mm.; thickness 0.10 mm.
Family ROTALIIQAE 
Genus SPBtlLLINA Ehrenberg, 181*3 
SPIRILLINA VIVIPARA Ehrenberg 
Plate XII, fig. 15 
SpiriHina vivipara Ehrenberg, 181*1, Abhandl. k. Akad. Wise. Berlin, 
p. 1*22, pi. 3, sec. 7$ fig. 1*1#
Typical of the specimens from the Dry Tortugas, Florida, described 
as 8. Tivipara.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 24*29) 0.30 mo*.
u*i
Qenua FATBLLINA Williamson, 1858 
PATBXLINA GORRUGA.TA Williamson
Plate XII, figs. 16a, b
\
Batellina corrugata Williamson* 18581 Rec, For am • Gt. Britain, p, 1*6, 
pi* 3, figs* 86-89,
typical of the specimens currently being assigned to this species* 
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll* No, 1*1*30) 0*30 mm.
Genus DISCORBIS Lamarck, 18Qi*
DISCORBIS BKRTHELOTI FLORIDEMSIS Cushman 
Plate XII, figs* 18a-e 
Dlacorbls bertheloti (d’Orbigry) var. floridensis Cushman, 1930, Journ* 
Pal*, vol* 1*, no, i*, p* 361*, pi* 33, fig* 13*
typical of the specimens from Fcwey, Florida, Compared with
holotype (Cushman Coll* No* 12889)*
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H, V, Howe Coll* No* 1*1*31) 1*30 mm*j 
thickness 0,1*0 mm*
DISCORBIS CANDRIAM (d'Orbigry)
Plate XIX, figs* 20a-c 
Rosalina candeiana d,0rbigqy, 1839, in De la Sagra, Hist, FIs, Pol*
Nat, Cuba, "Forandniferesw, p, 97, pi* h» figs, 2-1*, 
typical of the specimens from Fowey, Florida, identified as this 
species.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H, V, Howe Coll* No* £*1*32) 0*53 nsnwj 
thickness 0,20 mm.
IkM
DISCORBIS QRBIC31LARXS (Terquem)
Plate XII, figs, 17a, b 
Bosalina orbicularis Terquem, 1876, Aula* sur la plag© de Dunkequ®, 
p. 75* pi* fig*. k&, b.
It appears that moat authors have used H* B* Brady*s Interpre­
tation of B* orbicularis (Terquem) which the specimens in this collection 
resemble.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H, V. Howe Coll. No. hh33) 0.22 mm.
DISCORBIS PULCHRA Cushman 
Plate XII, figs. m - c  
BAscorbia pulchra Cushman, 191*7* Contr. Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., 
wl* 23, pt. 1|| p. 91* pi* 20, fig. 9*
This appears to be the same species Cushman described from off the 
©east of North Carolina.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. F. Hew© Coll. No. Uh3h) 0.78 ma.j 
thickness 0.20 mm.
Genus AAPTOSTOMA Andersen, n. gen.
Genotype Aaptostoma mexicaxia Andersen, n. sp.
Test free, multilocolar, trochoid| sutures on dorsal side 'visible, 
central sutures and umbilical region (occasionally the entire ventral 
side of the test) covered with a thick pustules© coating. The true 
aperture, an arched opening at the base and anterior portion of the 
final chamber on the ‘ventral side of the test, Is concealed by 
pustules© material! supplementary aperture© typically visible from the 
exterior but concealed in some species, are developed at the base and
posterior, outer margin of each chamber on the ventral side of the test# 
This is an Bponideg with supplementary apertures formed at the 
posterior outer margin of each chamber and a pustulose covering on the 
ventral side of the test# The known rang® of the genus is Oligocene 
to Recent•
AAPTOSTOMA MEXICAN! Andersen, n. ap.
Plate XII, figs# £la~c 
Test trochoid, rounded in side view, unequally biconvex with 
dorsal side strongly arched, ventral side nearly flat) periphery acute, 
tabulate and with a slight thickening of the shell material on the 
outer margin of each chamber| chambers distinct, slightly inflated 
along periphery and on ventral side, 7 to 9 in final whorl Increasing 
gradually in sise as added) dorsal sutures at a considerable angle 
with the periphery, slightly limbate and somewhat imbricate in the 
adult formsj ventral side with dutures depressed, slightly curved and 
partially or completely covered by pustules® filling which also con­
ceals the umbilicus # The only visible apertures are elongate slits at 
the posterior, inner margin of each chamber on the ventral side which 
start at the periphery and extend inward for a distance of about 1/3 
the length of the chamber# Occasionally these slits are not confined 
to the base of the chamber, but curve into the chamber proper# Surface 
smooth and unomamented except for pustulose material in the umbilical 
region and along the sutures on the ventral side. Maximum diameter of 
holotype (H. V. Howe Coll# Ho. hk3$) 0.35 mm#) thickness 0.20 mm#
This species can be distinguished from A. alabamenais (Cushman and 
McGlamery) by the greater number of chamber® and visible apertures
along the periphery*
Genus VALVULINERI& Cushman, 1926 
WLTOLXHULXA 10BICANA Andersen, n. sp.
Plat© XII, figs. 23a-©
Test trochoid, unequally biconvex, periphery lobul&te and broadly 
rounded, about 2 ©oils in adult testj dorsal side with chambers some­
what involute, spire slightly depressed! ventral side with a deep and 
broad umbilicuss chambers distinct, 8 in the last-formed whorl, slight­
ly inflated and increasing gradually in size as added* sutures distinct, 
depressed, and slightly curved on both dorsal and ventral sides 3 
wall «aoothf coarsely perforate except for a small triangular-shaped 
clear area at the inner margin of each chamber on th© ventral side, and 
a large triangular clear area at the anterior portion of the final 
chamber. Aperture in the open umbilicus is typically covered by a 
concave-convex shaped, lip which projects from the inner margin of th© 
last chamber, occassionally the lips formed on previous chambers are 
also visible in the umbilicus • Maximum diameter of holotype 
(H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*1*36) 0.32 mm.3 thickness 0.18 mm.
Similar specimens have been incorrectly referred to ?• araacana 
(d'Grbigiy) described from the Pacific area. This species has fewer 
chambers in each coil and a much greater thickness for size of test
r
than the specimen figured by d,0rbigny*
VALVULINERIA TOAEIEBOANA QLAERA Cushman 
Plate XII, figs. 22a, b 
MyaXljaapia vllardeboaaa (d'Orbi-ny) w .  glabra Cushman, 192? 
Scripps lust. Oceanogr., Tech. Ser., vol. 1, p. 161, pi. !|,
figs* 5, 6.
Gompared with holoiyp© (Cushman Coll. No. 20300).
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. 2*1*3?) 0.35 &&&• 
thickness 0.18 mm.
Genus RGTALXA Lamarck, 18C%
ROTALIA BECCARI1 FAROTSOHlAm (d'Grbigny)
Plate XII, figs. 25a, b 
Rosulina parkinsoniana d*0rbigny, 1839# in Be la Sagra, Hist. Pis. Pol 
Cuba, "Foraminiferes*, p. 99$ pi. it, figs. 25-2?.
Compared with plesiotypea from the Miocene of Florida. Common 
in the inner neritic sediments and Pleistocene sands of Mandeville, 
Louisiana.
ROTALIA BEGGAR II TEPIDA Cushman 
Plate i n ,  figs- 21*a, b 
Ecrtalia becearil (Linnaeus) var. tepida Cushman, 1926, Publ.
Carnegie Inst., Washington, p. 79, pi. 1.
Typical of the specimens described from Puerto Rico.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe 0oH. Ho. 1*2*39) 0.36 mm.
thickness 0.20 ma.
Common In the inner neritic zones, rare in the mudlump clay.
Ui6
Hwdaram diameter of lypotype <H. V. Hone OoU. Ho. Uit38) 0.60 mn.j 
thickness 0*30 m&*
Genus EPOHXHS Montfort, 1808 
EPOHIEES BAlIZEHSlS Andersen, n* sp*
Plate XIII, tigs* l*&~e 
Test small, rounded in side view, trochoid, dorsal side strongly 
convex and uniformly arched, ventral side somewhat flattened and 
truncated in the center f periphery slightly lobulate, subacute $ 
chambers small, gradually increasing in size, 9 to 11 in the final 
whorl) chambers added on the ventral side of the periphery) dorsal 
spire coated with a thin, transparent layer of shell material which 
smooths-out the depressions in chamber and coil sutures, and through 
which can be seen all the chambers in the test) ventral side with an 
open umbilical depression through which there is no opening Into the 
chambers) sutures distinct, limbate and straight on both sides of the 
test, slightly depressed on ventral side and where they cross the 
periphery* The aperture Is a mall arched opening with a slight lip 
formed at the base of the final chamber about midway between the 
periphery and the uabilicua* Th® walls are finely perforate, unorna­
mented and with a high polish* Maximum diameter of hoiotype (H* V« Howe 
Coll* Ho* UiUO} 0*25 aa*) thickness 0*11 mm*
This species is rare in both the mudlump clay and th® sediments 
from the inner neritic zones* There appears to be nothing similar 
described from the Gulf of Mexlco-Carribean region*
EPONIffiS CORYELLI Palaer 
Plate XIII, figs. 2a-c 
Eponidea coryelOi Palmer, 19lt5, Ban. Amer. Pal., vol. 29, no. US, 
p. SB, pi. 2, figs. 3, It.
This is the fora currently being identified as E» corye H i  Palmer* 
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. lions Coll. So. 1iW*1) 1.00 mm.; 
thickness 0.65 am.
EFONIIES T m m i U M i m  Galloway and Hemirarsy 
Plate XIXX, figs. la-c 
Bponldes antillarm Cushman and Jarvis (not d’Orbigny), 1930, Journ.
P&l. Ttol* lii p. pi. 33# fig* 1U, pi. 3^ t| fig.
Eponideg parantillarlua Galloway and Eemifssay, 19ltl| New York Aoad.
Sei. Sei. Surv., Puerto Rico and Yirgin Islands, vol. 3, pt. k$
P* 37k, pi* IS, fig. 1. -Cushman and Todd, 19k$$ Cushman lab. 
Foram. Res., Spec. Pub* 15, p* 56, pi* 9, figs. 6, 7*
This is the form described by Cushman and Jarvis as E. antiliar urn 
(fig* liia-c, ibid.), plesiotype, Cushman Coll. No. lklliu
Maximua diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. W±2) 0.80 m.| 
thickness 0.U5 mm*
EFONTDES IJMBONATUS ECU ADORE® IS (Galloway and Morrey)
Plat© XIII, figs. 3a-c 
Rotalia eeuadoreasls Galloway and Morrey, 1929, Amer. Pal., vol. 15,
no. 55, P* 26, pi. 3, fig. 13*
Bponldes umbonatus (Reues) var. scuadorensis (Galloway and Morrey), 
X9h9$ Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Spec. Pub. 25, P* 2U9, pi. 17,
fig®. 25-27.
These specimens differ from the typical in having a sharper keel, 
and sinuous sutures in the ventral umbo.
Maximum dlameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Jib, 144*3) 0.1*0 mm.l 
thickness 0.10 am.
Genus STOMATGRBIM Dorreen, 191*8
Genotype Stomatorbina torrei (Cushman and Bermudea)
"Low trochoid spire, dorsal sutures broad and limb&te5 
ventral sutures sharp and depressed! periphery usually sub- 
Sentej aperture ventral, an elongate slit at base of last 
chamber! supplementary apertures, or clear spaces on ventral 
side of each chamber, just below periphery, elongated spir­
ally, depressed below surrounding surface and closed by 
smooth shell material, usually of slightly different color 
from that of the rest of the ventral surface .**
(Dorreen, J. K., Journ. Paleo., 191*8, vol. 22, no. 3, p. 295*)
3TCMATGRBINA COHGENTRICA (Parker and Jones)
Plate XXII, figs. 5a-c 
Pulv*mil^nu concentrica Parker and Jones, 1861*, Trans. Linn. 3oe. 
London, vol. 21*, pt. 3, p. 1*70, pi. 1*3, fig. li*.
Representative of the specimens in the Cushman Collection.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. 14*1*1*) 0.60 ram. 3 
thickness 0.23 nsn*
Genus PCEOEPONIBES Cushman, 1914*
P0R0EP0MIBES LATERALIS (Terquem)
Plate Xin, figs. 6a-c 
Rosulina lateralis Terquem, 1878, Mem., Soc. Geol. France, ser. 3, 
tome 1, no. 3, p. 25, pi. 2, figs. lla~c.
1U9
Typical of the specimens reported from Hew Port, R. I* (Cushman 
Coll* Ho# 1412314)* The young and an occassional adult form has a 
closed umbilicus*
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. How© Coll* No. 1&15) 1.30 ma*| 
thickness 0.50 ran#
Genus CANCELS Montfort, 1880 
CANCRIS SACHA (d*0rbigpy)
Plate XXII, figs. 7a, b 
Botalina sagra d'Orbigoy, 1839, in De la Sagra, Hist. Fis. Pol. Cuba, 
*Foraminiferes*, p. 77, pi. $t figs. 13-15*
This Jamaican form described by df0rbigry appears to be a satis- 
factory assignment for the specimens from the material studied* It is 
common in the mudluap day but rare in the inner neritic sediments * 
Length of hypotype (H. 7. Howe Coll. No. I1U46) 0.86 mm.3 
breadth 0.53 ma*J thickness 0.31 mm.
Genus EPISTQMIKA Torques®, 1883 
EP2STCMINA ELEGAKS (d»0rbigny)
Plate XXXI, figs. 8a-c 
11 Nautili Aaaaonidonaes sive trochif omies", Soldani, 1798, Test., vol. 2, 
app., pi. 2, fig. R*
HotaHa (Turblnulina) elgans d1 Orbigry, 1826, Ann. Sol. Nat., vol. 7, 
p. 276, no. 5U, (not Rotalia elgans. Ann. Sol. Nat., vol. 7, 1826,
p. 272, no. 6, ncmen nudum).
Typical of the forms from Fowey, Florida.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. Iji-ili?) 0.60 mm*3
i5o
thickness 0,35 nun*
Genus SIPHONIM Reuss, 1850 
SIFHONINA PULCmA Cushman 
Plate XIII, figs. 9a~c 
Siphoaina pulchra Cushman* 191?, Carnegie Inst., Washington, Pub* 291, 
p. 1*2, pi. li*, figs. ?s*c.
Compared with holotype (Cushman Coll. Ho number) from Cuba* 
Maximum diameter ©f hypotype (H. ?. How® Coll. No. IM8) 0.60 mm.| 
thickness 0.30 am*
Family AMFHISTEOXNI DAE 
Oenus AMPHISTEGINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
AMPHISTEGINA msONII d'Orbigny 
Plate XIII, figs. XOa-c 
Aaphistegina lessonii d*Qrblgny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Hat., vol. 7, p• 3Gi*, 
no. 3, pi. 17, figs * 1*4*.
There is some question as to the proper assignment of these forms. 
Most of the difficulty stems from the confused status of the nomen­
clature of the species of Aophiategina, particularly A. lessonii 
^Orbigny.
The specimens frcm the material examined unquestionably fall in 
the wide range of forms being assigned to A. lessonii. However, when 
compared with plesiotypes in tho Cushman Collection, they were found 
to be larger and thicker than the Dry Tortugas, Florida forms which 
should be the best reference assemblage for the writer«s material.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V, Howe Coll. No. 1*11*1*9) 1*95 mm. j
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thickness 1*00 nsa.
Family CYMBALOPORItAE 
Genus TRET0MPHA.HJ3 Moebius, i860 
TRETCMPHAUJS c£. PAOIFICOS Cushman 
Plate XIXI, figs. 11a, fe 
Tretcmphalua paclficua Cushman, 1932*, Gontr. Cushman lab* For am# Res., 
vol. 10, pt. It, p. 93, pi* 11, fig# ?j pi# 12, figs. 8-32.
A few specimens appear to belong her© rather than with 
T. atlanticus Cushman most commonly reported from the Gulf of Mexico* 
Carribean area. T* atlanticus has chambers arranged in foursf 
T. pacificue and the forms from the writer*s material have chambers 
arranged in threes.
Maximus diameter of figured specimen (H. ?# Howe Coll. Ho# 1150}
0.1*0 m.| thickness 0.15 mm.
Family GLOBIGEEIKIEAE 
Genus GLOBIGERINA d'Qrbigny, 1826 
GLOBIGERINA BULLOII&S ^Grbigny 
Plate XIV, figs. la, b 
Globigerina bulloldeg d^bigny, 1826, Aim# Sci. Sat., p. 277| Modelee 
Sot. 17, 76.
Compared with topotypes froa Rimini, Italy, (Cushman Coll. Ho. 
2*9987).
Small forma (young 7) are rare in the inner neritic sediments. 
Maximum diameter of lypotype (H. V# Howe Coll# No. Wi52) 0.76 nrn.j 
thickness 0,i|0 mm.
GLOBIGERINA CQNGLCMERATA Schwager 
Plata XI?, figs* 2a, b 
Globigerina conglmerata Schwrager. 1866, Novara-Exped., Geol. Theil, 
vol. 2, p. 25$, pi. 7* fig. 113J Tertiary, Kar. Nikobar, India, 
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 14*51) 0.70 ma,| 
thickness Q,$Q mm.
Genas GIOBXGERINOIEES Cushman, 1927 
GLOBIGERINOIDES CONGLQBATA (H. B. Brady)
Plate XI?, fig. k 
Globigerina conglobate H. B. Brady, 1879, Quart. Journ. Micr. Sei,, 
vol. 19, p. 72.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. ?. Howe Coll. No. kh$3) 1.00 mm.
GLOBIGERINOIBESS RUfRA (d*0rbigty)
Plate XI?, figs. 3a, b 
Globigerina rubra dt0rbigny, 1839, In De la Sagra, Cuba, "For&miniferesw, 
p. 82, pi. k, figs. 12-lUj Recent, West Indies.
A few small forms have been recovered from the inner neritic
sediments studied.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. ?. Howe Coll. No. 0.68 mm.j
thickness 0.60 m .
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GIQBXmimimS SACCULIFEaA (H, B. Bradar)
Plate XIV, figs. 5a, b 
Globigerina sacculifera H. B. Brady, 1877, Geol. Mag*, dec. 2, vol. 1*,
p. 535*
Only the larger forms bear th© typical compressed and notched last 
chamber* The young forms may be present in the inner neritic zones 
but they are difficult to distinguish from a Globigerina*
ttaxiimi& diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll* Bo* 1&55) 0*91 mm*J 
minimum diameter 0*70 ma. j thickness 0.62 mm*
Genus SPHAEROIDIBEIIA Cushman, 192?
SPHAMOIDIMLU DEHISCENS (Parker and Jones)
Plate XIV, figs* da, b 
gpfaaeroldlna dehiscens Parker and Jones, 1865, Philos* Trans*, p. 639, 
pi, 19, fig* 51 Recent, Atlantic Ocean*
Very typical of this species*
Maximus. diameter of hypotype (H. V* Howe Coll. Ho. 1*1*56) 0*90 mm*j 
minimus diameter 0*72 ms*
Genus GLQBIGERIWELLA Cushman, 1927 
GLOBIGERIHELIA AEQUI LATERALIS (H, B* Brady)
Plate XIV, figs. 7a, b 
Globigerina aequilateralls H* B* Brady, 1879, Quart, Joum, Micr,, 
vol, 19, p* 71*
Mayiwmnt diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll, Ho. hh$l) 0,85 ®m*| 
thickness 0.50 ms*
351*
Genua NASTIGERINA Thm m m 9 1876
HASTERIGERIM of. FEUGICA (d'Grbigi^)
Plate XIV, figs* 8a, h 
Kpnlonina pelagiea d»Orbigjxsr« 1839, wForamir&fereis», Voyage dans 
IMjaerique, Meridionals, tome $, pt. 5, p. 21.
There appear# to be only one described species of Hastlgerina 
of which these forms are not typical, the most obvious difference 
being a reduction in th© length of th© spines which ornament the 
surface of the test*
Maxisura diameter of figured specimen (H. V. Howe Coll* Ho* 1458)
0*80 mm.| thickness 0*55 las*
Genus FJLLENXATBiA Cushmn, 192?
FULI^NIATINA G8LIQUILGCJLATA (Parker and Jones)
Plate XIV, figs* 9a, b 
Pullenia obliquiloculata Parker and Jones, 136$, Philos* Trans,, 
p. 368, pi* 19, fig, U| Recent.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H* V# Howe Cell* Ho* 14*59) 0*78 mm«; 
breadth 0*62 mm*
Genus OAHDEINA d'Orbigny, 1839
c a m e i m  N r r m  d'Qrbigny
Plate XIV, figs* 10a, b 
Candeina xdLtlda d*0rbigny, 1839, in Ds la oagra, Hist* Els* Pol* Nat* 
Cuba, "Foraminiferea", p. 108, pi. 2, figs. 27, 28| Recent, Cuba, 
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. How© Coll. No. 14*60) 0.50 imi*g 
minimum diameter 0.1*5 mm*
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Genua QRBULINA d'Orbigny, 1839 
CEBDIXNA UNIVERSA d’Orbigcy 
Plate XIV, fig. IX 
QrbuHm uni versa d’Orbigny, 1839, in Be la Sagra, Hist. Fis. Pol.
Nat. Cuba, "Foraminiferes", p. 3, pi. 1, fig* 1; Recent, Adriatic,
Distributed through most of the samples examined*
Diameter of hypotype (H. V. Hew© Coll. No. 14(61) 0.65 ran.
Family GLQBGROTALimE 
Genus GLOBGROTALIA Cushman, 1927 
GLOBGROTALIA MENARDH (d'Orbigny)
Plate XIV, figs. 13a-c 
Rotalia asnardii d ’Orbigny. 1826, Ann. Set. Nat., vol. 7, p. 2731
Mo dele a No. 10| Recent, Adriatic sea.
Small specimens occassionally in the inner neritic samples.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Hone Coll. No. 14(82) 1.10 mm.| 
thickness 0.30 mm.
GLQBQROTALIA MENARBII FMHRIATA (H. B. Brady)
Plate XIV, figs. l^a-c 
PuIviiMUrm menardii d’Orbigny var. fimbriata H. B. Brady, 1881;, Rep.
Vpy, Challenger, vol. 9, p. 691, pi* 103» figs. 3a, b.
Typical of the Atlantic forms.
n«riimim diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 14(63) 1.05 n®UJ 
thickness 0.30 mm.
1$6
GLOBGROTALIA m u m . (H. B. Brady)
Flat® XIV, figs. X2a-c 
Palvinulina menardii d*Orbigny var. tumida H. B. Brady, 1877, Geol*
Mag., vol. k» p* 291*} Quart. Joura. Micr. Sci., 1879, vol. 19,
p. 80*
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Con. Ho. 1*1*65) 1.05 mrui 
maximoa breadth 0.80 mm.} thickness 0.50 mm.
Subgenus TRUNCGRGTALIA Cushman and Bermudas, 19l*9
Subgenotype Kotalina trancatulinoides d'Grbigiy
“Test planoconvex, thick, dorsal side flattened, ventral 
side sharply conical except for a large open umbilicus 
surrounded by the raised knobs of the inner ends of the chambers 
on the ventral side, periphery angular throughout} chambers not 
much increasing in size but rapidly in thickness as added, 
ventral face of the last-formed chamber above the aperture form­
ing a concave surface.* (Contr. Cushman Lab* Foram. Res., 
vol. 25, pt. 2, (19U9), p. 35#
GLOBGROTALIA. (TRUNCOROTALIA) HIRSUTA (d'Grbigray)
Plate XIV, figs. I6a~c 
Rotalina hirsute d’Orbigny, 1839, in Barker-^ebb and Berthe lot, Hist. 
Hat., Isles Canaries, vol. 2, pt. 2, *Forasdniferes*, p. 131, 
pi. 1, figs. 37-39#
These specimens are slightly smaller but otherwise typical of 
forms described from the Pliocene of Cuba, pleeiotyp© Cushman Coll#
Ho. 1*7392.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. Ho. bh66) 0.55 mm.} 
thickness 0.32 sea#
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GLQBQRQTALIA (XRUNCQROTALIA) RJNCOTLATA (d*Orbigny)
Plate XIV, fig®. l?a, b 
Globigerina punetulata dtQrblgny, 1826, Ann. Sci* Nat., vol. 7, p* 277# 
The small globose form Kith h chamber® in the final whorl has 
been described froa the Recent of Cuba, Th© specimens from the 
material examined appear to be typical.
Maximum diameter of i^potype (11. V. How© Coll. Mo. i&lidt} 0.50 mm.j 
thickness Oj*G urn.
GLOBGROTALIA (TRUMCOROTALIA) IRUMGATQUNDIOSS (d«0rbigngr)
Plate XI?, figs. XSa-c 
Rotalina truneatolinoides d*0rbighy, 1839, in Barker-iTebb and Berthelot, 
Hist. Mat., Isles Canaries, vol. 2, pt, 2, F^orsmini.feres**, p. 132, 
pi. 2, figs. 25-27.
Typical of the Gulf of Mexieo-Carrtbean form currently being 
assigned to this species.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. ?. How© Coll. Mo. kh&l) 0.70 mm.3 
thickness 0.50 mm.
Family GASSXIXILZMZDAS 
Genus GASSIIXJLINA D'Orbigny, 1826 
GASSIlULim LAEVIGATA d’Orbigrsgr 
Plate X?, figs. 2a-c 
CassjdrtHna laevigata dlOrbigrgr, 1826, Ann. Sci. Mat., p. 202, pi. 15, 
figs. h9 5.
These are typical of a few of th© numerous forms assigned to this 
species.
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Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Hose Coll, No. 24*66) 0.2*6 nm.$ 
thickness 0.12* mm.
CA S S i m U M  LAEVIGATA GARINATA Cushman 
Plate XV# figs. la, b 
Caasidulina laevigata d>Qrbigixy var. carinata Cushman, 1922, 0, S. Nat.
Mas., Ball. Id*, pt. 3, p. 122*, pi. 25, figs. 6, 7.
Compared with holotype (0.S.N.M. Cat. No. 16375) frcm Ragged Key# 
Florida.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll. No. 2*1*65) 0.27 mm.| 
thiokness 0.12 mm.
CASSIEULIMA SUBGLGBQSA H. B. Brady 
Plat© XV, figs. 3a, b 
Cateidtiliaa subgloboaa H. B. Brady, 1881*, Rep. Vey. Challenger, Xool., 
vol. 9, p. 1*30, pi. 52*, fig* 17.
This is the C. subgloboaa of the Miocene, Bluff Bey, Jamaica.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. How® Coll. No. 2*1*70) 0.28 mm.3 
thickness 0.18 mm.
Genus CASSIDLfLINOIDES Cushman, 1927
CAS31UJLINOIEES MEXIGAM (Cushman)
Plate XV, figs, 2*a, b 
Cassidolina mexicana Cushman, 1922, U. S. Nat. Mus•, Bull. 102*, pt. 3,
p. 131, pi, 22*, fig. 5,
These specimens lack the compressed chambers of C. bradyi (Norman).
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. 2*2*71) 0.2*0 mm.3 maximum
1$9
thickness 0*18 mm.
Genus PSEUDOPAHREULA Cushman and ten Dam, 19ii8 
PSEUDOPARRELLA HOWEI Andersen, n* sp.
Plate X?, figs. 5a-«s
Test small with a very rounded appearance when viewed from the 
side} typically with 6 chambers in the final whorl which gradually 
increase in size as added, the last 3 or h being somewhat inflated, 
the sutures are distinct, depressed and form an acute angle with th© 
peripheiy on the dorsal side; the ventral side with sutures nearly 
radially disposed* The periphery is slightly rounded in end view, and 
8lightly lobulate when viewed from the side. The aperture, an elongate 
slit paralleling the plane of coiling lies on the ventral aide of the 
periphery and extends the full length of the apertural face. Wall of 
test is unornamented, finely perforate and transparent, Maximum 
diaseter of holotype (II. V. Howe Coll. No. 14*72) 0.23 mm.| thickness
0.10 mm.
This species can be distinguished from P. extqua (H. B. Brady) 
by its rounder periphery and lack of Rthickened lines® on the dorsal 
side of the test. It differs from P. bradyana (Cushman) in its rounded 
peripheiy, few chambers per whorl and lack of any tooth-lik© projection 
in the aperture.
P. howei n. sp. occurs in vast quantities in th© inner neritic 
sediments. It is present but not in great abundance in some of the 
mudlump clay. It is named in honor of Dr. H* V. Howe, Director,
School of Geology, Louisiana State University#
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Family CHUOSTCMELLIDAE 
Genus CHILOSTOMELLA. Reuss, 1850 
CHILOSTOMLU OOLIHA Schwager 
Plate IF, figs, 6a, b 
Chilostome11a oolina Schwager, 18?8, Boll, Co#, geol, Xtal., vol. 9, 
p. pi, 1, fig, 16,
Figured form shews the maximum inflation of any specimen in th© 
hypodiga.
length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. 1*1*73) 0,1*0 am.j maximum 
breadth 0.26 mm.
Genus PULIHNIA Parker and Jones, 1862 
HJUENIA BUL10IIES (d'Orblgny)
Plate XV, figs. 8a, b 
Nonionina bulloides ^Qrbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci, Nat,, vol. 7, p. 2931 
Foram, Foss, Bass, Tert, Vienne, 181*6, p, 107, pi. 5# figs, 9, 10} 
Tert, Vienne, Austria,
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V, Howe Coll, No, 1*1*71*) 0,32 mm.} 
thickness 0.22 ma,
PULLENIA QUINQUEIjOBA (Reuse)
Plate XV, figs. 7a, b 
Nonionlana quinqueloba Reuss, 1851, Zeitschr. dautsch. geol. Ges,, 
vol. 3, p. 71* pl# 5, fig. 31# Oligooene, Germany.
Maximum dimeter of hypotype (H. V, Howe Coll. No, 1*1*75) 0.1*9 mm,} 
thickness 0,2l* mm.
\6L
Genus SPHAEROIDIIiA d*Orbigny, 1826 
SPHASROIDIM mUJOIim d'Qrbigny 
Plate X?, figs. 9a, b 
Sphaeroidlna bulloidea d^bigqy* 1826, Ann. 8oi. Nat*, vol. 7, p. 267,
Uodeles No. 65.
Compared with topotype (Cushman Coll. No. $9393) from beach sand, 
Rimini, Italy.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. Ut76) 0.50 ma.
Family ANCMALINIME 
Genus PLAMJLIKA d*Orbigiy, 1826 
PLAMJLINA FAVEOLATA (H. B. Brady)
Plate XV, figs. 10a~c 
Anosaline faveolata H. B. Bracer, 188U, Rep. Vpy. Challenger, Zool.,
vol. 9, p. 673, pi* 9k§ fig* 1*
Characteristic of the form currently being assigned to this 
•pedes.
Maximtsn diameter of hypotype (H* V. Howe Coll. No. iilt77) 0.90 mm.j 
thickness 0.20 mm.
PLANULXNA MERA Cushman 
Plate XV, figs. lla-c 
Planulina mera Cushman, 19 LU, Contr. Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Spec.
Pub. No. 12, p. 36, pi. h, fig. 2$.
Length of hypotype (H. V. Howe Coll. No. Ul78) 0.66 mm.$ 
thickness 0.20 mm.
Genoa CIBICIDES Montfort, 1808 
CIBICIDES FLORIDANA (Cushman)
Plate XV, figs. X2a-c 
Trunoatulina floridana Cushman, 1918, U. S. Geol. Surv., Bull. 6?6, 
p. 62, pi. 19, figs. 2a~c.
the holotype of £* floridana could not be located, the paratypes 
were broken. The identification of these specimens in the writer1 s 
collection is based on comparison with Cushman1 a pleeiotypes Ho.
21653 (U. S. Nat. Mus., Ball. XOl*, pt. 8, pi. 23, fig. 3) and Ho. 
2|lt&Ui (Spec. Pub. 15, pi. 12, fig. 8).
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H, V. Howe Coll. Ho. 1*1*79) 0.70 mm. 
thickness 0.29 am.
CIBICIDES Sp. WA«
Plate XV, figs. 13a-c 
These specimens have been identified as Anomalina ornata, an 
assignment with which the writer is not in accord. There is ©wry 
reason to believe they are related to C. floridana (fig. 12) and may 
even he the microspheric form. The only difference between the two 
groups is that Cibicides sp. MArt is slightly larger in diameter, 
thicker and has a more rounded periphery. The architecture of the 
two tests is identical.
Maximum diameter of figured specimen (H* V. Hew© Coll. Mo* lUiQO)
0.85 mm.| thickness 0.1*3 mm*
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Genus CIBICIDINA BANDT, I9h9 
Genotype Cibicidina wall! Bandy
"Test free, rotaloid, dorsal spire nearly or quite con­
cealed by the Involute last whorl, only the last whorl 
visible on the ventral sidej ventral aid® convex to conical 
and sometimes usibilicate, dorsal side flat to concave } 
chambers numerous, closely appressed} edge sharp or bluntly 
angled} wall hyaline, medium to finely perforate, smooth or 
with limhate sutures or secondary thickening and papillae, 
sometimes with central bosses} aperture a small arched 
opening at the base of the last septal face in the plane of 
coiling, extending under the involute dorsal flap of the 
last chamber* Diameter up to about 1*00 mm* Common*
"This planoconvex genus differs from Cibicides in th© 
involute character of the dorsal side and J3T the finer 
perforations* Anoaalina differs In lacking th© dorsal 
aperture, having a rounded back, and being more ©volute 
dors ally. Djscorbis lacks the dorsal aperture and the 
involute character of the dorsal side*" (Orville Bancor, 
192*9, Pal. Res. Inst., Bull. Amer* Pal., vol. 32, p. 91*)
CIBICIDINA cf. CONCENTRICA (Cushman)
Plate XV, figs* lUa-c 
Truncatulina concentrica Cushman, 1918, ft. S* Geol* Surv*, Bull* 6?6, 
p. &*, pi* 21, fig. 3*
These specimens have much more limbate sutures than Cushman*s 
paratype (Cushman Coll. No. 2878) but appear to be typical of other 
plesiotypes assigned to C. concentrica*
May}myaii rHameter of figured specimen (H* V. How© Coll* No* l|i*8X) 
0*85 mm*} thickness 0*30 mm*
l(h
Family PUIiCRBULINimE 
Genus PLftNCRBULINA d'Orbigrgr, 1826 
PUHORHJLINA MEBXTEHRAKIENSIS d'Orbigty 
Plat® XV, figs. 15a, b 
Planorbulina aedlterranlensis d'Orbiarar. 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., vol. 7, 
p. 280, no. 23, pi. lit, figs. It—6.
Maximum diameter of hypotype (H. ?. Howe Coll. No. lilt82) 1.00 an*
X®
EXPLANATION OF PLAT® I
Fig#
1. Saccammina sp. **£*’• X 60.... ........   .. 25
Frofreonlsa. dlff lugif*ormis (H* B, Brad^)* X 60* 2f
3 • Reophax dentallniibmis H. B. Bracer# X 60# 26
lu Anmoastuta salsa Cushman and Bronnimann. X bO« a* psriphsral
  view| b^‘ siJ© view......... • •....... .............. 26
5. Haplophraaaoides .cl* planiaaima Cushman* X bO* a, side view;
bj, peripheral view. 23
6* Haplophragmoi des manilensls n. sp. Andersen. X I4O. a, side
view; b; peripheral view *  .......   2?
7. Haplophragmoides balizensls Andersen, n. sp. X bQ* a, side
view; b^ peripheral view.   ....   ............. 27
8# AaEnobaculites cf. egglutinans (d’Orbigmr)* X bO, 22
9* Annaobaculitea southpassensis Andersen, n. sp. X 2*0* .......... 30
10* Aamobaculites diversus Cushman and Eronniisiann, X bO*   »• 30
11* Anaaobaculites burrwoodensis Andersen, n. sp. X bO. 29
12. Flabellaagttina ad vena Andersen, n. sp* X 2*0* a, side view;
b, apertural view..............       31
^3* Text allaria candeiana d'Orbigny, X 30. a, side visw| b, aper-
tural view*   ....       32
*b* Textularia clava Lalicker, X 30. a, side view; b, apertural
view............. .7...........................  33
15* Textularia corrugate Heron-Alien and Borland* X 30* a, side
viewj b, apertural view............  33
16* Textularia sic® Lalicker and Bermudez* X 30* a. side view;
b, apertural view*      35
17# Textularia foliacea occidentalis Cushman* X 30* a, side view;
" b, apertural view*  ..........    3b
18* Textularia conica d'Orbigny. X 30* a, side view; b, apertural
view*  ............        33
19* Textularia mexicana Cushman* X 30. a, side view; b, apertural
view* . .... .7.... .............   35
20, Textularia mayor! Cushman, X 30. a, side view; b, apertural
view*  .....     .7..... ...... T..... . 3b
21, Textularia mayori giganta Andersen* n. var. X 30* a, side
view;vb, apertural view *  .........    3b
P L A T E  I
mEXPLAHATIGS OF PLATE II
Fig. Fag©
1* Textularia sp. "A11 • X 30# side viewj b, apertural view# .... 36
2# Textularia burrwoodenais Andersen, a# sp# X $0# a, side view* . 32
3. Siphotextularia affinis (Fornasini) # X 30. a, aide view;
apertural view#  ....       36
li# Siphotextularia concave (Karrer). X 30# a, aide view; b, aper*>
luralvlew#  ......       37
5# Siphotextularia mexicana Andersen# n. sp# X 30# a# side viewi
TiV ap.rturaT 'viei'."........’.... ........ r!.............. yj
6# Bigene rina southpassensls Andersen, n. sp# X 30#   ....  39
7# Bigenerina southpasaensis xenula Andersen, a# var. X 30# ...... 1(0
B# Bigenerina nodoaaria taxtularoidea (Ooes)# X 20# *#.... ....   39
9# Bigenerina nodoaaria textalaroidea (goes)# X 20# .............. 38
10# Bigenerlna nodoaaria exuda Andersen, n. var# X 20# &, side view;
b, apertural view# • * # . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39
11# Paeudoclavultna mexicana (Cushtaan)# X 20# ...................... 1*0
12. Qaudryiim (Gaudryina) southpaesensis Andersen# a# sp# X 30#
a, si(i€‘ view; b, apertural view# 1*1
13. Karreriella bradyi ICuahman)# X 30# a, side view; b, apertural
view.  ..........    12
Hi# Karreriella bradyi (Cushman)# X 30# Peripheral view# ........... 1(2
15’. Dorothla carlbaea Cushaan# X 30# a, side view; h  peripheral
view#  ....       1*2
16# Textulariella barrettii (Jones and Parker)* X ID# a, side view;
b, apertural view#"  ....       Ill
17* IAebaaella soldanli (Jones and Parker)# X 19* .......  1*3
18* AmobuHailna mexicana Andersen, n# sp# X 50* a, side view;
b, apertural view«  ............   •.   hk
19# Quinquelocullna sp# "A"*X 50# a, b, opposite sides#  ..... Ii9
20# Quinquelocullna sabuloaa Cushman# X 50* a, opposite sides;
Cj apertural view# ......o...«...*•• 1*9
P L A T E  II
2 #
EXPLANATION OF PLATE IH
Fig# Page
1. Quinqueloculina candeiana d'Orbigny. X 30. a, b, opposite
sidesj c, apertural view............ 7..... .....   1*5
2. Quinqueloculina glabrata Cushman, X 30. a, b, opposite
s ides;" c,apertural view, ........7.   ....    1*6
3. Quinqueloculina burrwoodensis Andersen, n. sp. X 30.
’ a, b, opposite sides| c , apertural view*      .......   1*5
1*. Quinqueloculina porteadsensis Andersen, n. sp. X 30.
8j b, opposite sides j c, apertural view...........  1*6
5. Quinqueloculina cf. lamarklana d'Orbigny. X 30.
a, b, opposite sides| £, apertural view.  .........  1*6
6. Quinqueloculina cf. lamarkiana d’Orbigny, X 30.
^  a, t, opposite sides; Cj apertural view.   .....   1*6
7. Quinqueloculina cf, bicostata d'Orbigny. X 30.
a, b, opposite sides’; c, apertural view.  ......   1*1*
8. Quinqueloculina sp. nBn. X 5&. a, b, opposite sides;
c, apertural view• ..... 7. .....   50
9. MassiTina southpassensis Andersen, n. sp, X 30.
a, b, opposite sides; c, apertural view* ....   52
10. Miliollnella porteadsensis Andersen, n. sp. X 30.
a, b, opposite sides; £, apertural view, ....    51
11, Miliolinella claiforntca Rhumbler* X 30. a, b, opposite
sides; c, apertural view,  .....       50
P L A T E  Ml
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IXFUm TIOH OF P U TI 1?
Fig* Page
• Spirolocallaa southpassensl® Andersen, n* sp* X 30*
sIS viewj b, apertural view*  .....   S3
2. Spiroloculina «p. ’‘I®, X 30* *• side view; b* apertural
:...... r.......... r. **t :. a
3. Splroloculirxa of* antillarluBi d>0rtigny* X 30* a# side
view; fe7 apertural view. *....  ....... ..*.* S3
**• Sigsollina tenuis (Csjzek). X SO* a, side view; b, apertural
r ‘vlcW* • (j
5. SigmolXina tenuis (Cgjaek)* X SO* Sid® view   SS
6. SlgffioiHna cf. flintfi Cushaan* X 30* a, side view; b, aper-
tural view*  ....»•#»•••«*• Si
7* Signallina schlisahergerl A* Silvestri* X 30* a, side vi«*r|
b, apertural vlew*^ ....     SS
cf* macreaata (d^bign^)* X J*0. a, side view;
jb» apertural view* ....... .....»••••. 7............  %6
Articulina mayor! Cushman* X lQ.  ................. $6
1C# Articullna mayor 1 Cushman, 1 30* .............. *.....  $6
11. Triloculina cf• gtrl&totrigonula Parker and Jones* X JjO.
a, opposite sides; e* apertural view* ...........» St
12. Trlloculina tricarinate d* Orbigsqr* 1 30* a^ opposite
sides; Cj apertural view............     58
13. TrtloeuXlm Insignis (H. B. Brady)* X 30. Apertural view* • 5?
Hx* Triloculina insi&nls (H. B. Brady)* X 30* a, opposite
sides; £, apertural view*  ....     5?
IS. Triloculina tri&onula (Laaarck). X 30. a, b, opposite sides;
Cp apertural view* ..........      58
16* Pyrgo sp. WAW. X 30. a, b, opposite sides; ©, apertural
view* ""*«.......7.  .....   61
17* forgo nasutus Cushman. X 30. a, side view; bj peripheral
view; c, apertural view*  ........  59
18. forgo nasutus southpaasengts Andersen, n. var. X 30*
ajpiide”view; b," peiripheral view; c, apertural view* .. 60
19* forgo nasutus ballzenaxg Andersen, n* var* X 30* a, aids
f|~F7 peripheral' view; c, apertural view.  ......   60
PLATE IV
mEXPLANATION OF PUTE V
Fig. Pag*
1* ffyggo • elongate d'Orbigny* X 30. a, front view) b> peri­
pheral view| o, apertural view. ....................... 59
2. Pyrgo cf. carinata (d•Orbigny). X 30. a, front view)
b# peripheral view) c, apertural view.  ........   58
3. ffyrgoHsubaphaerica burrwoodensia Andersen, n. var. X 30.
a, front viewt peripheral view) Oj apertural view. . 60
U* pyrgo vespertillo (Schlumherger )• X 20. a, front view)
view. 6k
5. Pyrgoella sphaera (d1 Orbigny). X 30. a, front view) b, aper-
tural view. .......................     6i
6. Biloonline 11a ? ep. HAW. X 30. a, front view) b, apertural
view. ........ *7.......     62
7. Biloculinella labiata (Schlumberger) X 50. a, peripheral
view) b, front view) £, apertural viewT  ....   62
8. Biloculinella toddae AnderSen, n. name. X 30# front view)
b. peripheral view..........     62
9. Spirophthalmldium ep. MAW, X 50. Side view. ................ 6U
10* Cornuspira pianorbis Schultz* X 50* Side view * ............. 63
11* Cornugpiroidee foUaceum (Philippi)* X 15. Side view. ....  63
12* Hodobaculariella Titiantica Cushman and Hanzasra. X 30*
Side view,     .......       6b
13. Nodobaculariella sp. WAH* X 30. a, side view; b. peripheral
view......      65
1km ArenoparreHa mexlcana (Kornfeld). X bO* a, dorsal view)
b9 venlral' view) a, peripheral view  .... 66
15. Trochaflsaina inflata (Montagu)* X i|0* a, dorsal viewj
fe, ventral view) c, peripheral view*  ....   65
16* Trochesnmina cf. rotalilbrmis J. bright* X bO. a, dorsal
view) bj ventral viewj £, peripheral view*      ...... 65
PLATE V
KXPUHATXDN OF PUTE VI
Robulus b&Iizenais Andersen, n. sp* X 2£, a, aid© vierarj
T aperiural *view*..............................
Robulus cf. clericil (Formsinl). X 25* a, side views}
b, apertural view*  ...... .
Robulus cf. serpens (Sequenza)* X 25* a, aid® viewj
b, apertural view *.... .......... ................
Robulua cf* eultratu;$ Montfort* X 25* a# side view;
BJ* apertural view* ..............7......
Robulus calcar (Linne). X a, side viewj b, apertural
view......   T. o..........................
Robulua calcar southpassensis Andersen, n. var. X 2$,
a, side viewj b^ apertural view, .....................
Robulua iotas (Cushman) X 13* a, side viewj b, apertural
r view.  .........     .7.............. .... .
Robulus port6adseng»is Andersen, n« sp. X 18* a, side viewj
b, apertural view *  ............... ...... ......
Robulus cf• falcifer (Stache)* X 18. a, side viewj b, aper­
tural view* ..........   *.... .7.......
Robulus bowdenenai® (Cushman)* X l£* a, side viewj b, aper- 
tural view, 77..............................
P L A T E  VI
mEXPUHATIQH OF PUTE VII
Fig. Page
1. Robulus burrwoodeneia Andersen, n. sp. X 25* &» side viewj
b, apertural*'view. .............    *. 71
2* Robulus sp. «C«. X 25. a, side viewj b, apertural view. ... 32
3. Robulus iotus bloweraii Andersen, n. var. X 25. a, aide
viewj b, aperiorai view. ....      78
h* Robulus ap. ”AW. X 25. a, side viewj b,,apertural view. 81
5. Robulus sp. *BH. X 25. a, side viewj b, apertural view. ... 81
6. Lenticulina cf. convergins (Bornemann). X 30. Side view, .. 83
7* Eenticulina peregrins (Schwager). X 30. side viewj
b, peripheral view.  ...... ........................ 83
8, Dentalina cf. ealcmorpha (Reass), X UP. ..............   8li
9. Dental!na atlantica (Cushman). X 30.  ........ 8)4
10, Dental!na aucronata Neugeboren. X 30. a, side viewj
b. peripheralr view. . 7 . •  ...... 86
11, Dentalina sp. "A* • X 20. .........   3?
12, Dental!na vertebralls albatrossi (Cushman). X 13. .......... 87
^3* Dentalina cf • costal (Schwager). X 20,  ......... 85
ill • Dentalina hardlngii Andersen j n. name. X 30........    85
15* Enanticdentalina communis (d1 Orbigny). X 30. a, side viewj
b, peripheral view.  .... •••••..7....   88
16. KnantXodentalina communis (dfOrbigny). X 30. a, side viewj
b, peripheral view.  ........      83
17 • hodosaria fnsta Cushman and Todd. X 20.    ..    92
18. Lagenonodosaria pryrula (dfOrbigny). X 20............. .. 91
19* Pagenonodosaria aemlintercellularia Andersen, n. sp. X 30. 90
20. Lagenonodosaria aemiintercellularlg Andersen, n. sp. X 30. 90
21« lagenonodosaria semihisplda Andersen, n. sp, X 30. 89
22, lagenonodosaria semlhispida Andersen, n. sp. X 30. ........ 89
23. Pseudoglanciullna comatala (Cushman) X 30*  ....  92
2ii. Frondiculonodosaria nuda Andersen, n. sp. X 50* a, side
viewj"''b,vperipheraT view, ...........7 . •  93
25. Frondiculonodosaria nuda Andersen, n. sp. X 50. Side view* 93
PLATE VII
mEXPLANATION OF FUTE VIII
Fig* Fag©
1* Marginuiina augena Cushman and Todd* X 30, a, side viewj
b> peripheral vies* ............. ................   9k
2. Marginuiina strlatula Cushman* X 30* a. side viewj b.
— ^pbrlpireral tIctV.............   7 .....  ?6
3* Marginuiina cf* glabra dfOrbigny* X 30* a> side viewj b,
peripheral view............................ ........ 9k
L. Marginuiina villa Cushman* X 30, a, side view; b, peri-
pheral' view. ..... .......... •................... . .......... 97
5, Marginuiina villa Cushman. X 30. a, side viewj b, peri-
pheral vlewT ........7 ................. 9?
Marginuiina glabra, cf. obesa Cushman. X 30. a* side viewj
b, peripheral viewj £, apertural view.  ....   9$
Marginuiina glabra cf. obesa Cushman* X 30. Side view. ... 95?
a
3. Marginuiina marginulinoides (Goes). X 30. a, side viewj
peripheral view.  .......7.....   95
9* Marginuiina aubaculeata fflabrata (Cushman). X 30, af side
viewj ^  peripiieral view. 7.............. ..7....... 96
10. Marginuiina sp. WA**. X 30. a, side viewj b, peripheral
  view. '*....7.....     98
11. Marginuiina sp. *B*. X 30. a, side viewj b, peripheral
view. .... .7....... .7..... .7.........   98
12. Marginuiina sp. "C* * X 30* Side view.  ....   98
13* Vaginulinopsis cf • superba (Cushman and Rena), X 30.
a. side viewj ^  peripheral view, *.... ....... 99
Ibm Vaginuxinopsis cf. superba (Cushman and Renz). X 30*
"J T E K ,'dSar. ...7777777............................. 99
1®* Faginulinopsls cf» clbaoensis (Bermudez). X 30, a, side
viewj b, peripheral view.  ........   99
16. SaracenarlsTgf. italics Defranee, X 30. a, side viewj
b, front view.  ............. .* 7 . •  100
17. Saracenaris cf. arcuata (d'Orbigr^ y). X 30. a, side viewj
b, front viewj c, apertural view. ....7.............. 100
Oarecenarls latiformls jamalcenflis Cushman and Todd. X 30*
a, side viewj b,’fronl view j"c, apertural view. 101
p l a t e  VIII
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KXPUMIIGN OF PUTE IX
Fig# Pag®
1* Saraoenaria southpaasensis Andersen, n# name# X 30#
" a, side viewj fc, i*ront viewj c, apertural view# ..... 101
2. Saracenaria tripartita Andersen# n. ®p. X 30. a, side
vieVjr'b, front viewj c, apertural view. *7.........   102
3 .  Frondicularia compress® Costa. X 19. Side view* ...............   103
ii. Frondicularla compress® Costa. X 19# Side view, ....   303
Frondicularia eagittula Vanden Broeck. X 19* Side view. .. 103
6. Frondicularia eagittula Vanden Broeck. X 19* Side view. .. 103
7. Frondicularia eagittula Vanden Broeck. X 19* Side view* ., 303
8. Frondicularia eagittula Vanden Broeck. X 19. Side view. ., 103
kagena of* djstcma Parker and Jones. X 3 0 * ..... ......... 10l|
10. Lagena gracilllma mollis Cushman. X 60. *.....     10$
11. Lagena cf. sulcata laevicostate Cushman and Gray. X 60# .« 108
12. Lagena hispidula Cushman. X 60. ............    10$
^3* Lagena cf. striata (d!Orbigny). X 60* .................. 108
U». Lagena cf. striata (d'Orblgny). X 60....................  108
1$* Lagena porteadsengia Andersen* n. sp. X 60. .............. 106
16, Lagena laevis nebulso Cushman. X 60.......     106
17# Lagena sulcata spicata Cushman and McCulloch. X 60... 109
18. Lagena perluclda Williamson. X 60...     106
^a^ena baliaensis Andersen, n* sp* X 60*  .....  101*.
20. Lagena pyrama Andersen* n, sp. X 60. .....   107
21. Ramulina globulifera H. B. Brady* X 30* ................ Ill
22* Guttulina pulchella d1 Orbigny. X 60. Side view* 109
23* Guttulina spicaaformis (Hoeraer) • X 60* Side view,   ....  110
. 2lu Siptomorphina sp* HA,f• X 60. Side view.     ........  110
2$. Glandulina laevigata d Orbigny* X 50. Side view. .....  110

163
EXPLANATION Of PLATE X
Fig# Pag®
1* Konion barleeana (Williamson) • X 50* a, aid© view) h, peri­
pheral ' view.......           Ill
2# Konion crawfordi Andersen., <n# 3p# X 50. a, side view)
"r' • '-b, peripheral view#  ....        112
3* Konion feringai, Andersen, n# sp# X 60# a, sid© view;
b, "peripheral view# ............... ........   113
k* Konien grateloupi (dfOrbigngr)# X $0* a, side view| peri­
pheral view# .......        Ill*
5# ftcnion cf. depressulum matagordana Xornfeld# X 60# a, side
view| jfc£ peripheralr'’''view# '#• .....     113
Konionelxa atlantica Cushman# X $0* a, dorsal view)
b, ventral view) c, peripheral view#.......   llU
Konionella atlantica Cushman. X 50# a, dorsal view;
b, ven&al viewj ©• peripheral view# H U
8# Nonionelia basiloba Cushman and McCulloch# X 60# a, dorsal
view; b, ventral view; c, peripheral view.  .....   115
9# Konion® 11a opima Cushman# X £6. a, dorsal view; b, ventral
view) Cj peripheral view#  .............   116
10* Konionella cf. aurls {d*Orbigngr)# X 60# a, dorsal view)
b, ventral view) c, peripheral view#  ..........  115
11. Elphidium gunteri galwstomnais Korsfeld. X 60. a, side
view) b, peripheral view• • . 1 1 ?
12. ELphldium cf. fax fax Nicol* X 60. a, side view) b, peri-
' pheral view#  ......   116
Flphidium cf. excavatum (Ierqu©m)# X 60# a, side view;
b, peripheral view# .......... ...................... 116
Flphi3inm ppeyanum (d!0rbigny), X 60# a, side view;
b, peripheral view. ...... ..#.*•..... ............* 118
15. ElphiSum lanieri (df0rbigpy). X US. a, side view; b, peri­
pheral' view.   .....   *.......   11?
16. Elphidium cf • translucens Natland. X US# a# side view;
U, peripheral view# ^  .....        118
17. Blsacclum imbricatum Andersen, n. sp. X 60# a, side view)
b, peripheral view#
P L A T E  X
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EXPLANATION OF FLATE XI
Fig. Page
1. Peneroplla proteua d*Qrbigi$r* X 1*5* a, side view; b, peri-
~~ pheral view.'..............   ......   121
2. Archaias angulatus (Flchtel and Moll)* X l*5. a, side viewj
  fij peripheral view.  .........     121
3 • Sort tea marginalia (Lamarck). X 35* Side view. ............ 122
lu Robertina cf • brady4 ''usliman and Parker. X 60. a. b, oppo-
Bite sides.  ............ ..............   122
5. Suliiainella elegantissima (d*0rbiCTr). X 60. Front view* .. 122
6. Bulimina exiHs deminuta Andersen, n. var. X 60. Front View. 121*
Bulimina balizensis Andersen, n. sp. X 60. a, microspheric
foraj V, megalospheric fom. ....   123
Bulimina marginata d^rbigrpr. X 60. Front view. ........... 125
9* Bulimina marginata d^Qrblgny. X 60. Front view...........* 125
Bulimina marginata df Orbigngr. X 60. Front view. ........... 125
Bulimina (Desinobulimina) cf • lllingi Cushman and
Stainforth. X 60« front view. 121*
12. Bulimina pyrula d^Orblgny. X 60. a, front viewj b, aper-»
tural view. ...... ............... ... 7 . .  125
Tirgulina schreibersiana Cajgek. X 60. Front view. ........ 126
Firgulina cf. tenius Sequenza. X 60. a, b, opposite sides$
c, peripheral view. *..... ............................ 126
Flrgulina punctata df0rblgay. X 60. Side view* * ...... 126
16. Virgulina complanata Egger. X 60. Side view. .....   125
17. Bolivina albatrossl Cushman. X 60. Side view. ......  128
18. Bolivina alata (Sequenza). X 60. Side view..........  128
19. Bolivina acerosa southpassensis Andersen, n. var. X 60.
SiJe^ewi  .....         127
20. Bolivina cf. isidroeneis Cushman and Kens. X 60* Side view. 128
21. Bolivina subaenariensis mexicana Cushman* X 60. Side view. 129
22, Bolivina aubaenariensis ballaensis Andersen, n. var. X 60.
ISJde view.'.V..77.7 777.7 77............ *.*.... ♦ 129
23. Bolivina sp. "A". X 60. Side view.  ....    130
22*. Bolivina sp. WBW. X 60. Sid® view  .....   130
(Cant’d. on page 187)
P L A T E  XI
13?
EXPMIMTGN Or PUTB XI Cont'd,
Fig. Page
^5* Bolivina subspinencens Cushman. X 60. Side view.   129
26. Loxosternum mextcannm Andersenj n. sp. X 60. as side view|
b^ peripheral view. .....  »T«............ 130
27. Rectobolivina ad vena (Cushman). X 60. a, side view|
b, peripheral view* ..........#*7....................131
28. PavooTna sp. ttAB. X 60. Side view . 132
29. Reussella cf. spinulosa atlantica Cushman. X 60, Front
view ................. ......................•» 132
30. Reussella cf. miocenica Cushman* X 60. Front view. 132
189
EXPLANATION OF PUT3B XIX
Fig. Fag©
1. Fjggmrina biparoda Andersen, n. sp. X 60. a* front view)
"rnr"1’' "b,' 'peripheral view#..  ................    133
2. Fissurina centro-lucida Andersen, n. sp. X 60# a. front
vitwj peripheral view#.......     13U
3* Fissurina sp. *A". X 60. a, front viewj b, peripheral view# 135
k* Polina caudigera (Wlesner). X 60.......    136
5* Polina hexagona (Williamson)• X 60. 137
6. Polina catenulata (Jeffreys)# X 60. 136
7* Chysalidinella mexicana Andersen, n. sp. X 60# Side view# . 137 
ffyigorina flintii Cushman* X 1*5. Sid© view. 138
^vlgerlna proboscides vadescons Cushman. X 60# Side view. • 138
10. Uvigerina cf • hispido-costata, Cushman and Todd. X 60#
Side view. .......    138
11. Angulogerina cf. selseyensis (Heron-Alien and Xarland).
£ Si). Side view.  ....     11*0
12. Angulogerina crenulata Andersen, n. sp. X 60. Side view. .. 139
13. Angulogerina occidentalis (Cushman). X 60. Side view. ..... 139
llu Parafissurina lateralis (Cushman). X 60. Side view# ...... lUO
15. Spirillina vivipara Bhrenberg. X 60. Side view. ... *....  31*0
16. Patellina corrugate Williauson. X 60. a, dorsal viewf
b, veniral view#  ....... T..........   li*l
17. Diacorbia orbicularis (Terquern). X 60. a. dorsal view|
b, ventral viewV....... .............. . 11*2
18. Discorbis bertheloti florldensla Cushman. X 30* a, dorsal
viewj b, ventral viewj ^  peripheral view. T   11*1
19. Discorbls pulchra Cushman. X LQ. dorsal view) b, ventral
view) c, peripheral view. ......   ll*2
20. Djscorbla candeiana (d'Orbigngr). X 60. a, dorsal view)
b, ventral view| cf peripheral view. .........    11*1
21. Aaptostoma mexicana Anffersen, n. sp. X 60. a, dorsal view)
b, ventral view#  ...... ...........7., >........ . 11*3
22. Valvulineria vilardeboana glabra Cushman. X 60. a, dorsal
view)^^ ventral view) a, peripheral view# 7........  11*5
23. Valvulineria mexicana Andersen, n. sp. X 60. a, dorsal
viewj veniral view) o, peripheral view.  ....... lltii
(ConVd. on page 191)
PLATE XII
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EXPUKATION OF PUTE III Cont»d*
Fig# Page
2li. Rotalia beccaril topida Cushman. I UO. a, dorsal view|
b, ventral view.  .... . *7.  ♦ 1IS
25># Retails. beccaril parkinsoniana (d'Orbigny)# I tO.
a, dorsal viewj b, ventral view. lit?
m&XPMMTIOK OF PUIE XIII
Fig.
I* Eponides parantlllarium Galloway and Bemiiway. X 30.
a, dorsal vieii| ventral viewj c, peripheral view...
2. Eponidea coryelli Palmer. X 30. dorsal view; b^  ventral
view} c, peripheral view*  ............. ....... .
3. Eponidea umbcnatug ecuadorensis (Galloway and Morrey).
TlfoV'kp dorsal view| b^ ventral view| c, peripheral
view. .......    ............ ............
1. Eponidea balizensis Andersen, n. sp* X 60. a. dorsal views
bt ventral view* ................................ .
Stomatorbina concentrica (Parker and Jones). X 10.
a, dorsal1"view# ventral view.  .... ............
6. Poroeponidea lateralis (Terquem) • X 30. a, dorsal view;
b, venirfi viewj"c^ peripheral view7  .....
7* Cancrla sagra (d’Orbigry). X 10* a, dorsal view; b, van- 
traT view.  ........7.............. .
8. Eplstomina elegans (d^ Orbignjr). X 10* a, dorsal view;
bj ventral view| c, peripheral view*  .....
9. Slphonina pulchra Cushman* X 10. a, dorsal view; b, ventral-
view; c, peripheral view. ............     .7..
10* Amphistegina lesaonii d*0rbigny* X 10. a, dorsal view;
t, venial'1 view; c, peripheral view. *..... .
11* Tretcmphalus cf. paciiicus Cushman* X 50. dorsal view;
~ b, ventral view; £, peripheral view*
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E C P u n m o N  o f  p l a t e  x r r
Fig# Page
1. Qlobigerina bulloides d’Orbigny. X 30. aa dorsal view}
b, peripheral view....... ........... .............. 1?1
2. Qlobigerina conglcraerata Schwager. X 30. a, dorsal view;
peripheral, view.  .... .......................... 152
3* Oloblgerinoj.des rubra (d’Orbigny). X 30* a, dorsal viewj
b, peripherSTHew•  ..............T.....     152
it* Globi^erinoides conglobata (H. B. Brady). X 30. Dorsal
view.......................   *.   152
5* Gioblgerlnoides aacculifera (H. B. Brady). X 30. a. dorsal
*** viewj ventral view*  .....       153
6. Sphaeroldlnella dehiscens (Parker and Jones). X 30.
opposite side®.  ......      153
7. Qlobigerinella 'ftequilateralis (H. B. Brady)* X 30,
a, side viewj ' peripheral view*  ..... 153
8* Hasterigerina pelagfca (d'Orbigny). X 30. a> side viewj
^  peripheral view.  ....     151*
Fulleniatina obliqulloculata (Parker and Jones). X 30.
a, side viewj b, peripheral view.  ....     151*
10* Candeina nitida d'Orbigny. X 30. a, dorsal viewj b. ventral
view.  ... ........ . .7... ....    151*
11* Orbulina universa d'Orbigny. X 30.  .....    155
12. Qloborotalia tumida (H. B. Brady)* X 30* a* dorsal viewj
b^ ventral viewj peripheral view/’"........   156
13. Qloborotalia mendardii (d'Orbigny). X 30. a, dorsal viewj
bj ventral" viewrj £> peripheral view. 7............   155
lit. Qloborotalia menardii imr. fjmbriata (H* B. Brady). X 30.
a, dorsal viewjb, ventral viewj e, peripheral view. • 155
15. Qloborotalia (Truncorotalia) trunoatullnoides.
(S’brbigrgr). i 30. ^  dorisal viewj fc, ventral viewj 
£, peripheral view.  ...........     157
16. Qloborotalia (Truncorotalia) hirauta (d'Orbigny). X 30.
a,- dorsal’ viewj b, ventral view j c, peripheral view. . 156
17. Qloborotalia (Truncorotalia) punotulata (d'Orbigny). X 30.
a> dorsal viewj b, peripheral view. ......     157
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EXPLANATION OF FUXB IV
Fig. Pag.
X. Caasidulina laevigata carinata Cushman. I 60. a, b,on— ..■ mwn ' •/ —
opposite sides  ........... ......... ... 158
2. Cassidulina. laevigata (d^rbigny). I 60. a, b* opposite
 siaSi7 7 T 7 ± 7 7 ..............»»* .7. .7. •  ....... .. 15?
3. Caasidulina subglobosa H. B. Brady. X 60. a, b, opposite
si dee. ................      158
U. Cassidulinoides mexicana Cushman. X 60. af opposite
aides.   .....       158
5* Pseudoparrella howei Andersen, n. sp. X 60. a, dorsal
 ^ f T E T w H r a  view| c, peripheral view..........  159
6. ChilostomelTa oolina Scftwager. X 50. a, front viewj
b, side view......         160
7* Pulleoia quinqueloba (Reuss). X 50. a» side viewj b, peri­
pheral view.   .....        160
F^Xenia bulloides (d’Qrbigngr). X 50# a# side viewj
b, peripheral view.  .... .7............  160
Sphaeroldina bulloides df0rbigny* X 50* a, b, opposite
"aJJSiea*"" 161
10. Planulina faveolata (H. B. Brady). X 30. a> dorsal viewj
b| ventral viewj c, peripheral view* ................ 161
11. Planulina mera Cushman* X 30. a, dorsal viewj b, ventral
viewj Gp peripheral view*""*......       161
12. Cibicidea fXoridana (Cushman)* X 30. a* dorsal viewj
b, ventral viewj cu peripheral view.  ....   162
13. Cibicidea sp. ttAw. X jo, a, dorsal viewj b, ventral viewj
c, peripheral view. 7.  .....   162
ill, Cibioidina cf. concentrica (Cushman). X 30. a, b, opposite
sides j c* peHpheraTVlew* ......    163
15* Planorbulina"*mediterraniensi8 d^rbigny. X 30*
a, b, opposite sides. .7....        162*
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APPENDIX I 
Collection Localities
1, Locationi B28°58,b?"Lat. W89°25'37"Long.
Tidal channel in Stake Island, right side of Southwest 
Bass| depth of water 3 feetj cor© sample recovered*
8, Locationi H28°S8*l*l*Lat, ir89°25'L6"Long.
Tidal channel in Stake Island south of location 1| 
depth of water h feet; 6-inch core sample recovered.
3. Locationi H28°57'53*Lat, W89°26*b8,'L©ng.
Embayment at mouth of tidal channel, west side of 
Stake Island} depth of water 2 feet} 6-inch core 
sample recovered# 
b. Locationi N28°57'8b*Lat. 1»89®26'57* Long.
Shell beach at northern margin of Mud Bay, west 
side of Stake Island} surface sample collected*
5. Locationi 828056'52nLat. W89®2b»bO"Long.
Beach 1 mile south of Burrwood, Louisiana, left 
bank of Southwest Bass# Collected by Dr. H. 1* Fisk 
in 1FU8#
6. Locationi H28°58*20"Lat. W89°2U'21"Long.
Burrwood Bayou, left bank of Southwest Passj depth 
of water *> feet} grab sample recovered#
7* Location* N29o05fl6PLat. W890l8*28HLong*
Joseph Bayou near point of divergence from left 
bank of Southwest Pass} depth of water ? feetj 
3-inch core sample recovered#
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8 . Location* W ^03»51»"l*t. W8?°17'30»Long.
B is trib u ta ry  of Joseph Bayou near outlet into East 
Bari depth of water approximately 3 feetf 6-inch 
core of bottom sediment recovered*
9 . Location * H 29°03'l*9"Lat. W 89°17'39"Lone.
Joseph Bayou* right bank of stream near outlet 
into East Bayf depth of water 3 feetf 10-inch 
core recovered*
1 0 . Locationi H2?°Q3'J»?"Lat. W89°17'39»Long.
Joseph Bayou* center of stream near outlet Into 
East Bayf depth of water 8 feetf 8-inch core of 
bottom sediment recovered,
1 1 . Location! H29°00'U6>'Lat. W 89®ll*3lt"Long.
Fort Eads Canal* southern end of waterway near 
outlet into Carden Island Bayj depth of water 
U feetf 3-inch core of bottom sediment recovered*
1 2 . Locationi 8 2 9 °0 1 'll"L a t. ff89°12'Oli"Long,
Fort Eads Canal* northern end near entrance fro© 
South Pass | depth of water 6 feetf l*-inch core of 
bottom sediment recovered*
13* locations 82?°01l27,tLat* WS9*L2 »32wLong,
Unnamed bayou north of Port Eads near point of 
divergence from South Passj depth of water 9 
feetf 6-inch core of bottom sediment recovered*
11*. Location* H29°07'07HLat. W89°ll*'28nLong.
D«nnis Pass near point of divergence from Pas® a 
Loutre| depth of water 2.5 feetj bottom sample 
recovered.
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15. Locationi H29°07'X5“tot. W89°12«32*'Long.
Dennis Fees near Pass a Lout re Club house* Grab 
•ample recovered*
16. locationi H29o06'02"Lat. HJ89°U'33"Long.
Bayou which connects Loomis Pass with Johnson Pass 
sampled at northern end* dspth of water 12 feet; 6-inch 
core of bottom sediment recovered*
17. locationi H2?°O£»10*Xai. W89°ll'01"Long.
Johnson Pass, inland; depth of water 12 feet; 8-inch 
core of bottom sediment recovered*
18. Locationi U290Q5'OS*lat. W89°09'Slnlong.
Distributary of Johnson Pass near outlet into Garden 
Island Bay; depth of water 6 feet; L-inch core of 
beitoa sediment recovered*
19. Locationi H29e0i*‘27,,Lat. W89°08*5^Long.
Johnson Pass, changeable shoal area near outlet 
into Garden Island lay; depth of water 18 inches; 
i*-inch core of bottom sediment recovered*
20* location2 WSp^S^B^Long*
Lpfttd» Pass, changeable shoal area near outlet 
into Garden Island Bay; depth of water 2 feet;
12-inch core of bottom sediment recovered*
21. Location! R29°03,U7',Lat. W89°05'I*2"Long.
Garden Island Bay# shallow water near southern 
end of Balias Bayou; depth of water 6 feet;
10-inch core of bottom sediment recovered*
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82* tooatloni B2?°0li'02"Lat. W8?°Oli'2(9'Long.
Crater Bay, southern end midway between swampland 
surrounding Bailee Bayou and South Bast Pass; depth 
of water 2 feet j small bottom sample recovered from 
an oyster reef*
23* Locationi NfJ>?03*$l*Lat. W89°LU*2G»Long*
East Bay, shallow water near right bank of South 
Paasj depth of water U feehj 6-lnch costs of bottaa 
sediment recovered*
2L* Locationi B29®C3ij tOI,*Lat* W85^f>*21ttL©ng*
Bast Bay, shallow water near Joseph Bayouf depth 
of water 2 feetf 12-inch core of bottom sediment 
recovered*
25* Locationi S28°53,l»0*Lat. W89°20'35*U>ng.
Heritie off Southweat Paasj depth of water 12$ feet) 
grab sample of bottom sediment recovered*
26. Locationi B28°53 W i s t .  W89e20*0S"Long.
Beritlc zone of the Gulf of Mexico off Southwest 
Pass | depth of water 170 feetf grab sample of 
hottem sediment recovered*
27. Locationi B28c55'29"Lat. W89°29*Ui"Long.
Neritic zone off Southwest F&ssf depth of water 
UU5 feetf sample of mud scraped from body of a 
shark caught on a trotline by professional 
fishermen*
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28. Location! H28°S8'l*0BLat. W89°06'50«iong.
Iferitic son© off South Pass) depth of water 60 feet) 
grab sample of bottom sediment recovered*
29. locations N25°58*08*lat. W89o06,30MXong.
Neritic zone off South Passj depth of water 100 feet| 
grab sample of bottom sediment recovered.
30. locations N28°5?l30nLat. ¥89^5* 15* long.
Iferitic son® off South Pass 3 depth of water 150 feetf 
grab sample of bottom sediment recovered.
31. locations S28°5?fQ5*I*t« W8?°b5t19llcmgt
Neritic sons off South Pass) depth of water 200 feetf 
grab sample of bottom sediment recovered*
32. locations N28°56«30wlat. ¥Q9*tti'3Q"Lcmgft
Neritic zone off South Pass) depth of water 215 feetf 
grab sample of bottom sediment recovered.
33. locations M28°55,l5f,lat. W09°O3 *W»long.
Neritic zone off South Pass) depth of water 320 feetf 
grab sample of bottom sediment recovered.
3iu Location! N28°5k'ii?,Lat. w8S>603'20BI,ong.
Neritic zone off South Passj depth of water 3SO feetf 
grab sample of bottom sediment recovered.
35. Location! H28°58'29.S"Lat. W89°08*J»SBLang.
South Pass murilump No. 1# surface sample.
36. locationi N28°58*25.5ttlat. W89«09'Oblong.
South Pass mudlump No. 3 $ surface sample.
37. locationi N28°58ll6.httlat. W89€08'3it.3Mlong.
South Pass mudlump No. $9 surface sample.
TABLE I —  Distribution of Foraminifera in Environments and Mudlumps
# k 1 5 ** 21 22 23 2U 25 26 27 28 2 9 30 31 32 33 3k | 35 36 37
Aaptostoma mexicana 
Ammoastuta salsa 
Ammobaculites cf• agglutinans 
Ammobaculites burrwoodensis 
Ammobaculites diversus
X
X
X X
X
X
e
X
Ammobaculites southpassensis 
Ammobulimina mexicana 
Amphistegina lessonii 
Angulogerina crenulata 
Angulogerina occidental!s
X
X X X X X
X
X
X
X
Angulogerina selseyensis 
Archaias angulatus 
Arenoparrella mexicana 
Articulina mayori 
Articulina cf* mucronata
X
X
X X
X
X
X
Bigenerina nodosaria textularoidea 
Bigenerina nodosaria exuda 
Bigenerina southpassensis 
Bigenerina southpassensis xenula 
Biloculinella labiata
X
X
X
X
X
Biloculinella toddae 
Biloculinella ? sp. 11 Aw 
Bisaccium imbricatum 
Bolivina acerosa southpassensis 
Bolivina alata
X X
X X X X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
Bolivina albatrossi 
Bolivina cf* isidroensis 
Bolivina subaenariensis balizensis 
Bolivina subaenariensis mexicana 
Bolivina subspinescens
X
X X X X X X X
X
X
X
X
Bolivina sp* MAM 
Bolivina sp* nBn 
Bullmina balizensis 
Bulimina exilia diminuta 
Bullmina marginata
X
X X
X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Bulimina pyrula 
B* (Desionbulimina) cf• illingi 
Buliminella elegantissima 
Cancris sagra 
Candeina nitida
-
X
X X X
X
X
X
X
X
Cassidulina laevigata 
Cassidulina laevigata carinata 
Cassidulina subglobosa 
Cassidulinoides bradyi 
Chilostomella oolina
-
X
X
X
X
X
Chrysalidinella mexicana 
Cibicides floridana 
Cibicides sp* ''A" 
Cibicidina cf* concentrica 
Cornuspira planorbis
X X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Cornuspiroides foliaceum 
Dentalina atlantica 
Dentalina cf* calomorpha 
Dentalina cf* costal 
Dentalina hardingi
X
X
X
X
X
Dentalina mucronata
Dentalina vertebralis albatrossi
Dentalina sp* nAH
Discorbis bertheloti floridensis
Discorbis candeiana
X
X
X
X
X
Discorbis orbicularis 
Discorbis pulchra 
Dorothia caribaea 
Elphidium cf• excavatum 
Elphidium cf* fax fax
X
X
X
X
X
Elphidium gunteri galvestonensis 
Elphidium lanieri 
Elphidium poeyanum 
Elphidium cf. translucens 
Enantiodentalina communis
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X X X X
X
X
X
Epistomina elegans 
Eponides balizensis 
Eponides coryelli 
Eponides parantillarium 
Eponides umbonatus ecuadorensis
X
X
X
X
X
Bulimina pyrula 
B* (Desionbulimina) cf* illlngl 
Buliminella elegantissima 
Cancris sagra 
Candeina nitida
1
X
X X X
X
X
X
X
X
Cassidulina laevigata 
Cassidulina laevigata carinata 
Cassidulina subglobosa 
CasSldulinoides bradyi 
Chilostomella oolina
-
X
X
X
X
X
Chrysalidinella mexicana 
Cibicides floridana 
Cibicides sp. "A" 
Cibicidina cf. concentrica 
Cornuspira planorbis
X X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Cornuspiroides foliaceum 
Dentalina atlantica 
Dentalina cf* calomorpha 
Dentalina cf* costai 
Dentalina hardingi
X
X
X
X
X
Dentalina mucronata
Dentalina vertebralis albatrossi
Dentalina sp* '’A1
Discorbis bertheloti floridensis
Discorbis candeiana
X
X
X
X
X
Discorbis orbicularis 
Discorbis pulchra 
Dorothia caribaea 
Elphidium cf* excavatum 
Elphidium cf• fax fax
X
X
X
X
X
Elphidium gunteri galvestonensis 
Elphidium lanieri 
Elphidium poeyanum 
Elphidium cf• translucens 
Enantiodentalina communis
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X V X X X X
X
X
X
Epistomina elegans 
Eponides balizensiB 
Eponides coryelli 
Eponides parantillarium 
Eponides umbonatus ecuadorensis
X
X
X
X
X
Fissurina biparoda---
Fissurina centro-lucida 
Fissurina sp* "A" 
Flabellammlna advena 
Frondicularia compressa •
X
-■X
X
X
X
Frondicularia sagittula 
Frondiculonodosaria nuda 
Gaudryina (Gaudryina) southpassensis 
Glandulina laevigata 
Globigerina bulloides X X
X
X
X
X
X
Globigerina conglomerata 
Globigerinella aequilateralis 
Globigerinoides conglobata 
Globigerinoides rubra 
Globigerinoides sacculifera
X X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Globorotalia menardii 
Globorotalia menardii frimbriata 
Globorotalia tumida 
G* (Truncorotalia) hirsuta 
G* (Truncorotalia) punctulata
X X
I
X
X
X
X
X
G* (Truncorotalia) truncatulinoides 
Guttulina pulchella 
Guttulina spicaeformis 
Haplophragmoides balizensis 
Haplophragmoides manilensis
X
X X
X X X X
X
X
Haplophragmoides cf* planissima 
Hastigerina cf. pelagica 
Karreriella bradyi 
Lagena cf* distoma 
Lagena gracillima mollis X
X
X
X
X
X
Lagena hispidula 
Lagena laevis nebulosa 
Lagena perlucida 
Lagena porteadsensis 
Lagena pyrama
X X
X
X
X
X
Lagena cf* striata
Lagena sulcata laevicostata
Lagena sulcata spicata
Lagenonodosaria semihispida
Lagenonodosaria seraiintercellularis
-
X
X
X X/>
X
X
X
X
X
Lagenonodosaria pyrula 
Lenticulina cf* convergins 
Lenticulina peregrina 
Liebusella soldanii 
Loxostomum mexicanum '
X
X
X
X
X
Marginulina augens 
Marginulina cf* glabrata 
Marginulina cf. glabrata obesa 
Marginulina raarginulinoides 
Marginulina striatula
X
X
X
X
X
X
Marginulina subaculeata 
Marginulina villa 
Marginulina sp. "A" 
Marginulina sp. "B" 
Marginulina sp. ”Cn
X X
X
X
X
X
X
Massilina southpassensis 
Miliolinella cf. californica 
Miliolinella porteadsensis 
Nodobaculariella atlantica 
Nodobaculariella sp. "A"
X
X
X
X
X
Nodosaria fusta 
Nonion barleeana
Nonion cf* depressulum matagordanum 
Nonion faringai 
Nonion crawfordi
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X
X X
X
X
Nonion grateloupi 
Nonionella atlantica 
Nonionella cf* auris 
Nonionella basiloba 
Nonionella opima
X X X
X
X
X
X X X X X X X X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
Oolina catenulata 
Oolina caudigera 
Oolina hexagona 
Orbulina universa 
Parafissurina lateralis
X X
X
X
X
X
X
Patellina corrugate X
Oolina catenulata 
Oolina caudigera 
Oolina hexagona 
Orbulina universa 
Parafissurina lateralis
X X
X
X
X
X
xPatellina corrugata 
Pavonina sp. "A"
Peneroplis proteua 
Planorbulina mediterranienensis 
Planulina faveolata
X
X
X
X
X
Planulina mera 
Poroeponides lateralis 
Proteonina difflugiformis 
Pseudoclavulina mexicana 
Pseudoglandulina comatula
X X
X
X
X
X
Pseudoparrella howei 
Pullenia bulloides 
Pullenia quinqueloba 
Pulleniatina obliquiloculata 
Pyrgo cf* carinata
X X X X X X X X X X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
Pyrgo cf. elongata 
Pyrgo nasutus 
I^rgo nasutus balizensis 
Pyrgo nasutus southpassensis 
Pyrgo subsphaerica burrwoodensis
X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
Pyrgo vespertilio 
Pyrgo sp. MAH 
fyrgoella sphaera 
Quinquelooulina cf. bicostata 
Quinqueloculina burrwoodensis
X
X
X
X
X
Quinqueloculina candeiana 
Quinqueloculina cf. glabrata 
Quinqueloculina cf. lamarckiana 
Quinqueloculina porteadsensis 
Quinqueloculina sabulosa
X X
X
X
X
X
Quinqueloculina sp. "A" 
Quinqueloculina sp. "B" 
Ramulina globulifera 
Rectobolivina advena 
Reophax dentaliniformis
X
'
X X
X
X
X
Reussellacf. miocena 
Reussella cf. spinulosa atlantica 
Robertina cf. bradyi 
Robulus balizensis 
Robulus bowdenensis
X
X
X
X
X
Robulus burrwoodensis 
Robulus calcar
Robulus calcar southpassensis 
Robulus cf. clericii 
Robulus cf. cultratus
X X X '
X
X
X
X
X
Robulus cf. falcifer 
Robulus lotus 
Robulus iotus blowersi 
Robulus porteadsensis 
Robulus cf. serpens
X
'X
X
X
X
Robulus sp. 11 An 
Robulus sp. nBH 
Robulus sp. "C"
Rotalia beccarii parkinsonians 
Rotalia beccarii tepida
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X X
X
X X X X X X X X
X
X X X
X
X
X
X
Saccammina sp. "A"
Saracenaria cf. arcuata 
Saracenaria cf. italics 
Saracenaria latiformis jamaicensis 
Saracenaria southpassensis
X
X
X
X
X
Saracenaria tripartita 
Sigmoilina cf. flintii 
Sigmoilina schlumbergeri 
Sigmoilina tenuis 
Sigmomorphina sp. nA"
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
Siphonina pulehra 
Siphotextularia affinis 
Siphotextularia concava 
Siphotextularia mexicana 
Sorites marginalis
x
X
X
X
X
Sphaeroidina bulloides 
Sphaeroidinella dehiscens 
Spirillina vivipara 
Spiroloculina cf. antillarium 
Spiroloculina southpassensis
-
X
X
X
X
X
Spiroloculina sp. nAtt
Stomatorbina concentrica 
Textularia burrwoodensis 
Textularia candeiana
--------------— =■-
X
•- -
X X X X
-
X
— -— —
X
X
X
X
Textularia clava 
Textularia conica 
Textularia corrugata 
Textularia foliacea occidentalis 
Textularia mayori
•
X
X
X
X
X
Textularia mayori giganta 
Textularia mexicana 
Textularia sica 
Textularia sp. "A" 
Textulariella barrettii
1 X
X
X
X
X
Tretonphalis cf. pacificus 
Triloculina insignia 
Triloculina cf. striatotrigonula 
Triloculina tricarinata 
Triloculina trigonula
X
X
X
X
X
Trochammina inflate 
Trochammina cf. rotaliformis 
Uvigerina flintii 
Uvigerina cf. hispido-costata 
Uvigerina proboscides vadescens
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X X X X.
X
X
X
Vaginulinopsis cf. cibaoensis 
Vaginulinopsis cf. superba 
Valvulineria mexicana 
Valvulineria vilardeboana 
Virgulina complanata X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Virgulina punctata 
Virgulina schreibersiana 
Virgulina cf. tenuis
X X X X X X
X
X
X
* 1* i 21 22 23 2k 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3U 35 36 37
^Composite of tidal Btream collection localities 1* 2 and 3* 
a-ttComposite of distributary collection localities 6 through 20.
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